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HOLZ,
THE BAKER,
says:

“If the patronage I’ve received during the past three
weeks is any indication of
the trade to come, I made
no mistake in
coming to
Ellsworth; I had no idea
it needed a bakery so much.”
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Joseph Tufts, of Hancock, is employed
the Ellsworth Foundry & Machine
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quested to bring original compositions
tendance is desired.
and readings on the origin of “St. ValenELLSWORTH FALLS.
Barge Ride and Candy Pull.
President Arthur J. Roberts, of Colby tine’s Day”. There will be the “query
tContributed.]
his
W.
Smith
is
Charles
visiting
father,
college, addressed the students of the box”, the club paper, music and recitaThe Three B. class of the Baptist church
Ellsworth high school last Thursoay fore- tions; also talks on the Civil war, and C. M. Smith, in Bangor.
held its first annual barge ride and
candyMiss Marion Smith has gone to Beverly,
business connected with the club. A
pull last night. Just eighteen members
me nremen were called out yesterday
pleasant time is assured, and it is hoped Mass., to join her brother Leon.
and friends enjoyed the ride, and although
forenoon by a chimney ttre at Charles all members will be present.
Mrs. Richard Smith and child, of Ban- the stilly night was
cold, they met w’ith
Whitmore’s house on Hancock street. No
R.
are
her
Mrs. E. W. Wooster, of Washington gor,
a warm welcome at the home of Herbert
visiting
parents, Henry
wife.
Wood
and
damage.
Shute who, with his sister, Miss
Junction, has organized a Sunday school.
Idylene,
Herbert Strout and wife spent Sunday were hosts of the occasion.
Alexander
Lygonia lodge, F. and A. M., will work The children of the community, and older
the third degree on three candidates to- ones, too, meet every Sunday at her at North Ellsworth with Mrs. Strout’s Weaver was the driver, and handled the
ribbons w'ith customary skill.
morrow evening.
Supper will be served pleasant home., Mr. Wooster and wife parents. Daniel Richardson and wife.
have a phonograph and a piano, and there
While the candy was
ajter work.
simmering, the
Mrs. Mary B. Flood has decided to disL music and at the close of the exercises
committee in charge inaugurated a few
Officers of Donaqua lodge, K. of P., will
continue housekeeping, and will make her
child has a treat to take horns,
contests that set the wits wool-gathering.
be
installed this evening. Installation every
home for the present with her mother,
either oranges or candy. The effort and
To this committee—H. W. Sargent, Misses
will be followed by work in the third deMrs. Selena Lord.
kindness of Mr. and Mrs. Wooster are
Winnie Southard and Alma Wilson—
gree, and a supper.
Abbie Carter, who was severely inMrs.
credit is due for much of the pleasure of
greatly appreciated, and the school will
A surprise party was given Irving Jorinto a ditch at Bar Harbor
falling
by
jured
doubtless be of much benefit to the comthe evening. Suitable prizes were given
dan and wife last Thursday evening.
several weeks ago, has so far recovered as to the winners.
*
munity.
Following the disposal of
About fifteen were present.
Refreshto be able to return home.
the candy, the committee served delicious
The committee having: in hand the
ments were served.
of
Bar
Mrs.
Richardson,
Corydon
refreshments which topped off the occaproposition for the establishment of an
The Wm. H. H. Rice relief corps wilj
was here Saturday, the guest of
sion very nicely.
organization in Ellsworth on the lines of Harbor,
serve supper at G. A. R. hall to-morrow
went
to
and wife.
She
A feature of unusual interest was the
the Y. M. C. A., will submit to the State C. W. Smith
evening at 6 o’clock. Members are re- Y. M. C. A. a draft of the constitution Amherst Sunday with Mr. Smith,
first appearance of the Chronicle, a little
quested to furnish food.
Mrs. Melinda Burns, of Trenton, is vis- monthly paper that the class is publishunder which it is proposed to organize
Miss Elizabeth DeMeyer, of East brook, here, to learn if it meets with the approval iting her cousin, Mrs. Elias B. Armstrong. ing, and which is intended to serve the
and Miss Florence Dunn, of Franklin, of the State
organization. The committee Mrs. Burns is returning from the Eastern interests of the class and the church.
The party broke up at an early hour
came to this city last Wednesday on a
is also awaiting estimates of an architect Maine general hospital at Bangor, where
visit to their uncle, H. W. Dunn.
she has been for several weeks for treat- with many expressions of appreciation to
on the cost of necessary changes and reMr. and Miss Shute for their generous
The pastor’s topics at the Methodist pairs on the old Methodist church build- ment.
hospitality, and to members of the comchurch next Sunday will be: Morning, ing £o adapt it to the purpose of a clubmittee also for their efforts to make the
WEST ELLSWORTH.
“How Should we Meet God?” Evening, room, and also the cost of installing the
affair a success.
The next social is in
With this information in
“The Church and Her Critics.” All are equipment.
Austin Conary has purchased a horse.
charge of Misses Marion Rideout, May
invited.
hand, the committee will be prepared tc
a
from
Mrs. Hattie Carter is recovering
Wilson and Mrs. C. I. Staples.
a report to those interested, probCecil C. Hodgkins, of Bar Harbor, and submit
Her sister, Maggie
severe illness of grip.
Boon after food fair week.
Miss Nancy L. Higgins, of Eden, were ably
Hardison, is with her.
Hrooklln Man Hurried to Heath.
married at the Baptist parsonage, in Ellsand wife, of
Thurston Cunningham
Masonic District Convention.
Brooklin, Feb. 12 (special)-James O.
worth, Sunday afternoon, by Rev. P. A. A.
Mrs.
visited
Cunningham’s
parBluehill,
A convention of the twenty-first maFreethy, aged sixty-three years, was
Killam.
and Sunday.
burned to death in a fire which destroyed
sonic district will be held at Odd Fellows ents Saturday night
George P. Woodward and William
Mrs. Austin Conary returned Saturday his home here early Sunday morning, with
hall Thursday of next week, Feb. 22, openGreat bead, of Boston, and Joseph W.
her
sister, ail its contents. Mr. Freethy lived alone.
after a week-end visit with
at 2 o’clock. Dr. Frank K. Ober, ol
Nealley, of Ellsworth, are the guests for a ing
He had bqen failing in health the
Northeast Harbor, district deputy, will Miss Vernie Carter, in Old Town.
past few
few days of Harvard C. Jordan, at Uneeda
preside. It is hoped the grand master,
The four children of A. K. Uuptill and years.
Rest camp, Green lake.
The cause of the fire is unknown. It is
Rev. Ashley A. Smith, of Bangor, will be
Mr. Guptill’s
wife have chicken-pox.
Members of the social circle of the Bapthought Mr. Freethy may have upset a
present.
mother is with him for the winter.
tist church will serve supper this evening
The program w ill be about as usual—exWhen neighbors arrived,
William Carlisle, who has been em- lighted lamp.
in the vestry. The committee in charge is
emplification of first and second degrees ployed at North Sedgwick, visited his par- the end of the building, where his room
of
Mrs.
Mrs.
Nellie
P.
Curtis,
composed
at 6.30, and
in the afternoon; banquet
was, was in flames, and fire was coming
ents, Robert Carlisle and wife, Saturday
A. A. Killam and Miss Cora V. Anderson.
work i:i the third degree in the evening,
He was accompanied through the roof.
and Sunday.
night
The missionary society of the Congre- followed by luncheon. The lodges workLewis Closson.
gational church will meet with Mrs. E. F. ing will be McKinley, No. 212, first de- by
COMING EVENTS
Robinson, sr., to-morrow afternoon at gree; Tremont, No. 77, of Southwest Har2.30.
The pastor, Rev. R. B. Mathews, bor, second degree; Bar Harbor, No. 185,
ELLSWORTH.
NORTH ELLSWORTH.
will talk on the troubles in China. A large third degree.
Wednesday evening, Feb. 14, at Baptist
William McClown is hauling out birch
attendance is requested.
A new plan will be adopted in regard tc
vestry—Supper by social circle; 15 cents.
for the hardwood factory.
The plan of assessing the
The Ellsworth high school will be in expenses.
Thursday, Feb. 15, at G. A. K. hall-Supand wife were guests
Maddocks
Hamlin
session Saturday of this week to make up lodges in the district according to memper by Wm. H. H. Rice relief corps; 15
here over Sunday.
home
at
his
for Friday of next week, when the school j bership has not proven satisfactory. It
cents.
Miss Etta Piper, of Eastbrook, is with
As Thursday of next ! has been decided to assess those who at
will be
closed.
Friday, Feb. 16, at home of Walter A.
Nason.
week is a legal school holiday, this will tend thirty-five cents for their supper. her sister Mrs. Arthur
Bonsey, Bucksport road—Sociable by J.
in
the
district
will
relieve
week
This
last
with
lodges
Moore
and
three
free
Louise
the
teachers
Mrs.
spent
pupils
give
W. class of Methqdist Sunday schoolwhich can send but few delegates from a
her daughter, Mrs. Minnie Danieo, at
days for food fair week.
Admission, 10 cents.
feel unjust, and will Nicolin.
which
burden
they
The joint good roads committee of the ]
February 19-24, at Hancock ^hall—Ellsthose who enjoy
thiB
the
of
throw
upon
H.
expense
formerly
Maddocks,
Edgar
Ellsworth Merchants’ association and the |
worth food fair, under auspices of Ellstime of the conand
benefits
at
11
Farrell’s
the
good
court,
now
living
place,
board of trade met at the office of the
worth Merchants’ association.
Admisvention. All expenses beyond the supper Cincinnati, Ohio, celebrated his thirtychairman, John A. Peters, Monday evenAfternoons, 10 cents; evenings,
of sixth birthday recently, and sends word sion.
will
be
borne
by
lodge
Lygonia
ing, and decided to submit to the incomladies 10 cents, gentlemen 25 cents, inEllsworth.
that he is very grateful for the postca'd
ing city government a set of recommendaI
all Masons who pro- shower he received from relatives and eluding dance; all seats in galleries rethat
is
It
requested
tions as to the good roads problem in
served, 10 cents; tickets on sale Thursday,
pose to attend notify the secretary of their friends in Ellsworth and vicinity.
Ellsworth.

interesting paper, “The Period of Keconstruction.” Mrs. H. H. Emerson also gave
an interesting and instructive paper on
“The Development of the New South”.
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The literature club met Monday evening with Mrs. O. VV. Tapley, who read an
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Irene chapter, O. E. 8., will hold a regumeeting Friday evening. A good at-

EASTERN TRUST & BANKING CO.,

we

to 10

ively conservative policies since
organization, has established its stability
beyond question.

beautiEllsworth
who attended were Charles W. Joy, Chester
Norris, Charles H. Vose, Harry E. Rowe,
Henry E. Davis,; Fred H. McFarland and
their wives; Leon E. Rowe; Miss Susie E.
•
Jordan.
was

«

9

lar

account here.

that

Sunday from

Works.

one’s money and
to be considered.

receipts

Checks ire

dred

Mibb Lura Smith, of Presque Isle, is the
guest of Mrs. Austin H. Joy.

of it are
for bills paid; checks preclude the chance of mistake in making change;
checks make by-mail payments simple and safe.
We pay liberal interest on deposits subject to
check. Ask us TO-DAY how you can start an
economical

the

ciety

an

open on

Noted for its stability and integrity. An uninterrupted business career marked by distinct-

the

Registered mail should be at postofBce half
hour before mail closes.
No Sunday trains.

OF ELLSWORTH

The Sir Knights of Bar Harbor gave to
Casino last Thursday evening a ball
which proved to be one of the leading so-

m.

POSTOPPICB

Going Wrst-10.80, 11.80 a m; 5.15, 9 pm.
Going East-6.46 a m; 8.45, 8 pm.

Check Accounts for Women
more

effect Dec. 3, 1911.
MAILS RKCBIVTD.

PostofBce

are

The members of the J. W. class of the
Methodist Sunday school will have a
social at the home of Walter A. Bonsey on
the Bucksport road next Friday.
Free
conveyance has been arranged for. Teams
will be at t he postoffice at 7 o’clock sharp
Refreshments will be served, and a short
program given. Home-made candy will
be for sale. There will be games for all,
and a good time in assured.
Everyone is
welcome.

SCHEDULE OF MAILS

of the Facilities offered—Central
Location,Convenient Business Hours.Otllces Equip-

No. 7.

1

UNION TRUST COMPANY

sum.

—

Evident proof

KKTBBBD AS 8BOOND GLASS MATTBB I
AT THB BLL8WORTH POSTOPPIOB.

afi&frietmmtB

H. 8., Bayard Young; V. H. 8., HarMooR; 8., Kenneth Jordan; T.,
Harold Treworgy; G., Mark McGown; V.
Ci., Walter Barron; C., Har-y Parker. The
cooked food sale In connection with the
installation netted the scouts a tidy little

Sheriffs Hales —Bion E Whitney.
Notices of foreclosure-Nickerson et als.
Adair notice—Est Fred Moore.
—Est of Herbert A Clement.
Exec notice—Est of Abby M Fulton.
E*t of Grace R Shaw.
Equitable Fire A Marine I us Co—Statement.
Probate notices-Laroy B Grindle et als.
Banooh:
Eastern Trust & Banking Co.
Benson A Miller—Ladies’ dress goods.

gas the Patronage of Nearly Twothirds of Ellsworth’s Merchants

I

vard

Commissioners’ notice.

ELLSWORTH

\
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home

lodge, in order that

an

be made of the number to be

j at the
banquet.

estimate

can

provided

for

Merchants* Association.

regular meeting of the Ellsworth
Merchants’ association was held Monday
The next meeting will be held with Mrs. !
evening with a good attendance. M. J.
Harry E. Rowe on Feb. 26.
Diummey was, elected to membership.
The reception given by the senior class There was general talk on industrial afof the Ellsworth high school to the fairs of Ellsworth, and the food fair was
juniors, at Odd Fellows hall last Thursday i given a boost.
The
evening, was a very pretty affair. The
president announced that he
ball was attractively decorated with banwould make appointment of standing
Music for dancing committees during the week, which has
ners and evergreen.
was furnished by Monaghan’s orchestra
been done as follows:
of four pieces. Refreshments were served.
Trade, C. L. Morang, H. C. Jordan, C. 8.
Commerce, J. A. Lord, E. G.
The republican caucus for nomination Cottle.
of a candidate for mayor will be held at Moore, W. J. Clark.
Industry, H. B. Estey, E. G Moore, E. F.
the board of trade room in Hancock hall
A

a.

p.

Garland.

trade room,

new

snmraer

hotel at

Maddocks’

landing will mean much to this comMr. Sargent, who owned the
munity.
land on which it is being built, realizing
this, made very liberal terms with Mr.
Farmer, the proprietor. The hotel occu-

pies*

one

of

the most

drug-store.

22, at Odd Fellows hall—
Masonic district convention, opening at 2

Mrs. Sarah Moore, of
Brooksville, is
visiting her aged mother, Mrs. Charles
The

m., at Moore’s

beautiful sites in

county, with a fine beach in
front, a broad view of the island-dotted
lake, with background of forest-covered
hills. Back of the hotel is a pine grove,
carpeted with the pine spills of many

Feb.

m.

Thursday, Feb. 22,
municipal

7.30 p. m., at board of
hall
Republican

Hancock

—

caucus.

Thursday, Feb. 22, at vestry of Methodist

church-Supper by kindergarten department of Sunday school. Tickets 15 centsFriday, March 22, at Mechanics’ building, Boston—Ellsworth reunion. Tickets,.
50 cents.

Hancock

years.

An iron for
small

smooting

garments, that

an

the wrinkles
Illinois

man

from)
has

patented, resembles a door knob, and can
be clamped to the edge of the table, an article to be ironed being passed over it.

Small.

Ward 1,2, 3 and 5 caucuses will be held
Finance, W. A. Alexander, Charles A.
immediately after the general caucus. Monaghan, A. W. Joy.
Legislation, J. A. Peters, W. E. WhitWard 4 caucus will be held at Agricultural
ing, E. J. Walsh. Publication, Roy C.
2.30
o’clock
in
at
North
Ellsworth,
hall,
Haines, Rev. R. B Mathews, W. H. Titus.
the afternoon of the same day.
Transportation, E. F. Robinson, C. W.

Joy, J.

Elsewhere in this issue may be found an
article op “Life in Persia”, of special interest at this time owing to' the political
disturbances in that country, and of still
f other interest to all who ard*tnterested in
foreign missions. The young ladies referred to in the article are nieces of Mrs.
William Dulles (formerly Miss Helen
Rollins), of Englewood, N. J.
The Boy Scouts installed officers on last
Friday evening, the scoutmaster, Rev. E.
D. Kizer, presiding. The officers installed

15, 9

Thursday,

IjAKKWOOD.

|

Thursday evening, Feb. 22, at 7.30 o’clock.

Feb.

A.

Cunningham.

Conductor Dibble Pleaded Guilty.
Herbert G. Dibble, conductor of the

Mrs. Louisa Moore, of North Ellsworth,
spent the past week with her daughter,
Mrs. Hiram Danico.

Bangor
which

&
on

Aroostook

July

*J8

was

M.

excursion

train

wrecked at

Grind-

stone with the loss of nine lives, was
taken before Justice Bird of the supreme
and pleaded
court yesterday afternoon
guilty to manslaughter, being sentenced
serve
and
to pay a fine of |500
sixty days
in the county Jail.

Have

Mrs. Benjamin Maddocks and Arthur
are ill.

John P. Hoyt, of Bangor, spent Sunday
with friends here.

Haines,

atocrtisnuenw.

Clement

J.

Agriculture, Roy C.
Drummey, H. B. Estey.

I

NI COLIN

Alice McGown is home from Castine.

E> Your
Prescriptions
Filled at

The ladies’ aid society will meet this
week at the home of the president, Mrs

McGown, Thursday, Feb. 16. At
o’clock there will be a business meeting
of the church. All members are requested
Francis

2

to be

present.

Parcher’s

Pharmacy

ac jmremuis*.

Dtintnal kJtnttit fiotuinn

CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR.
___I;
Prayer Meeting Topic For the Week
Beginning Feb. 18, 1912,
Topic.—"No” and “Yes;" when to say

(Led by the lookout
them. —Ps. lvll. 1-11.
committee ) Edited by Rev. Sherman H.
Doyle, D. D.

The question of when to say "No”
and when to say “Yes” seems very simple, and yet the destiny of every man
both for time and for eternity is deter
mined by his ability to say each at
the right time and to stand by what he
■ays. When Jesus stood before Mat
thew. the publican, at the seat of cus
tom and said "Follow me.” everything
depended upon the answer to be given.
By action Matthew said “Yes.” and
from that moment the eternal salvaWhen
tion of his soul was assured.
the rich young ruler came to Christ
and the Master said unto him. “Come,
follow Me." the same issue was involved. in this instance the one addressed,
wedded to his wealth, by action said
“No,” and this determined a contrary
destiny for himself. Thus in each case
the issue of eternity was involved in
a “Yes” and a “No.” and how vastly
The supreme
different the results!
time to say “Yes” is when Jesus calls.
The supreme time to say "No" is when
Satan tempts us to disregard the call
of Christ.
Times of decision are ever upon us.
Life from almost every standpoint is
constantly requiring of us a “Yes” or a
Virtue and vice are ever ap“No."
pealing to us in some form or another.
In the Intellectual world it is ever a
question of right thinking and ot
wrong thinking. In the business world
there is always the issue of honesty or
dishonesty, in the social world t.lways
the problems of justice or of injustice.
We cannot shun or ignore the questions of right and wrong, of good and
evil, of serving God or of serving mammon. of belonging to the kingdom of
Christ or the kingdom of Satan. I-ike
the psalmist of old. each one of us also
I
can say: “My soul is among lions.
lie among them that are set on fire,
even the sons of men. whose teeth are
spears and arrows and their tongue a
sharp sword.” But if, like the psalmist, amid all life's temptations and arrows we can exalt God in our hearts
and in our lives, we need have no fear
of the results. God delivered him, and
He can and will also deliver us if we
put our trust in Him.
should never be
No
ies
and
We
decided by policy or custom.
should not be honest because honesty
Is the best policy, but because honesty Is right. In Home we should not
do as Rome does, but always and
everywhere do right regardless of the
customs of those among whom we
may be thrown if only for the time.
Wherever and whenever a moral question is involved there is but one thing
to do. and that is what is right, and if
a question of doubt exists we should
always give the benefit of the doubt
to the side that seems to be right.
Before saying “yes" or “no" when in
doubt we may well ask ourselves the
question. “What would God have us
say?" The answer will usually be
easily evident, and if we obey it tnere
will be little danger of our making
mistakes. Moreover, the grace of God
is always sufficient to enable us to do
the right and to shun the wrong if we
are willing to say “yes” to the right
and “no” to the wrong.

BIBLE

READINGS.

Gen. xxxii, 24-32; Josh, i, 1-7;
Ruth i, 16-18; Prov. i, 10-19; Isa.
vii, 10-16; Dan. 1. 8-15; vl. 40;
Matt, vi, 33; vii, 7-12; Acts xvi.
8-10; xxvi, 12-20; Heb. xi. 24-26.
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Motto:

“Helpful

Communications will be subject to approvalor
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
will be rejected without good reason. Address
all communications to
The American,
Ellsworth. Me.

Now

we

are to set

our

eyes upon

a

goal still higher, still farther distant,
still more splendid—that of efficiency.
To get large numbers is essential.
Christ urged it upon His followers.
They are to compel men to come in;
they are to go out through all the
world and baptize all the nations.
But numliers are never to be sought
at the expense of efficiency. Two or
three met in Christ's name with
Christ in the midst is a finer assembly
than 10.000 delegates with Christ outside the auditorium.
So that with enlarged numbers there
comes always the res!K>nslbillty for enlarged efficiency, and the efficiency
campaign set forth so fully in this
number aims at that necessary end.
We believe that the appeal of this
week will be heeded, that the Entleavorers everywhere will take up
these large plans enthusiastically and
that God will bless them to glorious
results.—Christian Endeavor World.
Good, Better, Best.
By AMOS R. WELLS.
Lord of workers, endless wise
It would be a wondrous prize
If our work so firmly stood
Thou couidst praise and call it

good.

Lord“of workers, whose design
Finer grows and yet more fine,
All our work with purpose fill.
Help us make it better still.
Lord of workers, pointing far
To ideals perfect star.
Leave us no ignoble rest;
Lift our better up to best.
Lord of workers, joined with Thee
In endeavor’s ecstasy.
Let Thy words that cheer and bless
Be our goal and our success
MOTTO FOR THE CAMPAIGN.

Endeavor to be good and better still
And beat. Success is naught, endeavor's
all.
—Robert

Browning.

SEVEN YEARS
OF MISERY
How Mrs. Bethune

Hurrah, my boy, I'm going down
While you toil up. but never frown.
The far hill top you soon will gain
And then, with all your might and main,
You’ll pass by me while full of glee
I’ll up again and pass by thee
So on we glide—O, life of joy!
What pleasure hath the glad school boy!

was

This column is devoted to tb« Grange, e»to the granges of Hancock county.
The column is open to all grangers for the
discussion of topics of general interest, and
for reports of grange meetings. Make 'etters
short and concise. All communications must
f-e signed, but names will not be printed except by permission of the writer. All com-

Re*

munications will be subject to approval by
the editor, but none will be rejected without
good

Friday,

Mountain

Mountain Pomona with

year.
The host grange gave

Feb. 9

help

|5

which

;

boa|

Many of as have wondered where M. A.
B. might be, it had been 90 long since we
heard from you. Let us know where you
when you reach your destination.

are

I gladly welcome “New Jersey” to the
M. B. ranks. When the young married
ladies, like you, manifest their interest in
the column and become

members,

there is

hope for in the future in regard
to its continuance. Many thanks to you.
much to

While I am not a member of the column, I
have Tub American every week and always
read the M. B. column with interest. I
noticed a few weeks ago one of the members
asked for different ways for cooking macaroni. I was much interested in reading the
replies, for we are very fond of macaroni, and
I have cooked it for a numbers of years.
1 noticed that at least one of the answers
s£\d to break it in small pieces and put it
on in cjld water.
I never heard of its being
done this way before. It is always pat on in
water
“with
the accent on the boilboiling
ing,” to quote. I cook mine in the double
boiler and always have both parts boiling
and the upper part Ralted before the macaroni is put in. We like it served with cream
sauce, and are very food of it with cheese.
The original Italian way of cooking it is
whole. Take a broad, low pan and nearly fill
with boiling water. Put in the salt. Then
the whole long sticks of macaroni are put in
and curled around in the pan. The water
muBt not stop boiling when the macaroni is
put in. W'hen it is cooked uutil it is tender it
is taken out and curled around in a deep
round dish, and a little hot milk and melted
butter is poured over it. It is served to the
guests curled around dishes. Perhaps some
of the members might like to try it this way.
New' Jersey.
—

sure

to

come

again.

SUSAN'S TRIP.

Dear Aunt Madge:
Still tramping. To-day, June 16, we go over
to Boston.
We take electric cars, both surface and elevated. We are bent on doing a
little shopping.
The
weather
was
fair
enough on our starting out, but now, at 1 p.
m., it rains hard. But at 2.30 it is clear again.
How fickle! The air seems to be, and is, cool.
This mfoute the weather is as fine as a fiddle
in perfect tune. But how long will it remain
so? That is the question. Perhaps for half
an hour, maybe longer or shorter, but not too

long,

sure.

At

any rate, whatever is and whatever is to
be is all right and will be all right. I can
imagine that if each of us had our own way in
the making cf weather, we would be in a
whirlwind of weather all the time. So I
think we bad better hold our tongues from
We cannot change it to
grumbling about i
our liking, anyhow.
Just now, at sunset, the
sky has a blue, cold look.
I don't think that this day all through can
properly be called as much of an ideal day as
was yesterday, bull have no doubt of it fit*
ting perfectly in the great plan of days. The
wheels of the world’s machinery are running
smoothly, whether we think so or otherwise.
The thing for us to do is, catch on and go
with the general trend of the great varieties.
To buck spells disaster.
June 17, the 136th anniversary of the battle of
Bunker Hill. 1 go to the monument, a gran
ite shaft of 220 feet, commemorative of that
anxious, bloody, and yet great day of the war
of our Revolution, and witness a parade of
“antiques" and “horribles.” Of course there ia great crowd.
I greatly enji y the parace and
my study of the hill.
1 try to get back in my imagination, aided
by my memory of bits of history, to that far*
in-the-rear day, as it seems to me, of events
helping along the struggle that finally gave
us a new home nation
upon a foundation
such as our forefathers and our foremothers
..

Almost Lost His Life.
8. A Stid.of Mason, Mich., will never forget
his terrible exposure to a merciless storm.
“It gave me a dreadful cold," he writes, “that
caused severe pains in my chest, so it was
hard for me to breathe. A neighbor gave me
several doses of Dr. King’s New Discovery
which brought great relief. The doctor said I
was on the verge of pn<.umouia, but to coolinue with the Discovery, i did so and two
bottles com pie tel > cured me.’’ Use only this
quick, safe, reliable medicine for coughs,
coms. or any throat or lung trouble.
Price
50c and tl.00. Trial bottle free. Guaranteed

by

all

druggists.

Sloan’s Liniment is a great
remedy for backache. It
and
penetrates
relieves
the pain instantly—no rub-

bing necessary—just lay
it on lightly.

_

tage at Good Will Farm,
stroyed by tire. One application

de-

was

was re-

to aee anyone or
refreshments
were
At recess
ceived.
have anyone move in j served and s social hour
enjoyed. A short
the room. The docprogram was presented.
tors gave me mediThe grange sociable held Feb. 1 was a
Prosuccess
socially and financially.
those times, and said that I ought to
ceeds, |20.2&.
have an operation. I would not listen to
BROOK LIN, 251.
that, and when a friend of my husband’s
Brooklin grange entertained Hancock
told him about Lydia E. Pinkham’s VegThe day
etable
and what it had done Pomona at Brooklin Feb. 6.

regular session

a

held

was

Here’s Proof.

with

"I haS my hack him In the Boer War
and in Nin IraiKteto two yea is ago I
was >dt
by a street car in the same place.
1 tried ait kind* of dope without a«>
c< *«. Two Weeks ago I saw your Uni.
meat in a dnig storr and got a bottle to
try. The hr> application caused instant
relief, and now- except for a liuie stiff,
ness, 1 am almost well.*'

sixty members and three visitors present.
After business the third and fourth degrees were conferred on two candidates.
After
were elected to membership.
supper, Bro. Nepbi Pert furnished music

Three

favored with

and Sister Beulah Allen
song.
Feb. 23
of

will be devoted to the memory
and it was decided to in-

SLOANS
LINIMENT

Washington,

MA88APAQUA, 477, SOUTH BLUKHILL.
grange met Feb. 8, with an
attendance of twenty-five. The question:
‘•W bat do you consider the roost beneficial
article on the farm?” whs discussed.
was filled with pleasure and interest to
Forty-six members of tl-is grange atall. About 175 visitors and members were I tended Pomona meeting si Brooklin, Feb.
present. The regular order of business | 6. All were much pleated with the work
and unite in t«*>iag: “Brooklin
was taken up, and in the afternoon the jthere,

Compound

for his wife, I was willing to take it.
Now I look the picture of health and feel
like it, too. 1 can do all my own house-

work,

work in the garden and entertain
company and enjoy them, and can walk
as far as any ordinary woman, any day
in the week. 1 wish I could talk to every
suffering woman and girl, and tell them
what Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
Compound has done for me.’’—Mrs.
Dema Bethune, Sikeston, Mo.

degree was conferred upon thirty-nine
range. The
by the officers of Brooklin
programs of both the Pomona and the host
grange were very interesting, and Brookfifth

Massapaqua

lin grange entertained

pitaiity.

CUSHMAN,

Remember, the remedy which did this
was
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegeu

w

it fa its usual

hor-

_

At the last

meeting

the

best

remedy for
neuralgia,

j

throat and sprains.
Miss E. Rim cf nrooklvn, *;.y
sore

writes: •‘Sloan’s M riment Isth*
lor rheumatism. 1 h.„v*u jcJsi..
tie* of it and it i* grand.*’

Sold by oli Dealers.
r.fcs, 25c.. 50c., and $1

HOdTTl I'RMOBBOOT.

!

!

st

*

ot-

I

|

0.

HIGHLAND, 3&4,
Highland grange ro* t Feb.9, with thirtytwo present. J. O. Le-rfcli and Hill Wilson
brownwere appointed captains in the
I tail moth contest.

371, OOULDSBOKO.

is

rheuma;‘sm,

right."

grange is all

{

FLETCHER NORMAN,
Whittier, Calif.

a

vite the children-.

_______________

Dear Aunt Madge:
Do you remember when this little poem
used to be read in the Second Reader. That
1 was
was the first school book I ever read.
five years old, but as mother had taught me to
read at home. I did not need to enter the
primer or First Header class, as most children did. I did not fall behind them, but now
I find myself looking tw’ice at the word
primer to be sure I have spelled it right.
I thank you very much for the lovely card
you sent to me at Christmas time. I hope yon
will extend my love ard good wishes to all
the M. B.'s, and tell them that I think of them
and would like to write often, but circumstances do not permit me.
I expect to be “on the move” to-morrow if
the boat gets back from Bluehill, where she
went yesterday. The ice is so plentiful that
we do not have any other
now from the
town except the Rockland boat. Buck’s Harbor here is free from ice. I have read the M.
B. C. and there were many things I Vanted to
talk with yon about, and I did hope to ride to
Blnehill, bat have given it up now and will
go by steam. 1 will try to send a card.
Many of the men here are fishing for smelts,
aud some of the women go, too, occasionally.
I catch mine in a paper bag and fry them
so--and eat them.
I expected sleigh rides
and have waited for sleighing all winter, but
shall not get any now. However, I enjoy the
cars much more, for they are always warm.
M. A. B.

Instantly

8KDOW1CK, 244.
DEER

weak I could i
w ith
twentywalk. I had five members and oue visitor from Harracramps, backache seek it grange present. It was voted to
and headache, and contribute
rebuild Grange cotto
1

and
weak that I dreaded

omitted.

View

ISLE,

471, SOUTH
Seagirt grange met Feb. 3,

nervous

pleasing pro-

a

gram in the afternoon. And such a dinWe are all coming again!
ner and supper!

Eden.

8EAOIRT,

so

so

the contest next

applications
Meeting of Hancock I
degree work at the next meeting. In the
lecturer’s absence, the
program wa*

—

grange. W est

Relieves
Backache

winning

harvest homk, 403, WKsrr kli^wobth.
Harvest Horn* grange met Feb. 10. Two
were accepted. There will be

i Pomona grange with East Blue hill grange.
Meeting of Green
Feb. 16

hardly
was

who will award it to the grange

DATKs.

—

3Jrt>trtiKmmu.

purchase ana MVI suittDiy lenerea, an
emblem which would go to the winning
a#
grange; the same condition# governing
before. The grange winning the trophy
will hold it by virtue of being the winners, possession being with the Pomona

reason.

Saturday, March 2

“For seven years I
Sikeston. Mo.
suffered everything. I was in bed Tor
tour or hve days at a
time every month,
and

tl)c Grangers

pecially

stored to Health by Lydia
E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound.

Down, down the hill, bow fast they go
Over the ice and over the snow!
A horse or cart I need not fear.
For past them both my sled I steer.

Better!

splendid goal set up for the
past two years of Christian Endeavor,
that of increase—a splendid goal and
splendidly attained.
was a

Hopeful.”

The purposed of thin column are succinctly
stated 1 n the title and motto—It Is for the mutuxl
benefit, and aluis to be helpful and hopeft f
Being for the common good. It Is far the common use—a public servant, a purveyor of Information and suggestion, a medium for the Interchange of Ideas. In this capacity It solicit*communications, and Its success depends largely
on the support given it In this respect. Communications must be s'gned, but the name of
writer will not 6e printed except by perm salon

Be

It

MADOl"

and

among

presented

The lecturer

program of readings, conundrums and
| mu«ic.
Next Friday will Ik-gentlemen’s
a

of Cushman

grange
visitors fr« m

forty-three members and
! night.
Compound.
Lincoln, 8cboodle and Good Wit! granges
PAM OLA, 286, HANCOCK.
It has helped thousands of women who were present. Two were instructed in itie
Pamela grunge held itm regular meethave been troubled with displacements, first and second degrees. 1 -re whs a
inflammation, ulceration, tumors, irreg- | reading by Sarah Perry, of Lincoln grange. in^r Fab. 10. The u'>m<rrit?d tMOit.-eri
ularities, periodic pains, backache, that After close of grange a social bour was en- j filled the ohm*** and furnished the prom master; Horace
bearing down feeling, indigestion, anc i joyed.
gram. Jc.d a rd Gott
nervous prostration,after all other mean1
Stratton, overseer; Archie F* «a, steward;
have failed. Why don’t you try it 1
I^eah Scammoo, lecturer; Velma Stratton,
SCHOODIC, 420, FRANK LIN.
*

v

_

bad

known before. I see redcoats landing from ships in the harbor, coming across
low land of Charlestown, bearing arms, bayonets and swords glistening in the sunlight of
early afternoon, marching up to meet their
foe of yomanry on the heights of Breed’s Hill,
to test the mettle of Colonels Prescott and
Pepperell with their brigade of a thousand
men, with fifteen hundred more coming to
their relief and General Warren entering the
redoubt as a volunteer. What now? I close
my eyes to the scene of carnage that follows.
And now, after the course of one hundred
acd thirty-six years forward, when we have
come to be a great and powerful nation, we
are anxiously looking forward to that great
day when wars shall have ceased to be and
all nations of the earth at peace one with another.
Susan.
never

GOLDEN

\

Sc hoodie grange. No. 420, held regular
meeting Feb. 1. One eppiicatiou was received. At roll-call, thirty responded by
Program:
Grange paper,
quotations.
Frank Blaisdell;
readings, George B.
Scammon, Edna Clark, Mr. Perkins, Mrs.
Perkins.
RAINBOW, 2U3, NORTH
Rainbow grange met

furnished.

given.

A short

Hale,

H. H.

wick grange,

was

was

program
master of North Sedg-

present.

THOUGHT.

investigation and delay
by Congress a way is to be opened whereby the great annual loss of ships and lives
at Cape Hatteras, know n for hundreds of
years as “the sailors’ graveyard”, can be
avoided

at

or

least

greatly reduced.

In

a

dayfc the board of United States army
engineers will submit a report recomfew

that

mending
make

Cape

coast,

about

Hatteras,

the

Lookout

a

federal
on

the

seventy

harbor of

The engineers

government
North Carolina

five

miles

from

refuge.

will recommed

an

im-

POMONA, 13.
of Hancock Pomona

meeting

Brooklin
the
this

Feb.

grange

most

enjeyable

county

for

a

6

was

meetings

with

one

of

held

in

long time. The
traveling good and

perfect,
everybody was there. The meeting was
i called to order on time by the woghy
day

the

was

master, and the roll-call of officers found
but few absent.
Miss Marie Jordan, the efficient secretary of the host grange, gave the address
of

welcome, and B. E. Sylvester responded.
representatives of the various granges
in this jurisdiction reported
#that they all
were in a flourishing condition.
The de-

The

gree team of Brooklin grange mastered the
work of the fifth degree and conferred it

shipowners agree that this is one of the
most important recommendations ever
made by the army engineers, for the reason tin* a
breakwater at Cape Lookout

an

a

harbor of 575

acres

and

forty

At tbe time of the investigation of |L/X) kout representatives of ail the shipping interests from Maine to the Gulf of Mexico
were present and more than 80
per cent,
of them voted in tavor of the place as a
harbor of refuge, and said that the great
loss of ships and life annually would be
avoided or reduced
if the plan were

upon a class of tbirty-efght
able manner, under the

Prin Allen.
rraoK

candidates in

leadership

of

opened the topic, “To
we
helped by the
absence of O. L. Flye. He
was followed by
many of the “talkers”.
Then many of the members
spoke on the
following subjects: (a) The animals that
me
the
best returns, (b) The crops
bring
that pay me best, (c) The things X do on
Liosson

what

extent
grange?” in the

the farm that

are

are

the

most

satisfying.

These all proved interesting and instructive.
Mrs. Gilbert S. Candage rendered a
pleasing original poem which showed that
some
people will buy a pig anyway!
Brother Hoy Henderson was called for,
and responded with a
song, which was
well
received.
Fred
Green, although
naturally of a very bashful and retiring

disposition, simply had to give one of his
inimitable readings, which only served to
piles, whet the appetite for more, and he was

adopted.

Stops itching instantly.
Cures
salt rheum, tetter, itch, hives, herpes,
scabies—Doan's Ointment. At any drug store.
—Ad t.
eczema,

He

Won't

L'inp

Now.

No more limping for Tom
Moore of
Cochran. Os. "I bad a bad sore on my instep
that nothing seemed to help till I used bucklen’s Arnica Salve,” he writes, “but this wonderful hea'er soon cured me.”
Heals old,
running sores, ulcers, boils, burns, cuts,
bruises, eczema or piles.
Try it. Only 26
cents at all druggists.

forced to

give another. These features
certainly were great hits.
Herbert H. Hale, of North Brooklin,
chairman of the brown-tail moth
contest,
proposed an amendment to the vote taken
at the last

meeting whereby

it

was

voted

offer two cash prizes to the granges
gathering the largest number of nests in
proportion to the membership, and it was
voted to give the committee
authority to
to

WEBSTER’S
NEW

served.

night

INTERNATIONAL

and

DICTIONARY

being arranged.

United States department of agriattention to the fact that
American foul brood has been found to
exist in Hancock county.
The

culture calls

ing

department

has

no

means

Coven every field of knowL

of know-

edge. An Encyclopedia in a
single book.
The Only Dictionary with the
New Divided Page.
400,000 Words. 2700 Pages.
6000 Illustrations. Cost nearly

how

tributed

by

the

bee-keeper

to

some

other

half a million dollars.
Let us tell you about this most
remarkable single volume.

of the
brood
diseases and
methods of treatment. It will be sent
free on request to tbe Secretary of Agriculture, Washington, D. C.
Attention is also called to the fact that
the brood diseases do not at all
injure
honey for human consumption, so that
there need be no fear on the part of purchasers of honey.

Write for aample
paces, full particulars, ate.

Vania Urn
paper and
va will
sand free
aet of
Pocket

a

r. k. b.
We heard a man say the other morning that
the abbreviation for February— Feb.—meant
Freese every body, and that man looked frozen
in his ulster. It was apparent that be needtd
the kind of warmth that stays, the warmth
that reaches from head to foot all over the
body. We could have told him from personal
knowledge that Hood’s Ssrsparilla gives permanent warmth, it invigorates the blood and
speeds it along through artery and vein, and
really fits men and women, boys and girls, to
enjoy cold weather and resist the attacks of
disease. It gives the right kind of warmth,
stimulates and strengthens at the same time,
and all iU benefita are lasting. There
may be
a suggestion in this for
you.—4dot.

Maps

Stop That Everlasting Pain

• Are you burdened and hold captive by
kinks in the Joints," bruises, sprains,
lameness and naius in the cords and muscles? If you only new the value of Tuttle's
Family Blixir as thousands of others know
it—if you could only talk with those who
have benefited by its use in the past fifty
year*—you would get a bottle at once if it
cost four times the price.

Atihnuarmnita.

Cored lo Slay Cored.
How

an

Tuttle’s
Family Elixir

absolutely relieves pain

Ellsworth Citizen Found

and removes the cause.
Prevents the muscles
from stiffening, wards
off chills, produces a
quick,speedy and permanent relief from rheumatism. eolds, sore throat,

Complete Freedom From

sprains, lameness,

Kidney Troubles.

neee.

If you suffer from backache—

sore-

chilblains,

Guaranteed under the
Pure Food Laws.
Composed of gums,oils
and vegetable extracts.
That’s why It is perfectly harmless and can be taken internally as well as used externally.

From urinary disorders—
From any disease of the
kidneys,
Be cured to stay cured.
Doan’s Kidney Pills make
lasting
Ellsworth Falls people testify.

pains,

toothache, lumbago and
many other similar drawbacks that deprive you
of good health.

Don
cures.

M<T«r tootbtr

momen.

Oat

boOl*^***^

•taiup^~foffaatorr wtth hi* uaiuVand we wlU Tour
you promptly, prepaid, a lar*a eieed bottla.
money bae't If H doe* not do what wa claim.

Tuttle's CttKir Cc, 17 Bendy St, fcttwi. M»»
Frank E. Fernald, Ellsworth
Falls, Me.,
“Off and on for two or three
years I
was annoyed by attacks of
backache and
dull pains through my loins. In 1901
I
had a severe spell and could
not stoop.
After I sat down, it was hard for me
to get I
up. Having read a great deal about Doan’s
StomKidney Pills, I got a supply, and it re- | Sourness, (ins, Heartburn and
ach Dtnlriu will Disappear.
quired only one box, obtained at Moore's !
Distress after eating, sourness, ga?
Drug Store, to effect a cure.” (Statement
and heartburn can be quickly relieved
given February 7, 1906.)
taking one or two MI-U-NA stotnby
A EATER
acli tablets.
ENDORSEMENT.
When Mr. Fernald was Interviewed on
They are guaranteed to banish any
August 6, 1911, he said: “Time has not case of indigestion, acute or chronic
stomach
ailment, no matter what it is
altered my high opinion of Doan’s
Kid- called, or
money back.
ney Pills, for the cure they made has
MI-O- S' A stomach tablets are small
proven permanent. 1
willingly confirm and easily swallowed. They are sold
my former endorsement of them and auby G. A. I’archer and druggists everythorize its continued
where for 50 rents a box
They are
publication."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
put up III a neat metal box that call
cents
vest
Foster-Mil bum Co.,
Buffalo, New York conveniently be carried in the
pocket. They are especially teci wsole agents for the United
States.
Remember the narae-Doan’s-and take mended for nervousness, sleeplessness,
bad dreams, constipation, dizziness
no other.
and biliousness.
says:

|

LIPTON S TEA

|

THE MERRIAM WEBSTER
The Only New unabridged dictionary in many years.
Contains the pith and essence
of an authoritative library.

Honey flees.

scription

appropriation of $500,000 with
which to begin the work, and a total of
|3,500,000 to complete it. Shipmasters and

will make

program is

Disease of

cause.

many.

mediate

feet deep w'hicb will be sufficient to give
anchorage to a great fleet of vessels in
time of dangerous storms and heavy seas.
The question of making Cape Lookout a
harbor of refuge has been considered by
the army engineers for a number of years,
but it appears that they experienced great
difficulty in persuading the general board
to view’the matter in the same light. It
was accomplished, however, after an investigation by the general board of Lookout and other points near Hatteras.

enjoyable

were

is sisters'

Farmer’s bulletin No. 442, “The
Treatment of Bee Diseases," gives a de-

The

I
J

meeting

order

HANCOCK

After years of

an

The

THE SAILORS’ GRAVEYARD.
Government Engineers Recommend
Harbor of Refuge Near Hatteras.

Refreshments

The next

long the disease has existed in
this region, but desires to notify beekeepers of the trouble and to suggest that,
if not already informed concerning the
disease, they inform themselves at once.
Vary frequently colonies of bees are destroyed by disease and the iosa is at-

were

■Afevtamsiil

Foss; piano solo, Lura Young;
reading, El?is Young; conundrums, MorArchie

450, 8UBBT.
A regular meeting of Arbutus grange
was held Friday evening, with a large attendance. After business, the young people filled the chairs and presented a tine
program. Remarks for the good of the
ARBUTUS,

Value of friends—You do surely bar the
door upon your own liberty, if you deny your
griefs to your frieuds.—Shakrtpcare.
Aunt Madge.

Freddie

ris Foss.
EROOK8VILLB.

Feb. 8 witn forty
present. It was voted to contribute |5
toward rebuilding Grange cottage at Good
Will Farm. Arising vote of thanks was
given to Mr. and Mrs. Grindle for the
treat

Harold
Stewart, treasurer;
Rena
Stratton,
gatekeeper;
Springer, secretary. One candidate was
instructed in the third and fourth degrees.
Program: Reading?, Horace Stratton,

chaplain;
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Perei., end have
there, b.ve
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Bngte^cod.

,k,

enjoying
Englewood,

been

Just

et
j*r midwinterof vseetion
tbe.r uncle,

Wiliism
Vssssr colBoth ere students st
Rev. end Mrs.
Their parents, the
Wilson, have for thirty years
O.
(tarooel
®
work of the
engaged In m.ssionery
church In Pereis, where two
P~,byteri*n
daughter, ere now living
mother, Mrs. Kbee,
Mrs Wilson’s sged
Dr. Rhea,
noted
miesionsry,
the
of
wid0*
of the Dulles household
,IW a resident
her weight of years, is keenly
Md despite
*
in Persia, and discusses
to all doing*
in a most intelligent manner.
,g«ire there
she said:
■ recent interview
a half a century I have
..for more than
interested in Persia. Persia needs

^ tbe

men.
Her husband, if she
SAVK UVB8 OF HUNTKRS.
KITTKKV TO CARIHOI
married, can end often does beat ber
in
tbe
of
Col.
Once,
presence
my mother, white Protection of Docs, Says Dover Man,
Henry Ana Wing, for many years
sbe was conversing with a Persian, several
prominently identified witd newspaper
Would l>o It.
ail
work
women,
chatting at once, stood near.
throughout the State, died Satur[From the L« iefon Journal.]
Tbe Persian beat them away witb bis
day at bis home in Lewiston.
eaue, exclaiming: ‘Get away! You are
Back in the year 1904, Hon. John F.
H. B. Dibbles, who was conductor of a
making such a noise you confuse our con- •Sprague, of Dover, then a resident of the Bangor & Aroostook excursion train
versation!
Yon can’t understand any- town of Monson, advanced an idea to the which collided with a
regular train at
i members of the North American Fish and Grindstone, July 28 last, resulting in
thing, anyway!’
“Tbe excuse of Persians for maltreating Game association, at a
meeting held in nine deaths, was arrested Friday, charged
woman is that she is only a woman and it
He was arrested
Portland, for the prevention of that class with manslaughter.
will not do to show respect to her. of hunting accidents known as “mis- after the accident, but the
grand jury
Polygamy and divorce are tbe curses of taken for a deer” cases. His idea was the failed to return an indictment against
family life. A man can have \s many enactment in Maine of a law making a him, and he was released, since when
wives as be cbooeea, and can divorce
he
has
been
any perpetual close time upon doe deer.
employed in Houlton.
or all of them with or without reason.
If the thought was not actually sneered It is alleged that Dibbles tried to make
If
be simply tells bis wife three times: ‘You at, it
certainly did not meet popular ap- the Grindstone siding instead of waiting
are divoroed,’ sbe is no longer his wife.
proval. Many men who claimed to have some distanoe below for the southbound

noroe

But be can recall a divorced wife three
times without ceremony. After that, only
great influence would permit him to take
her back.
“Many of the women are wretched as
polygamous wives, the state making them
jealous, murderous, dishonest and disconkesn
act ve sympathy of the tented. Tbe rich have been known to
pay
tbs intelligent,
nations to help her into a large sums to release a daughter from an
^ advanced
intellectual and religious unbappy marriage. If a poor girl leaves
moral,
brtter
has ber husband she must
go penniless.
condition. The twentieth century
unawakened to a sense of Sometimes a new wife demands that all
found Persia yet
or of
civilisation
modern
of
tbe
old
ones
shall
be
sent
away, and it is
it, need
1 speak now done. Yet there are
many happy families
Christrian enlightenment.
as a whole, for many PerIn Persia, especially where there am chilof the people
backwardness of their dren. And there am thousands of Persians recognise the
welcome more sub- sians who cootent themselves with one
conntry and would
and economic wife.
stantial pfogrese and social
both Catholic and
“As Mohammedans the women are faithreforms The missions,
ful to their religion to the point of fanatiProtestant, are doing good work.
•‘In the Presbyterian Memorial school, cism. They accept their condition as their
Dr. Wilson, is fate, and are devoted to their fasts and
with which my son-in-law.
connected, there are about 800 students. prayers. They consider themselves highly
men who,
enlightened and all other women as being
Many ol these pupils are young
beard from In in spiritual darkness.
if given a chance, will be
They despise
in
the
future.
Of
Christian women as being andean, and
their national affairs
at
it
has
even if astonished at their education will
course tbit future depends now,
Ability la not say: ‘What a pity that so refined and culfor years, upon Russia.
oi
mem
tured a lady should go to hell I
Uckinj? in tbs remans. many
My father
h*ve alert, active minds, which need only tells of one village woman who said to a
training. The Persian is naturally intel- missionary: ‘You have fine clothes, you
ligent and has a good business mind, but are beautiful, you can read, your works are
the country sadly lacks morarstability.
good, you tell no lies, you lack only one
“I consider it almost a calamity for thing; turn and become a Mohammedan!’
“Persia to-day is hut a shadow of the
Persia that Mr. Shuster and his American
assistants have not been permitted to con- past, and yet every intelligent worker and
tinue their reforms. Their success would observer there is hopeful of a brighter
Tuture. There are splendid agricultural
have greatly increased American prestige
in Persia, especially as Mr. Hhuster’s ef- possibilities, especially through irrigaforts seemed to be entirely disinterested tion, and rich mineral resources.
The

ri

fn

from

a

political viewpoint.

“! do not claim to understand Persian
politics, but 1 do know that American interference in foreign affairs is not generally relished by fereign nations. 1 believe that Persia has a growing faith in
the sincerity of the United Stntes, s faith
based upon the belief that Americans do
not

there to rule

come

to seize terri-

or

Any resentment shown toward
tory.
Americans is due to Mohammedan opposition to the Christian faith/'
“Of course,” said Miss Agnes Wilson,
“we read daily with intense interest the
news

Persia; yet
safety

from

alarmed

as

do

we

of

to the

matter

be safer under

trol of Tabriz than under

tion.

By

this 1 do not

feel

relatives

fact, they
Russian con-

of

As

probably wilt

a

not

our

and friends.

Persian

intend

protec-

to reflect

upon Persian friendship for Americans,
bat the Persians cannot always maintain

the best

interests of the sportman and the
heart laughed at it A few
espoused the cause. Apparently it stopped
there. No determined effort has ever been
made to secure the enactment of such a
law, but to-day there is a growing approval of the plan, and there are, moreover, facts to strengthen Mr. Sprague’s
argument that such a law would result in
the reduction of hunting accidents.
Some recent correspondence which the
Dover gentleman has had with the bureau
of biological survey of the United States
department of agriculture puts forth this
idea with sustaining figures.
T. S. Palmer, assistant chief of that department, tells Mr. Sprague that this line
of research has only attracted the attention of the bureau for four years, and
that the records for that period are not as
complete as is desired, but these statistics
do show some interesting information.
In the work of the bureau no record is
kept of accidents in which the victim recovers.
In the very beginning of his letter Mr. Palmer says:
“Very few fatal hunting accidents are
reported in states which prohibit the killing of does. The records,” he contin-

train to pass, and that he has testified that
he was standing in the baggage car door

ues, ''show that in the past four years but
nine fatal accidents occurred in the seven-

Oranges, doa

at

game

New York and Wisconsin—which do not
protect does, thirty-three have been reported.”
Since receiving thin information, Mr.
Sprague has felt that his position assumed
in Portland in 1904, has been vindicated.
In the address referred to Mr. Sprague,

TO PUT LIVING COST DOWN.

question,

the

Nt-w York. Audience
Heard of
Methods Used in England.
How one-fourth of the population of
Great Britain has solved the problem of
the high cost of liviug by a workingman's
trust to reduce prices was told recently in
New York, by William Maxwell, president of the International Co-operative Alliance.

cesses

into

the fact.

which

moose

Religious

and

time before the

woman suffrage cause will
be advanced in Persia. A Persian woman
is in complete subjection to her husband.

8he does not even dream of the possession
of the rights which are
enjoyed by women
in Christian lands. She is despised as an
A piece of flannel dampened with Chamberlain’s Liniment and bound on to the
affected parts is 8U|jerior to any plaster.
When troubled with lame back or pains in
the side or chest, give it a trial and you

*re

the

by

certain to be

than pleased
which if affords.

more

prompt relief
dealers.

with
Bold

all

dfebmiftratauft.

he enters

distributing $286,778
amount
alliance

bad

was

his

her

or

education.

on

whom

in

82,196

rewarded

salary.

year the
each of

Last

employes,
with

Borne

bonus above

a

2,765

individual
are mem-

alliance, haying an aggregate
membership of 2,701,000 families.
This great workingmen's trust, Mr.
Maxwell said, has five flour mills in England, a fleet of ships on the seas, four large
estates in Ceylon to raise teas, coffee
bers of the

Coughs

plantations in Brazil, woolen
cotton mills, several boot and

and Colds

mills and
shoe fac-

tories, groves in Greece and wheat elevaMontreal. It has its own jam and

tors at

You could net please us better than to ask your doctor
about Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral
for coughs, colds,croup, bronchitis. Thousands of families

always keep it

in the house.

The approval of their physician and the experience of
many years have given them
great confidence in this
standard cough medicine.
Sold for seventy years.
Any good

doctor will tell you that t meditlne like Ayer's
Caerry Pectoral cannot
flo its best work if the bowels are constipated. Ask your doctor if he knows
•nvthing better than Ayer’s Pills for correcting this sluggishness of the liver.
“•Us be

the J o. AVIS

CO.. Lowell.
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pickle plants

and tailor

which he

might

unconscious and

that

incentive

mysterious

have

to

be

deliberate

were

he

looking for

In his mental
It is real to him,

a moose.

deer.

shops.

Edinburgh, which is the Scotch headquarters of the alliance, numbers more
than one-half of its inhabitants as members of the alliance. The English headquarters are in Manchester,
at London and Newcastle. The alliance
maintains a purchasing headquarters for
American goods in New York.
Among
with branches

he

vision
as

actual

6 50

when he
last

•

Dot

posaiDie tnat me cow moose
law has served to draw from the moose
hunter’s background ot consciousness an
impulse at the right instant to be deliberate which is bo much needed in all modea
“Is it

of

that the

moose

always been exempt
dents, but I believe it is undisputed that
usually they occur among hunters for
has

deer.
to pass

products.

idea

of the

plan

is that

the

iBesides being able to purchase goods
most large stores, and
then sell them on a two per cent, margin,
the alliance will give its members a dividend on the amount
purchased. This
dividend may be collected at the end of
each year or may remain in a savings fund
and accumulate interest.
The alliance also acts as a building and
loan association, and any member who
has one-fifth of the cost of a proposed
dwelling may g«.t advances for the rest of
the amount from the association. Several
thousand members, Mr. Maxwell said,
had paid for their homes out of their dividends from year to year, first allowing
their dividends to accumulate until they
had one-fifth of the amount needed to
build a home, and then allowing their
dividends from year to year to pay for it.
44Thua,” he said, “they literally ate and
clothed themselves into a home, as many
persons drink themselves out of one.”
at

a

lower cost than

been

somewhat

some more

exploited

in

the

meetings

of the Maine association and by

members

privately.

erally

been that it

The

answer

has gen-

might not be practical,

there Is more of a similarity bethe cow and the bull.”

because
tween

|

or

two

of water and

one

pint

of sugar

one

|
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FERTILIZERS
Arc Crop Producers
v
because they improve tne sou, wnetner rw u
w
it is poor or good. The poor soil is
supplied with substances it lacks, while
die good is maintained and improved. The analysis of Swift’s Fertilizers is based upon organic substances of animal origin—Iione, blood,
Meat. These are the greatest of all plant foods because they supply
what nature demands to grow a big crop and carry it to maturity. They
stay by the crop until it is harvested.

SWIFT’S LOWELL FERTILIZER COMPANY,

nervousness.
It tones the stomach, restores lost
appetite, enriches the blood and
makes good health a permanency.
All dealers.
Expels all worms.

BOSTON, MASS.

40 NORTH MARKET STREET

3Sc.. 80c., 31.00
CO.. Auburn, Me

DM. J. P. TRUE *

TRUE’S
ELIXIR

For Sale by H. B. MOORE, Ellsworth
QE0. F.. DAVIS, Ellsworth

Dandruff Goes
Quickest Dandruff Cure World has

The Family Laxative
and Worm Medioene

Ever Known.

If you want to get rid of dandruff
in the shortest possible time get a
bottle of PARISIAN SAGE to-day

WHY HK8ITATK?
An Offer That
Risk if

and use it.
dandruff and
Resides banishing
making yonr scalp immaculately
is guaranSAGE
PARISIAN
clean,
teed to stop falling hair and itching
scalp and impart life and beauty to
the hair.
One of Rochester’s most prominent
barbers writes:
Gentlemen: “I am a barber of fifteen years’ experience, have used many
things for hair, but never found anything equal to PARISIAN SAGE for
removing dandruff. It is also a splendid hair dressing and quickly stops
itching scalp. I have used it for the
T. D. Smith,
last three
years.”
Chamber of Commerce Bldg.. Rochester, N. Y., June 27, 1911.
PARISIAN SAGK is sold by G. A.
I’archer and druggists everywheie for
50 cents

Involves no Money
You Accept It.

We are so positive our remedy will completely relieve constipation, no matter
how chronic it may be, tjiat we offer to
furnish it free of all cost if it fails.
Constipation ip commonly caused by
weakness of the nerves and muscles of the
large intestine. To expect a cure you
must therefore tone up and strengthen
those organs and restore them to healthier
activity.
you to try Rexall Orderlies

on

guarantee. They are eaten like candy,
and are particularly good for children.
They seem to act directly on the nerves

for and muscles of the bowels. They ap*
minutes, add gelatine, stir till dis- parently have a neutral action on the
solved, add juice of three lemons and other organs. They do not purge or cause
will refund
We
strain. When cold and beginning to other inconvenience.
thicken add the whites of four eggs, stand your money if they do not overcome
in a pan of ice water and whip without chronic or habitual constipation and thus
atopping until it is a white spongy mass aid to relieve the myriads of associate
all through. Turn into a wetted mold and or dependent chonic ailments. Try Rerset away until firm.
all Orderlies at our risk. Three sizes, 10c.,
26c. and 50c. Sold only at our store—The
How to cure a cold is a question in Rexall Store. £. G. Moore, cor. opp.
which many are interested just now.
postoffice.
Chamberlain’s Cough Remedy has won its
great reputation and immense sale by its
When her child is in dsnger a woman
remarkable cure of colds. It can always
For sale by all will risk her life to protect it. No great
be depended upon.
act of heroism or risk of life is necessary
dealers.
No matter how old a man is he can
Give
child from croup.
to protect a
Chamberlain’s Cough Remedy, and all
think he looks young till some young
fHK
Amkk
it
inr
a
sale
all
dealers.
For
Subscribe
is
avoided.
by
danger
woman gets up to offer him a seat in a car. I

pint

ANIMAL

You can use them with or without manure *, they are made for any
Ask our local agent or write direct to us for our book
soil and all crops.
of valuable information.

our

one

rLOWELL

of years, I wish to state that I
Having used vour fertilizer for a number
-o ,all marketable.
raised on one acre 400 bushels of Burbank Seeding iviat
—0. F. bMiTU, FryebuVg, .Me.
fine
and
been
have
dry.
fertilizers
Your
always

Help

give it. It is in

billiousnsss,

We want

Orange Sponge.
Soak a half package of gelatine in
cupful of cold water until soft. Boil
Lemon

SWIFT’S

I am pleaded to report to you that on 1} acres I harvested 250 bushels of ears,
consider it the best paving corn crop I ever raised. I used 700 H a. of Swift’s
lx,well Animal Brand in connection with :t light dressing of barnyard manure.
This made a combination that proved eutirclv «ntisfnetory to me.
\V. It. I.'XDJCUUILL, Ashby, Mass.

to make
them
vigorous—to send them out
in life physically fit to play
their part as students or
workers.
How? by giving
them, when young, that best
of family medicines Dr. True’s
It
cures constipation,
Elixir.

from these acci-

members get only pure and unadulterated

advantages

Need
and you can
your power

hunter

“Cannot you bring
rational and thoughtful mental conditions in the deer hunter by simply forbidding by law the killing of does? This

the

have you any buttermilk?” The
gently wafted back to their
but we keep it for our own

hunting?

“1 do not assert

AND MEASURES.

Mothers! Your Childron

was

absent
•

65

ami

acci-

moose, he would not have stopped
and looked before firing because be apprehended that he migh. see a man. That

TRADE EXTENSION COMMITTEE.

Shorts—bag 1450155
Mix teed, bag 1 6501 7(
Middlings,bg 1 6u<jl 80

aBnmtsrmrrrito

a

•

Oats, bu
155
1 55
1 55

are

shooting, is done. The fatal shot
has rained a home, desolated a fireside,
made a
w’idow, made orphans, embittered and saddened his whole life and
filled his heart with tears of bitter and
eternal remorse. If he had been hunting

be

THE

**«1.

ursin

0 6 50

Publicity Association

Communications Will Be Very Welcome.

“Yes,

; calves.”

A chance to tell

which will believe your story.

Trade Extension Talk No. 2, Series of 1912.
It is the aim of the Pilgrim Publicity Association to forwatd
BUSINESS PROMOTION and HONEST PUBLICITY in every
way po-isible. Pacts aud statistics relating to New England business
or New England conditions will help.

13

was

dental

fragment of thought would
from his mind in either event.

22025
12015
25 0/8
12013

A couple of young men went out fishing
day, and, on returning, were going past a farm house and felt hungry.
They shouted to the farmer’s daughters:
reply

Believes in Advertised Goods.

Public Which

Boston

the other

the objects in the delirium of a sick brain;
yet it is only an illusion. He fires, and
alas! Tbe one awful thing which be was
so positive the other day that he could
the

Lard,

LAW REGARDING WEIGHTS

“Girls,

a

15018

A bushel of Liverpool salt shall weigh 60
pounds, and a bushel of Turk’s Island salt
shall w^igh 70 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of potatoes
in go d order and Hi for shipping, is 60
pounds: of apples, 44 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of beans in
good order and fit for shipping, is 60 pounds;
of wheat, beets, ruia-baga turnips and peas,
6u pounds; of corn. 56 pounds; of onions, 52
pounds; of carrots English turnips, rye and
Indian meal, 50 pounds; of parsnips. 45 pounds;
of barley and buckwneat, 48 pounds; of oats,
32 pounds, or eveu measure as by agreement.

ears;

business—Advertised Goods for

The Pilgrim

05

Flour—per bbl—
Corn, 100ft bag
Corn meal,bag
Cracktd corn,

sees a
as

Salt.

1 16
10 012

12018

Klonr.

j

you—here

and beaten road to progress in your

to a

Fr«*h Kidh.
50 Cod,
08
Smelts, 1b,
12 020 Clams, qt,

Ousters, qt,
Haddock,
Halibut,

not, consciously or unconany part of the workings of his

He has not

near.

04306
03
02

paved

part of that market.

25
15318

Tongues, each

is

reading,
buy more.

they read and what
they are keen to

and

Gran meal, ft

Steak,

upon a
moose, is possessed of no idea whatever
that be may kill a fellow being. Such a

calamity
sciously,

is the

20
Buckwheat, pkg
04® 06
Graham,
Rye meal,
W(a,06

Veal:

the

like what

from this

45§65
§65

30

06^2 Oil—per gal—
06*4
Linseed,
10
Kerosene,
35 360
Meats and Provisions.
Pork, ft:
25 335
Chop,
15 §25
Ham. per.ft
16 u 12
Shoulder.

Corned,

which make

public
your story
The United States is the great market of advertised commodities, and New England is the busiest

Powdered,
Molasses, gal,
Beef, lb:
Steak,
Roaats,

good will,

35346 Lemons, dos
80335
16 §25
10§15 Apples, pk.
ttroeerlea.
ft
06
Rice, per
308
20 328 Vinegar, gal
20 325
38 Cracktd wheat.
05
38
ft
04
Oatmeal, per

Granulated,
Yellow, C

a stranger to when
The normal man when
chase for either deer or

profits
membership, after easily and certainly avoid
a like
and
indifferently reading of the
charity
of

divided

year the alliance had
$11,000,000 among it9

societies in various communities

f—--

Mocha.
Java,

Tea—per ft—
Japan.
Oolong,
8ugar—per ft

year

tributed only an English penny.
After tracing the growth of the British
co-operative union, through the stages
during which its individual members
demonstrated their loyalty by resisting
the bargain appeals of great stores to
spend all their money with their co-operative venture, Mr. Maxwell said that last

qt,

ft

The result is

Here is the line of least resistance for

02

Cranberries,

have

Those who

Do you, Mr. Manufacturer, and you, Mr. Merchant, realize what immense potentiality for your
business lies in the above fact?

fruit.

Mr.

a

Cabbage, ft
Be^ts, ft
Bquash.ft
06 Turnips, ft
10

25

consumers

to read more and

10612
16

Parsnips, ft,

he is

hunting the deer.

they buy

1

can

pursuing

in

These

loose, per ton......12<814
BalM.I8g20

His

deliberateness

a

and

things

products.

statements believe them.

acquaintance
selling easy.
buying

Best

Potatoes, pk

with

and

Chickens.20fi22
Fowl.184*1

Lettuce, head

familiar

are

who have advertised these

men

read these

Hat

you.
mental proonly
must have unconsciously led him

We know

A

neither

of the

Fresh laid, per doz. .33 836
Poultry

Carrots, 1b,

they

told the truth about their

Oonnrrv ProSnw

Celery, bunch,

that

commodities advertised in newspapers and magacars and on wayside signs.
Most

Creamery per ft.86940
Dairy.30 $86

are

answer

means

zines, in electric

Hatter.

egetahi***.
80 336 Onions, ft

Business

England

CONSUMER-

mutual

sturdy, healthy and used to among other things, said:
hardships. The men of the cities, too. ! “Now wt have for a long time had in
Maine a heavy penalty for killing the cow
have fine physiques and good constitutions. All that is needed to redeem Persia moose. The hunter goes into the woods
is to teach the nation how to help itself in quest of moose, knowing that he must
along the lines of modern civilization. stop and determine before he fires whether
Foreign nations must not be content to it is a bull, -a cow, a spike horn, or a calf,
take all they can get from Persia and give and he pauses long enough to ascertain
and seldom mistakes a moose for a man.
nothing in return.’1
“Why is this? 1 cannot satisfactorily
peasants

travelers—this

MARKETS.

Baled.*

nttaraunift.

If you are a manufacturer or merchant doing
business in New England, you have this big asset
—New England people are inveterate readers and

The quotations below give the range of
retail prices in Ellsworth:

protect does, while in
four leading states—.daine, Michigan, Coffte—per
Rio.

the

-THE

escaped injury.
KLL8WORTH

n

New

Benefiting

to see if he could reach the station in time,
and when he saw the headlight of the
other train coming, he jumped, and so

teen states which

Maxwell*" who draws exactly f 1,750 mind. The excitement of the chase is intense with him, especially if he is a beas head of an enterprise which sells
apt to cause annually more than $565,000,000 worth of ginner in the sport.
trouble at any time. I was in Tabriz dur“This undue and abnormal excitement
goods to its members, spoke under the
ing the last revolution, and none of us at auspices of the Co-operatU’e League of subjects bin. to distorted visions, mental
the mission felt any sense of personal New
York city which is planning to and perhaps optical illusions. In his undanger.
launch a similar venture in the United natural vision he sees something. The
“The women of Persia occupy what may States. He gave encouragement' to the bushes move, the color of the animal is
be called a negative position, except in American scheme
by telling how the ther^ the plan was for his comrade and
the religious life of the nation. They
great co-operative union of workers, ol guide to be on yonder mountain side, far
neither know nor care anything about which he is the
head, started on $26, to from the spot, and no latent mental forces
politics, and I image that it will be a long which many of the original members con- suggest the possibility of a man being
order among themselves.
political differences are

3
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He will
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•ay you have a
serve
dinner
if
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you
good
a piece of flaky-crusted pie
for dessert.
With William Tell Flour your
pastry will be a marvel of delicacy— your muffins, rollsand bread
light, tender and wholesome.
It is also an economy—William
Tell Flour goes farthest.
Order today.
(12)
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Tell Flour
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Candidates

cratic

AT

MAINE.

BT TH*

the

at

the

The

crats.
FOB SHNATORS.

Republican.
Melvin D. Ctaatto.South Brooksvllle
A. E. Farnsworth.Brooklin
Bar Haibor
J. Herbert Patten......i
George A. Savage. ...Northeast Harbor
Democrat.
Joseph C. Harmon.Stonington
Byron H. Mayo.Southwest Harbor
Dr«C. E. Wasgatt. Deer Jsle

Business communications should be addressed
to. and all checks and money orders made payable to Thf. Hancock County Publishing
Co., Ellsworth. Maine.

of

on

it on
notification the names of any who seek
nomination, either republicans or demo-

Advertising Rates—Are reasonable and will be
made known on application.

edition

appear

be several additions to this list.
American will be glad to add to

▼ear.

This week’s

list of

edly

of $2 per

rate

a

official ballots
for the primary elections to be held on
There will undoubtMonday, June 17.

Subscription Price—$2 00 a year, $1.00 for six
months; 50 cents for three months; If raid
strictly In advance, $1 80, 75 and 88 cents
respectively. Single copies 5 cents. All arreckoned

Nominations
17.

candidates

doubtless

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING OO.
F. W. Rollins. Editor and Manager.
W. II. Titus, Associate Editor.

are

Seek

republican and demofor
for nomination
county office, whose candidacy has so far
been announced, and whose names will
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Burke

And

Bucksport

now a

sunken

a

schooner Ned

Leach.Bucksport

going
ship. The
ninety-three
in

Democrat.
John

treasure

P. Walker, of

on

the

Spanish

A.

Cunningham.

Republican.
Henry E. Davis.Ellsworth
Ellsworth
Hollis B. Estey.
Ellsworth
Henrv J. Joy.
Fred R. rage.
.....Bucksport

John F. Wood.Bluehill
Democrat.
John E- Doyle....Ellsworth
H. Fremont Maddocks.Ellsworth

main.

Capt. George H. Tapley, of West Brooks
viile, celebrated his eightieth birthday at
Odd Fellows hall February 5, when a re-

FOR COUNTY ATTORNEY.

Republican.
Harry L. Crabtree.Ellsworth
Bar Harbor
George E. Googins.

ception, entertainment and supper were
given in his honor. About fifty members

Democrat.
Herbert L. Graham.Bar Harbor

Gov. Brooks lodge and Cecilia lodge of
Rebekahs were present to congratulate

of

FOR TREASURER.

ship-master, who is
Tapley brothers. Fred Boyd

the veteran retired
of the famous

one

POE REPRESENTATIVES.

Coder the apportionment by the last legislature, there are seven representative classes in
Hancock county, instead of eight, as follows:
Class 1—Eden.
Class 2
Backsport, Orland, C&stine, Dedham and Verona.
Class 3— Ellsworth, Trenton, Aurora. Amherst, Otis, Mariaville, Waltham aud Plantations 8.10, 21. 28. 33.
Class 4 Stoningtou. Deer Isle, Sedgwick.
Isle au Haut. Eage island. Hog island. Butter
island, Bear island, Pumpkin island and Long
Island plantation.
Class 5— Gouldsboro, Sullivan,
Franklin,
Hancock, Winter Harbor. Sorrento. Eastbrook aod Townships 7 and 9.
Class 8
Bluehill. Surry, Brooklin, Penobscot and Brooksville.
Class 7—Mojnt Desert, Tremont, Southwest
Harbor. Swan's Island. Cranberry Isles. Lamoine, Mt. Desert Rock aud Marshall island.

POLITICAL N.OTRS.
for the

republican State convention to be held in
Bangor April>10.
The republicans of Bangor have again
Charles F. Sweet for mayor,
the democrats have renominated

nominated
while

the

can

errors

list

as

w

under the
in

new

The Ameri-

past two weeks, there were a few
hich have been corrected in the

printed

this week.

The announcement published in some
papers to the effect that Charles H. Wood,
of Bar Harbor, and Bedford E. Tracy, of
Winter Harbor, were candidates for the
republican nomination for senator from

Hancock county, was unauthorized. Both
gentlemen informed The American today that they were not in the field against
Dr. Patten.
Dr.
now

J. H. Patten, formerly of Amherst,

of Bar

tion

Harbor,

for State

is out for the nomina-

senator from the eastern

part of Hancock county.
served in the House.
can

Dr. Patten has

He

the

was

republi-

candidate for senator from the eastern

section of the

county in 1910, but fell “out-

side the breastworks”

together

with

the

county ticket in the overturn of

rest of the
that year.

£orre0pononut.
For Senator.

Me., Feb. 8,1912.
To the Editor of The American:
I feel, in justice to my friends and the
party in general, that 1 should make pubBar Harbor

coming primary

lic my intentions in the
election.

I shall again be

a

candidate for the

publican
Appreciate

nomination for

senator,

re-

and shall

what support the voters of the
party think 1 should have.
Should 1 receive the nomination in ques-

tion,

and

subsequently

be

elected, 1 will,

to the utmost of my power, advance the interests of our State and county.

Yours very truly,
J. H. PATTEN.
For Receiver.
Commissioner Andrew
P. Havey
Monday died with Chief*
Justice William P. Whitebouse a petition
Asks

State Insurance
on

praying

that the affairs of the

Hanoock

Mutual Fire insurance Co. be wound up,
receiver

appointed

and

an

a

injunction

issued to restrain the

company from do*
any more business. A hearing has
been ordered for Tuesday, Feb. 20, by
Chief-Justice Whitehouse.
The petition sets forth that the Hanoock Mutual Fire Insurance Co. has its
home office at Bar Harbor, that it is a

ing

domestic company, and that the insurance
commissioner is now satisfied that the

said company is in such condition as to
render further proceedings hazardous to
.the

public

and to its

mary law?

Candidates for U. S. Senator, representatives to the U. 8. Congress and all State
and county officers.
Who conducts

primary election

of

business

the

for each

party
prepares the party platform?
Each party holds a State convention,
first, to formulate and adopt a platform
and, second, to elect State, district and
county committees by whom the primary election campaign for the nomination of candidates and. subsequently, the
the

and

regular

election

campaign,

ducted.
Where and when

are

conventions for the

will

be

con-

these State

policy-holders.

July 2,

secretary of State and determine what persons for each office have
been nominated by each party as candidates to be voted for at the September
election.

a

statement of

expenditures

securing the nomination, properly
scribed and

sworn

in

sub-

to.

ation in
case

6fflce,

Jane 17, between the hoars of 12
and 9 o’clock at night, except in towns and plantations of 3,000 inhabitants or less, where the polls will be
1912 is

nooii

open from 9 a. m. to 6 p.
Where is the primary

election to
be held?
At the regular voting-places throughout

the State.
.-vie

DCjjaiiuc

piuimij

cicvuuub

to be held for each political party?
Mo, all political parties unite in one pri-

the same time in each
voting-place throughout the State.
mary election
Are the

at

names

of all

of the candidates

the different

parties

to

make emell

be

printed upon the same ballot for
the primary election?
No. Each political party will have

Importance In Certain Kinds of
Farming Soils.
There are heavy clay soils, sandy soils

Its

Heavy clay soils have a
lendency to pack, thereby necessitating
special cultivation. It is a mistake to
plow clay soils when not in proper moisture condition; even a single plowing of a
too-wet clay soil will show a bad effect for
a number of years.
It is important that
there be an abundance of vegetable matter
the surface.

Drainage, too, is
It is natural for clay

of

prime importance.

retain moisture, which permits them to puddle easily
The drainage is
if worked when wet.
soils to

very effective.
Crops and

j

end Inke cere of
Bnwrrr &

»bop.

ment ot said deceased.
together with
tion for probate thereof, preseated bv
°tt
A. Orindle. the executrix therein n
Rowland A. Mills. late of Castine in
county, deceased A certain instrument
porting to be the last will and tesiam*,., £
said deceased, together with petition for
bate thereof, presented by Ina V. <>**■* ,r?’
*' ***
executrix therein named
Jeaae R. Atworat, laic of Buckaport, ia
county, deceaaed. A certain Ina.rument
porting to be lha laet will and
■aid deceaaed, together with petition for
bale thereof, presented by Julia K.
the executrix therein named.
Phoebe T. Bar-on. iat* of ft laworth, in ttU
deceaaed.
Petition that As* u
county
Barron or some other auitable person h- *
pointed administrator of the estate of uU
deceaaed. presented by Asa M. Barron.
n
aaid deceased.
Asa 8. Barron, late of Ellsworth, in -.w
Petition that Asa v
county, deceaaed.
Barron or some other suitable person be
pointed administrator of the eaute of said
ceased, presented by Asa M. Barron, rna nr
01
aaid deceaaed.
Samuel W. Tatnter. late of Brooklin, i0
county,deceaaed. Hecoud account of Fuse**
*
Kan*, administrator, died for settlement
John A. McLean, late of Eden in wid
county, deceaaed. First account of Edward t
Clark, administrator, filed for seitlement
Henry Whiting, late of Ellawortb. in said
deceaaed. First account of
county,
K. Whiting, administrator, filed for
settle.

EX’
vE?*

for SaU.
^__

_

VA

_

S*
L?

\AAAA

CARitS. Someth! eg
new
Specie! package of 10 for 10c.
Soppi-t Co., Quincy,
ad
DowneTic
Send thlk
Mnee.. Box 114.

\TAI.ENTINK

POST

Ir*
I,01
Wardils"

teaiameat*!;

IJIANO-Ieerk A Pond upright, nearly
I n bargain Inquire of Fean L. M
tonk of Hungarian hey. Adcere AMknlCAW oBIce. Ella-

ttl.intrfi.
In the market for
birch and rock
factory the com
We have decided to pay for No. 1
ing winter
wood a. *6.80 per cord. For No. 1. MOO per
cord
For No. 8. $.VflO per cord, delivered in
the vard at on; factor). All who wieh to furwith a quantity of these woods, we
ua
nlah
would like to have call at the factory office as
early as possible and state the amount you
could furnish, and coosult with us in regard
to our requirements for site and quality of
wood to be furnished at these prices. Ells
worth Hardwood Co.
are

while birch, yellow
HARDWOOD—We
be delivered

maple,

at onr

to

8xmJi

Warren A Co. of Buckaport. in said coantr
First account of Roy W. Page, sarvlvlxr
*
partner, filed for ftettlement.
Whiting Bros, of Ellsworth, in said coast?
Pint account of Samuel K. Whiting sar▼Wing partner, filed for settlement.
Jennie 8. Kingsley, lateof Winter Harbor in
aaid county, deceaaed.
Petition
filed ’bv
Btella A. Pendleton, administratrix, that so
order be issued to distribute among lb? heirs
of said deceaaed the amount remaining in
the bands of aaid administratrix, upon the set.
tlement of her first account.
Francis C. Macauley. late of Philadelphia,
county of Philadelphia, commonwealth of
Pennsylvania, deceaaed Petition filed by
Richard A C'.eeman and Wilson Eyre. Jr., tf
aaid Philadelphia, trustees in tbe »taie of
Maine, under ihe will ot aaid deceased, that
aaid trustees in Maine be ordered by said
court to transmit certain funds received from
tbe sale of certain real estate of said d» cr*wd.
iu aaio state of Maine, to the trustee* under
said will appointed by the probate court in
and for aaid Philadelphia county
Armantine M. Coffin, late of Philadelphia,
county of Pbilade.phia, commonwealth of
Pennsylvania, deceased. Pctmou fiied by
i'harles H Lang, of said Philadelphia, trustee
in tbe Htate of Maine, under the will of said
deceased, that said trustee in Main*' be ordered by said court to transmit certain funds
received from the sale of certain real esute
of aaid deceased, in a* id Slate of Maiue, to the
d L> tbe pro*
trustee under said will appolL
court
in and for said Philadelphia
bate

Sptn.il Gotten.
IGHE8T cash price paid for wool, wool
skins, bides and furs of all kinds. H.
B. Phillips, Ellsworth, Me.

II

amjfrtifwrunu
A

Or.

SOVKL INTRODUCTION.

Howard

Co.

Make*

a

Special

Price.
The Dr.
into

an

Howard Company have entered

arrangement with Parcber’a drag

store, by which

a

special introductory

fer will be made of

25 cents

on

the

of-

50-cent

rotations must be chosen
for the
sire of their celebrated specific
w’ith special view to the character of the
land. Clover and timothy grow abun- cure of constipation and dyspepsia.
separate ballot and each party ballot will
dantly on clay, and small grains, includHeadaches, coated tongue, dizziness,
j differ in color from the others. TJie pri- ing oats, barley and wheat, are well
j
of
the party casting the largmary ballot
on the stomach, specks before the
gas
on
such
land.
The
rotation
to
adapted
est number of votes for governor in the
!
clay fields should include clovers, small eyes, constipation and all forma of malaria
election
will
be
last Sta^e
white; that of
grains and tilled crops, such as corn and and liver trouble are soon cured by this
the next largest party will be yellow; that
fertility it is
potatoes. To maintain
of the third, blue; the fourth, green; and
scientific medicine.
necessary to add considerable vegetable
sample ballots will be brown.
Mr. Parcher has been able to secure only
matter by turning under an occasional
How candidates for any office
Candidates in the primaries in above
second crop of clover or other legume, as a limited supply, so everyone who wishes
have ttafeir names placed on the
classes so far announced are as follows:
well as by using all available manure.
to be cured of dyspepsia or constipation
primary election ballot?
much humus.
soils rarely contain
Clan 2.
Each candidate for office must file with Clay
should call upon him at once or send him
William A. Ricker, rep. .Castine
The supply of phosphorus is also limited
the secretary of State, before the first
and sbould be increased by the addition 25 cents by mail, and get 60 doaes of the
Dr. Otis Littlefield, dem.Bluehill Monday in May preceding an election, a
of phosphate fertilizer
supplementing best medicine ever made on this special
nomination paper
signed by qualified
farm manure.
half-price introductory offer, with his pervoters of his party, in number not less
Contest.
Colby Speaking
The addition of vegetable matter in
The announcement has just been sent than one per cent, nor more than two per sandy soils is valuable, as it is required to sonal guarantee to refund the money if the
cent, of the entire vote cast for governor in
does not cure.
out from Colby college that the annual
increase the water-holding capacity as specific
the last preceding election, in the State,
Lyford interscholastic prize speaking conIn the prowell as to add fertility.
or county wherein such candidate
test is set for Friday afternoou and even- district,
duction of sandy soils, water frequently is
is to be voted for.
ing, May 10, to be held as usual in Waterthe limiting factor, due to the texture of
Wm. O. EMERY
For example, first a candidate for goverville.
the sandy soil as well as a lack of vegetnor must file with the secretary of State
The prizes offered w ill be the same as
able matter. The fertility needs of sandy
TITLES
last year, namely, $100 in cash, the gift of such nomination paper sipned by the soils are
nitrogen, phosphorus ai^t potash.
Hon. Will Hartwell Lyford, of the class of qualified voters of his party in the State, The
average saudy soil contains only oneELLSWORTH, MAINE
in number not less than one per cent, nor
1879, of Chicago, III. There will be a first
third to one-half as much fertility as clay
more than two per cent, of the entire vote
Searchoi made and abstracts
of
a
second
of
a
third
prize
$50,
25,
•
prize
loams.
for governor cast at the last preceding
and copies furnished on short
prize of $15, and a fourth prize of $10.
Legumes are beneficial because they
notice, and at RUSOMMU PRICES.
These prizes are open to any young men election; second, a candidate for a county
the needed nitrogen as well as
supply
office must file with the secretary of State
OFFICE!
attending the preparatory schools of
humus. The use of lime on sandy soils,
a nomination paper signed by qualified
Maine. A school can be represented by
w’hich are very commonly acid, will aid in
JOY & CO. BLOCK,
MORRISON,
voters of his party within the county in
no more than two contestants.
a stand
of alfalfa and clovers.
STATE STREET.
number not less than one per cent, nor securing
Rotations must be chosen so as to increase
more than two per cent, of the entire vote
125-2.
P. 9. Bn. 715.
CRANBERRY ISLES.
the amount of vegetable matter and procast for governor in that county at the last
Mrs. Edwin Bunker, of Bass Harbor, is
vide a legume crop to cover the soil at
| preceding election. The filing of such a least one
in town.
year in very three years.
nomination paper entitles the candidate
Mrs. Eva Salisbury was in Bar Harbor a
Thorough drainage of marsh soils is the
legal ^icticra.
to have his name placed upon the primary
initial step toward improvement. Special
few days recently.
election ballot.
STATE OF MAINE.
is needed
cultivation
by such lands. County op Hancock, ss
Miss Esther Stanley has been visiting at
When may
such
nomination
Heavy rolling, by packing the loose peat
Baker’s Island the past week.
February 14. a. d. 1912.
papers be secured?
a firmer seed bed.
this fourteenth day of February, a.
No nomination paper can be signed be- soil, produces
George Henry Feroald, of IsJesford, is
d. 1912. on execution
dated February
Marsh soils are rich in nitrogen but are
fore the first day of January preceding
the guest of Daniel Stanley and wife.
3, 1912. ‘ssued on a judgment rendered by
and
in phosphorus
deficient
potash. the supreme judicial court tor the county of
All nomination papers must
Much sympathy is extended to Oscar the election.
Knox, at the term thereof begun and holrieu
manure will supply these elebe completed and tiled in the office of Barnyard
on the first Tuesday of Jan
1912. to wit,
Bulger and wife in the death of their inbut it is more economical to apply on the twelfth day of the jary,
term, being the
the secretary of State before the first ments,
fant Bon.
it to the uplands and use commercial seventeenth day of Jsnuaty, 1912, in favor of
Monday of May, which tor 1912 is May 6.
John Bird
a corporation organized
Charles Rice is spending a few weeks
fertilizers on the marshes. Tbe soil is under the Company,
laws of the State of Maine, and
May a candidate’s nomination
with his grandmother, Mrs. Wilbert Rice,
I frequently in need of lime to correct having its principal office and place of business at Rockland, in the
papers be signed and filed by the
of Knox and
at Sutton.
acidity. There are crops that are best State of Maine, against county
Howard P. Robbins
act of his friends without
his
to marsh lands. Corn, potatoes, and ElizaS Robbins, both of Southw st HarLowell Rice will leave this week to spend
adapted
knowledge or consent?
bor, in the oonnty of Hancock and State of
and timothy and alsike for Maine, for the
a short time in Cherryfield with his uncle, I
sum of one hundred and sistyNo. Whoever expends money or con- garden truck
six dollars and seventy three cents, debt or
are best.
Herbert A. Rice.
hay
! tracts liability to aid in an effort to sedamage, and eleven dollars and forty nine
cents costs of suit, and will be Mold at
Master Elmer Sparling, who was to cure the nomination of any candidate
public
auction on the premises in said Southwest
PRETTY MARSH.
have come home last week from Bar Har- | without his knowledge or consent, forfeits
Harbor, tc the highest bidder, on the twentyseventh
of
March, a d. 1912. at two o’clock
Edgar Walls and wife, after a few weeks’ in the day
bor, was not able to come, and will have to |500 to be recovered by indictment. Moreafternoon, the following described real
stay at the hospital for a while longer.
over, the candidate’s written agreement to visit here, have gone to their home at estate and all the right, title and interest
which
the
said
Eliza 8 Robbins has and had
Feb. 12.
8.
accept the nomination must be filed with Otter Creek.
in and to the same on the fourteenth
day of
his nomination paper in the offioe of the
James Hersey, who has been visiting December, 1910, at eight o’clock in the forenoon.
the
time
NORTH BROOKLIN.
when the same was attached
secretary of State.
i relatives here, returned to his home at on the
writ in ihe same suit, to wit:
Who may vote at primary elecJohn Sexton is in very poor health.
A certain lot or parcel of land situated in
; Lamoine Saturday.
Southwest Harbor, in the county of Hancock
UODST
Edwin Carte#, who recently lost a vain*
Mrs. R. H. Davis and Master Madison, and State of Maice. and bounded and deRegistration.
Only voters wbo have of Trenton, have spent a few days with scribed as follows, to wit:
able cow, has purchased another of Fred
been properly registered before the priBeginning at a point in the west line of the
Hall.
Mrs. Nathan Smailidge.
B'ate road one hundred and six feet
northerly
mary election occurs are qualified to vote.
from Jacob Mayo’s northeasterly
corner;
Frank Sheldon Torrey, who has been to
on the Bowlker cottage at High
i
Work
thence
The list of voters need at the last municifollowing said west road line northerly
Head has progressed so far bb to enable one hand red and thirty two and Are tenths
Bangor to consult a specialist in regard to
election is the basis of registration for
pal
feet to the southeasterly corner of land owned
one of his eyes, is home.
the painters to begin work on the interior.
i'his list, however,
by Lottie Hodgdon; thence north eighty-one
the primary election,
degrees thirty seconds west three hundred
Beginning Tuesday, there will be meet- is subject to oorrection by the proper au- The five men board at Andrew Carter's.
feet to the
southwesterly corner of said lot;
in
the
this
Fred
and
wife
and
Mrs.
Bartlett
Ada thence north three degrees and
ings
chapel every evening
thorities. Voters not properly registered
thirty seconds
east one hundred thirty-seven feet to land of
led
Rev.
Mr.
Sanderson.
been
on
who
have
Bartlett’s is- Mrs.
week,
by
should apply to to the registration offices Bartlett,
Cook; thence following Mrs. Cook's
land
since
returned
to
their
home south line westerly to the south line of the
October,
Quite a good sum was realized from the for registration in the same manner as
Seal Cove road; thence
here Saturday. Mr. Bartlett has been emfollownng said road
ice-cream sociable in the hall Monday provided for in regular elections.
line westerly to land of A I. Holmes; thence
the
In addition to registra- ployed on
Loring farmhouse, which south two degrees east three honored
Enrollment.
evening. The proceeds will be donated to
seventy five feet on line of said Holmes to a
tion, each voter must be enrolled as a has been remodeled from the ball.
improvements on the hall.
holt driven in the
ground; thence south
Feb. 12.
G.
eighty-one degrees and thirty minutes east
Miss Etta Young, assistant in the Sedg- member of some political party. Any
three thousand six hundred
sixty five feet to
a bolt; thence south
wick telephone exchange, resumed her registered voter, however, who has not
eight degrees thirty
aifarrtiMtjtfnu.
minute, wen one hundred end
been so enrolled, may be enrolled on pri- i
duties to-day, after a vacation at home.
twenty eight
feet to a boll; thence south
eigoty-aix degrees
mary election day by the ballot clerk. In
Feb. 12.
Xenophon.
thirty eecoude reel two hundred end thirtythree feet; thence north eight degrees three
towns and plantations having less than
eixty-four sud live-tenths feet to
EAST SULLIVAN.
2,000 inhabitants, enrollment by policical
a bolt; thence sooth
seventy-nine degrees
one hundred and
MUs Beatrice Johnson Is spending her parties is not required.
•S«9L“JP
thirty six feet to the place of beginning, conHow does the voter mark his
vacation with her parents, Theodore JohnCommonly cause pimples, bolls, hives, taining forty-three acres more
or lees, to*
eciema or salt rheum, or some other gethei with the buildings thereon.
primary election ballot?
son and wife.
u has been conHe indicates his choice among the can- form of eruption; hut sometimes they veyed by the B.° “ucb thereof
following dr-eds:
The village schools have closed, with
8- Robbin* to Lottie B.
didates for each office by making a crosi exist In the system, indicated by feelJlUa
the exception of Bridgbam hill grammar,
July *• 19,0 “D<* recorded in
ings of weakness, languor, loss of ap- 50diiS?,daUd
in the square, at the right of the
(X)
Hancock county reglairy of d«*:. in book
which will close Feb. 16.
471.
or
without
petite,
general
debility,
name of the person he prefers for each ofcausing any breaking out
Miss Helen Hill has returned from a
,ro.m EUi. 8- Bobbin, to Lotil. B.
floe.
d.t«d
Hodgdon,
July ». i«io and recorded In
They are expelled and the whole sys- “'<>
three-weeks’ vacation spent in Baltimore,
rcgi.tr> in bo. i 471, ptge n.
By whom and to whom are the
tem Is renovated, strengthened and
8' Bobbin* '« unit 8. BobNewton and East Boston, Mass.
returns of the primary election to
toned by
B*p‘«'»b«r I*1" »nd recorded la
said registry in book 472,
The junior class of the high school will
be made?
page 4B6
B- “ohhin* to Lint. 8. Bobhave an entertainment and sociable at the
The returns announcing the reenlt ol
'»• '»>• knd recorded In
SlSf
™!®?
wld regUtry tn book 471.
the primary election In each city, tows
grange hail Saturday evening, Feb. 17.
page tit.
Get It today In UBual liquid form or
Blow E Whitnky.
Feb. 13.
H.
and plantation will be made by the olerki chocolated tablets called Sarsatabs.
Deputy Sheriff.
a

<

county.

Lc<*nd W Folsom, late of Boston. MassaFirst account of Oscar P.
chusetts, deceas< d.
Cunningham, administrator, filed for settle*
ment.

Abby M. Fulton, late of Southwest Harbor,
in said county, deceased.
Petition filed by
R unison,
executors, for license to sell certain real ?#•
tate of aaid deceased, as described in said petti ion.
I.ainsn Warren, late of Bucksport. in said
county. deceased. First account of Theodora
H. Smith, administrator, fiied for settlement.
Jennie p. Dority, late of Brooklin, in said
county, d* ceased. A certain instiumen purporting to be tbe a*t wilt and testament of
said deceased, together with petition lor probate thereof. presented by John H. E reel by,
tbe executor therein named.
para Alice Fernald mi or, of Mount Desert,
in said county. First accouut of K. rl U Peru*ld. guardian, filed lor settlement.
Marcia B. Fernald. minor, of Mount Desert
in said county. First acc *unt of H H. b. Pernald, guardian, filed for settlement.
Frank 0. Faruham. late of Peuobecot, in said
county, dec* »s«*d. Fourth accouut of Chariei
E Uibtis. ad in uistrator, filed for aeitleuieut.
JEROME H. KHOWLER. Judgeof said Court
A true copy of the original order.
Attest:—T. F. Mahokst, Register.
Abby 8. Robinson and Edward F

COCNTY

—

—

just matce out whether she’s a nobody flying high or a bo me body lying

can’t
low.

Desfue«< Cannot b* Cored
oy local applications, as they cannot reach
.the diseased portion of the ear. There is only
one way to care deafness, and that is by constitutional remedies. Deafness is caused by
an inflamed condition of the mucous lining of
the Eustachian Tube. When this cube is inflamed you have a rumbling sound or imperfect bearing, and when it is entirely closed.
Deafness is the result.and unless the iofl&mumatioa can be taken out and this tube restored to its normal condition, hearing will
be destroyed forever; nine cases out of ten
are closed by Catarrh, which is nothing but
aa inflamed condition of tbe mucous surfaces
We will give Oue Hundred Dollars for any
catarrh) that
mM of Deafness (caused by
i«*aaot be cared by Hall's Catarrh Cure.
Head for circulars, free.
F. J. CHENEY A CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by Druggists. 75c.
Tabs Hall’s Family Pills for oonstipation.

STATE OF MAINE.
HaKCOCK 8S.

February 14. a- d 1911

taaued on a Judgment rendered by th »apitnir judicial court tor the county of Knoi.
at the term ther- of be«un and bolden on the
fl*st Tuesday of January. 1912, to wit. on the
tw« inn day of tfce term.
oelng the sevenI John
teenth day of January, 1912, in fav**r
Bird Company, a corporation organized u .der
the laws oi tfce State of Maine, and hw.ng
its principal ofllce and place of busine****
kockUnd, in the county of Kuos and state
of Maine, agaiusi Howard P. Bobbins. Eliza
8. Bobbins and Clifford M. Bobbc «. a;i o#
Southwest Harbor, county of Hancock and
State of Maine, for the sum of two hundred
tnt*
and thirty six dottara and sixty-sever
debt or damage, and nine dollars and eiKbtynine cents touts of suit, and will »<e -old at
public auction on the premises in s*id Southwest Harbor, to the hi heat bidder, on tb*
twenty seventh day of March a d. 19:2. at
two o'clock in the afternoon, the fol owing
described rest estate and all the right, title
K .bbini
and interest which the said Eliza
baa and had in and U the same on thr '< urtec nth day of December. I9iu, at eight o’cloe*
in the for noon, the time when the aarnf "U
attached on the writ in the same sun. «o
a certain lot or parcel of land alius ed in
Southwest Harbor, in the county of Hancock
and State of Maine, and bounded .*nd ae*
scribec as follows, to wit:
Beginning at a point in the west line of the
State road one hundred and six feet nor beriy
from Jacob Mayo's northeasterly corner;
thence fol owing said west road line norta*
erly one hundred and thirty two an ove'
tenths feet to the southeasterly corner «
land owned by Lottie Uotigdoo; thence nortn
eighty-one degrees thirty seconds w. st ibre*
hundred t#et to the roulhwesterly corner«
said lot; thtnee north three degr*e« sou
thirty seconds eart one hundred thirty ****®
feet to laud of Mrs. Cook; thence foilowttf
Mrs. Cook’s south line westerly to th« *outn
line of the Heat Cove roan; theme followtsi
said road line westerly lo laud of A *•
Holmes; thence south two degrees east three
hundred seventy five feet on line of •*>“
Holmes to a bolt driven in tbegrouud; hence
south eighty-one degrees and thirty winaw
east three thousand six hundred sixty n**
feet to a bolt; thence south eight degrees
thirty minutes west one hundred anti twenty*
eight feet to a holt; thence south elabt»*n»
degree* thirty seconds east two hundred ana
thirty-three feet; thence north eigb Jegrs«
thiee minutes east sixty four and five t*0*®"
feet to a bolt; thence sonth aeventy ni!-ea«*
ana
grees forty five minutes east one hundred
thirty-aix feet to the place of beginning, conw
taining forty three acres, more or less,
gether with the buildings thereon.
Excepting so much thereof as has been conveyed by the following deeds:
n
Deed from Elixa 8. Bobbins to Lottie »•
t*
Hodgdon, dated July 26. 1910 and recorded
Hancock county registry of deeds, in 00J
472. page tl.
.... »•
R
Deed from Elixa 8. Bobbins to Lottie
is
Hodgdon. dattd July 26,1910, and recorded
said registry, in book 472, page 92.
Uah.
Deed Irom Elixa 8 Bobbins to
hirs, dated September 9, 1610. aud recordea
said registry, In book 472, page 466.
Drth.
Deed from Elixa 8. R-bhini to Lillie 8- Bo
bins, dated October 15, 1910, and recorded
said registry, in book 47t. page HIBios B. WhitiikT.

TAKEN

—

a

Lillie^ Bop

Blood Humors

Hood’s Sarsaparilla

or

day of February,
r|^AKEN this fourteenth
1 IMS. on execution dated February S. i*ll

—

What sort
First Village Clubwoman
Of a person is thiB new Mrs. Hart? Second
Well, the ladies
Village Clubwoman

tjhey

aid

and muck soils.

near

too.*

In

L*!?•
publith.5

It’.?

Me_

novelty
lnthee
MAN—To
WniowT.Hrlet-I.Vt

SOIL DRAINAGE
for

to do
chance

n

to

committees

o’clock

Eaay

V-Ahont I

determine and announce.
be voted for by the whole State, as gover(The republican State committee has al- nor or United States senator, the amount
ready announced that the republican State
expended must not exceed fl,500; for
convention will be held in Bangor, April members of
for State senacongress,
10, 1912.)
tors and county officers, |150 for each 10,How are the State conventions of
000 voters cast for governor within the
the different political parties made
county at the last election; for members
up?
of the legislature in districts having three
They are made up of delegates elected at or more representatives, flOO; in all other
caucuses of the different parties, regularly
districts, f&0. To exceed these limits forcalled by the city, town and plantation
feits the nomination.

throughout the State.
When does the primary election
take place?
On the third Monday in June, which

Y‘0X7NO
ferred
two.

middle aged preh-'ueenork for fnnnly of
Apply »t once. P. O.

WOMAN-Or

Ha dreea "A”,

the primary election?

of nomination for any

tKat

Klleworth.

To what extent may a candidate
spend money to win his nominIn

intJS.60*

Jtfclp CEtanUB.
Bon J9I, F.llkworth.

How will candidates learn of
their nomination?
The successful candidate will be notified at once by the secretary of State,
by registered letter; and such candidates
must notify the secretary of State, by registered letter, of their acceptance, within
seven days after being notified, and send

committees shall

THB

must tabulate

office of the

therewith

adoption of

and election of commit-

To Ml paraona tntcrcauu is oltber
tatfi bar.lnafK-r narotd.
At » probate court held at Ellsworth
for the county of Hancock, on tkl
*i*th
day of February, a. d. 18||.
following matter a having be**
pr**
JL sc-nted for the action the re urn,*
after indicated, it is hereby ordered ta .relt'
lice thereof be given to all* person*
by causing a copy of this order to
liahed three week* successively In th* IT
•lie.
worth American, a newspaper
*hfrd M
Ellsworth, in said county,
pear at a probate court to be he'd 7,
worth, ir aaid county, on the flith L*1***
March, a. d. ma. at t,c of tb« clock
forenoon, and be beard thereon if thl
cause.
•*«
Laroy B. Orindle, late of Bluebill t*
A certain
county, deceased
initr..**

Pound
hand.
f LOVB-T*n gloveJ»nright
l» »t foot of Bridge
It
Thnrkdny night.

—

Charles W. Mullen.
In the legislative class
apportionment, as printed

pri-

direct

new

—

correspondents.

The official call has been issued

Republican.

A. Blaisdell.Franklin
Ellsworth
Charles W. Joy.
Democrat.
Frank L. Heath.
Ellsworth

J. Parkins, in behalf of the lodge, presented him with several gifts showing
their oteem for the aged captain, who is
the el l at and a charter member of the
lodge. The captain is still hale and hearty,
and there is excellent
prospect of his
He is one of the
rounaiag out a century.
veterans of The American’s staff of over
125

..Ellsworth

FOB COUNTY COMMISSIONER.

tons, built at Jonesport, in 1881, and recently hailing from Bucksport, has been
bought by a concern calling itself the
Boston Wrecking Co., and equipped with
wrecking apparatus to search for sunken
treasures

under the

J-tgal Kotttt*.

JFmmfc.

days

Who determines what candidates
hili. Owner oil at AuttniCAW office.
been nominated by each political party in the primary elec«To 2. rt.
tion?
The governor and council, on or before
va/'’vKFICF.S over Moore’* dm* Mow, Ju«t
the first Tuesday in July, w hich for 1912 1 ) enter! by B T. Snwle; hot water hem end
Elloworth.
Moon*.
O
K.
of
toilet. Inquire
is
the returns in the

tees to be held?

Republican.
Timothy F. Mahoney.Ellsworth

OOSSIP.
craft is

seven

have

At such

FOB RBGISTFB OF PROBATH.

search of

nated

places and on such dates be2,352 Forrest O. Silsby.Amherst
tween sixty and ninety days prior to the
Democrat.
Otha \Z. JeHison. ..Ellsworth third Monday in June as the present State

Average for the year of 1911,

the secretary of State within

to

Principal Provisions of the New Law
In Simple Form.
What candidates are to be nomi-

platforms

Republican.

COUNTV

LAW PRIMKR

PRIMARY

from the date of the election.

LOCAL AND POLITICAL JOURNAL

a.

I

FOR COUNTY OFFICES

American

<£l)c (Jrllswortl)

Deputy Bberit

STUDY AT HOME
Shorthand and Typewriting instruction
by mail by an experienced Court Sienofcrepn*
Typewriter furnished free. Limited number
of student#. Write to-day An«ui>tu«F ra**
Court 8t'B ffaphrr, Ba h. Me.

i

A

record

U btttvr tkan a proto*1**
it what couttl t

! Smoopapor circulation
odw^teeri

I
I

Advrtiting bring*
attitit (A* talttman.

(A.

euttomcrt •*d

Afibtrti'irmentB.

IfcUcTtwftnent*.

jibbmtaetnents.

BOOST! Ellsworth Food Fair. Feb. 19-24,12.
well worth hearing. Monday in Ellsworth
Make it a good one.

food path.

bk

will

The good housewives of Ellsworth will
have a feast of good things during the
week.
Miss Helen Welch, of Boston, an
Ellsworth girl, who has made a spe cialty
of dietetics, will give talks on this subject
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday.
The cooking school and demonstration
will be in the municipal court-room in
the lower hall, Wednesday, Thursday,
Miss
Friday and Saturday afternoons.
Cornelia Palmer, instructor in domestic
economy at the University of Maine, will
be in charge.
The Standard Oil Co. has presented to
Secretary Haines, of the food fair committee, an oil stove with cabinet and oven
which will be used in the cooking demonstrations.

elaborate

ATTRACTIVE—PROGRAM

ANn

FOR THE WEEK.

|

GREETING.
GOVERNOR'S
for n*

*oort »
wishes
Ilf huMlrm •»» • have tbr
In Motor.
honor of knowing

J

Br.l

Kuiirli

!
I

to the food
The above is the greeting
committee of the Ellsworth Mer-

hir

received from Governor

cbint*' association
in a letter expressing
Plaistvd yesterday
unable to visit Ellshis regret at being

COOKING SCHOOL PROGRAM.

Wednesday.

deworth daring the food fair. It is a
served tribute to the food fair boosters.
Hancock ball is this week in the hands
and a
of the carpenters and decorators,
transformation ia taking place in the
tenous old hall. The general arrangebe the same aa iast
ment of the hall will
booths under the balconies on
year, with
both sides of the hall and occupying the
of steps will lead
stage. A broad flight
from the floor of the hail to the stage.
The orchestra will occupy a platform
above the balcony at the right of the

Dressing

Thursday.
Luncheon dishes:
Potato soup, croutons, Creamed
potatoe balls. Chicken
croquettes. Latticed beets. Apple snow.

Friday.
Sandwiches:

W.

Morang will,

as

Reception.

up.

room

opening tjff

cheese,

jelly. Apple porcupine.
baskets. Appleade.

net

MONDAY — KLt.SWORTH DAY.

Afternoon.
2.45
3.00
8.30
5.00

last year,

Doors open

Opening exercises
Lecture on dietetics...Miss Helen Welch
Presentation of gifts

Evening.

the front

7-00
9.00

Doors open

be

2 00

The balconies will be banked

2.30

live cedar and evergreen and faced
with set pieces in crescent shape, of poinsettia. Around the hail above the balconies

Afternoon.
Doors open
Musical concert
Lecture and demonstration,

5.00

Distribution of gifts

7 00

Doors open

9.00

Dancing

obtained.

effects

will

1.00

with

three-foot
leaves in the natural.

will be

a

supporting

The

frieze

rods

of

of

the

Miss Helen Welch

Evening.

autumn

1.00
2.00

from festoons of rope laurel will be set
pieces of two wreaths of evergreen and
poinsettia, in the centre of which will be

crystal lights.
Prom each of the balcony supports arid
from corners of the halt and balcony festoon* of rope laurel will reach to the main
chandelier. Tb*’ chandelier itself will tie
• feature of the decorations.
It will hang
some eight feet from the ceiling, and will
be of rope laurel and crystal lights, arranged in a series of octagons.
The booths will be decorated in different
colors. The electric food fair sign will ornament the outside front of the hall.
THE

Keening
Washington’s Birthday ball

1.00
2.30
5.00

Co.,

who have taken two spaces, and will
an attractive exhibit of their products. The Baiada Tea Co. is another late
make

9-00

SPECIAL

flowers; Village improvement society,

°ooked food; Mias J. A, Thompson, Lovell
A
Coveil, chocolates; E. G. Moore, drugs'1; C. L. Morang, department store;
Union Trust Co.

program

RAILROAD

schedule of

Brewer
Holden
Ureen Lake
Nicolln
Ellsworth Falls
Washington Jc.
F.aoklin Road
Hancock
Waukeag
Mr. Desert Ferry
Sullivan
Sorrento
Bar Harbor
Franklin
Unionville

Cherryfleld
Harrington
Columbia
Columbia Falls
Jonesboro

reduced

rates

$100
100
70
50

as

Monaghan, leader,

trerv

afternoon and for the dance each

^▼•ning.

Drinking

will be donated by the
«t. Kebo
Spring Water Co., of Bar
Harbor.
N. K. Fairbanks Co. and
McNeil
*

water

Libby,

Dibby

will send attractive souvenirs
tor tree distribution
by tbe food lair com-

mittee.

Forty Ellsworth

merchants have doprizes wnich will be given ont each
nay to holders ot ticket
ooupons bearing
mcky numbers.
Something like 100 of
see prizes will be
distributed each day.
nated

ELLSWORTH DAY.
The

Merchants’ association and food
committee make an earnest appeal
the people of
Ellsworth to turn ont for
V" °P*°ing of the fair at 3 o’clook Monand give It a big opening
sir

^y^afternoon,

Bev. K. B.
Mathews, who will open the
"iu “ »lw»ya have
something to eay

Early

in many Maine cities and
it decidedly to their advantage
to shop with us by mail.
They find us prompt
to send samples and to answer all questions;
they appreciate the personal attention we give
to all orders; they realize we can and DO give
them the same complete satisfaction that patrons receive right in our store.
We urge YOU to use the mails freely in
connection with our store and stock; tell us
your needs and desires in anything pertaining
to our lines, and we’ll give your letter immediate personal attention. Or if you’re coming
to town, don’t fail to come in and “get acquainted” with our store, our quality goods,
and moderate prices.

in

was

Mrs. Tower became a member of the Methodist
church,
and remained a consistent member of that
communion until her death.

SAUNDERS—At
Mrs Addison D

During her active years she was an
earnest worker in the Ellsworth parish,
in the societies and other departments of
the church. Her home was opened
many
times for social gatherings.
Mrs. Tower
herself

was

services of

a

her

Benson & Miller,

Bluehill, Feb 6, to Mr and
Saunders, a son.

The store with larger assortments and better qualities in Ladies’ Dress Goods, Silks, Linings,

MARKIKD.
ALLEN—TYLER—At Brooklin, Feb 1, by Rev
ErnestE Small, Mrs Lula Allen to James
Tyler, both of Brooklin.
CAIN
GRINDLE
At North Brooksville,
Feb 8, by Rev J N Palmer, Miss Mattie E
Cain to Richard Qrindle, both of North
Brooksville.

faithful attendant at the
church as long as her

—

health permitted. The church has lost a
faithful and devoted communicant, the
community a resident of many years’
standing. The sympathy of all goes oct

women

finding

towns are

BUNKER—At^Franklin, Feb 1, to Mr and Mrs
Gerald S Bunker, a daughter.
OLAPP—At West Brooklln, Feb 10, to Mr and
Mrs
rs Cleaves Clapp, a son.
DUNHAM—At Deer Isle, Febl6, to Mr and
Mrs George W Dunham, a daughter.
GINN—At Orland. Jan 81. to Mr 'and Mrs
Arthur E Ginn, a daughter.
GRINDLE—At Franklin, Jan 23, to Mr and
Mrs Thomas W Grindle, a son.
HASKELL—At Little Deer Isle, Feb 8, to*Mr
and Mrs Charles Haskell.^a
daughter.]
LEACH—At O’-land, Feb 8. to Mr and Mrs
William A Leach, a son. [Elwell
Parker.]
O’REILLY—At Winter Harbor, Feb 4, to iMt
and Mrs Rodrick O’Reilly, a son.
RICH—At Isle au Haut. Feb 6, to»Mr and Mrs
William Stillman Rich, a daughter. [Rosamond Mildred.)

in life

Underwear, Hoisery, Gloves,
Suits, Coats, etc.
17 Main St.,
Bangor, Maine.

—

15 and

CRABTREE—ROBBINS—At Franklin, Feb 2,
by Rev H B Arey, Miss Inez Bernice Crabtree to Frederick Marcus Robbins, both of
Franklin.
EATON—MOREY—At Stonington, Feb 2, by
to the bereaved family.
Rev H R Eaton. Miss Stella M Eaton to
The funeral services were held at the
Fred C Morey, both of Deer Isle.
home at 2 o’clock, Friday, February 9, GRAY—HUTCHINSON—At West Sedgwick,
Feb 10. by George M Staples, esq. Miss IvaRev. Dr. E. D. Kizer and Rev. J. P. Hiraondell L Gray, of West Sedgwick, to Capt
Herbert
ton officiating.
Words of esteem and
Lyman Hutchinson, of South
Brooksville.
sympathy were spoken by her former HIGGINS-HODGKINS-At Ellsworth, Feb
pastor, Mr. Simonton, aud favorite hymns
11, by Rev P A A Killnin, Miss Nancy L Higgins, of Eden, to Cecil C Hodgkins, of Bar
were sung.
The remains were interred in !
Harbor.
Woodbine cemetery.
KNOWLTON—EATON—At Stonington, Feb 7,
by Rev H R Eaton, Lillian Knowlton to
Dennis M Eaton, both of Stonington.
WEST SULLIVAN.
PERT-PERVEAR-At Sedgwick, Feb 7, by
The joint installation of the K. of P.’s
Rev E Sanderson, Mrs Rose Pert to William H Pervear, both of Sedgwick.
and Pythian Sisters Tuesday evening at
PHILLIPS—FRYE-At Harrington, Feb 7, by
K. of P. hall was a most enjoyable event, i
Rev W R Patterson, Miss Marion Lucretia
The Pythian Sisters were installed by Mrs. !
Phillips, of Franklin, to Roland P Frye, of

done in

splendid

a

BUICK

lowed,

tie fresh men ts

were

entertainment

The

at

Wednesday evening, in
the schools
was

P.

hall

pupils

of

throughout the town took part,
best demonstrations of

talent that

It

of

which the

of the

one

local

served.

K.

has

been

ever

brought

to show the talents which the
children possess in the musical line and
out.

was

Superintendent-of-Schools

Gor-

Whitney ville
Machiaa
East Mac hi as

#2

00

2 00
2 00

80

10
15

Ayer Junction
Pembroke

2

70

2

80

Perry
35 Eastport
40

2 50

95
815
8 15
815
120
120
140
155
170
195
2 20
2 50
2

Militown
50 Calais
80
No. Maine Jc.
80
Hertnon Center
1 15 Hermon Pond
55 Carmel
1 15 Etna
186 Newport
155 Corlnna
170 Dexter
185 Dover
2 00 Foxcroft

2
2

Orders by Commissioners

Parker, at Worcester, Mass.
The plans for the new building

Hu preferCrosby.
all others for family use and with
high-grade canneries. I><-lu-ioutUy tweet. Largs
own
our
Seed,
growing.
Big cropper.
Quincy Market. Test its merits. Guaranteed
decidedly superior to at. rage early varieties or
money refunded. Between Cory and Crosby.
Earliest known.
Gregory's
tQrugory's Cory.
Carly Mammoth. Fine mid-season. Seed of all
the above is grown on onr farm.
CATALOGUE OF MONEY PRODUCERS FREE
Wrlta today for on new catalogue, now read'
better thin erer. Lists lha beat, not only
In Vegetables, but Flowera. Seeda,
Baiba and Small Pru^s. Quotes
ns special bargain collections, j
J. N. CRICONV * SOM.

Imp. Original

his

Miss Lottie Swazey returned Friday
evening from a visit with her sister, Mrs.

I

Affecting

County.

The commissioners o! inland fisheries
and gao'e have issued the following regulations to take effect Feb. 15,1912, and remain in force four years:
It shall be unlawful for any person to take,
catch or kill more than four fish in all in
any one day while fishing on or through the
ice in Spring pond, so-called, situated in the
townships numbered Three, Old and New, socalled, in Hancock county. It shall also be
unlawful for any person to have in possession
in any one day more than four fish in all
taken on or through the ice in said Spring
It shall be unlawful for any person to take,
catch or kill more than fifteen fish in any one
day while fishing on or through the ice in
Passadumkeag stream, abcve Grand Falls,
so-called, situated in the counties of Hancock
and Penobscot. It shall also be unlawful for
any person to have in possession more than
fifteen fish In all in one day taken on or
through the ice in said stream.
It shall also be unlawful for any person to
fish for, take, catch or kill any kind of fish at
any time in any of the tributaries to said Passadumkeag stream above said Grand Falls,
except N tea to us stream, so called, In the
counties of Hancock and Penobscot.
It shall also be unlawful for any person to
have in possession at auy time any kind of
fish taken from any of the tribatar'es to said
Passadumkeag stream above said Grand Falls,
except Nlcatous stream, so called.

Mt

EE

for the

plays, “A Trip to Europe” and
Gents
and
Suffragettes.”
“Suffering
sale.

were on

J.

BIRCH HARBOR.
Lewis Temple met with quite

ONE

a

serious

Guaranteed
solid sterling
silver picture
frame, w ith
easel, for man, woman
Sent postpaid for 36c.

or cnua. size3X2

Robinson
widow of Charles Lindsey, who died at
the home of her son Charles in Winter

—-

Anyone troubled with

ECZEMA

sisters Mrs. Maud Herrick,
Town, and Mrs. Belle Robinson, of
Besides
Reac.fleld, were also
those already mentioned, she is survived
by one brother and an aged mother.

present.

Feb. 12.

obtain

a cure.

Cards.

Professional

Q]

0.

building

a

insured;

=
=;

FURS!
Bring,

or send your Furs by express to
get highest market prices from reliable people. Write ns what you have.

Commtaaion ffierctiantB.

BOSTON

c°MMISSION MERCHANT
WANT

C. MO HR ISO X, M. D.
Bangor, Me.

LAROK ASSORTMENT OF

Office Hours: 9

a. m. to 3

p.

GLASSES.

m.

Sundays by Appointment.

BANGOR TALLOW CO.#
Bangor, Mains

C.

HOLT,
Dentist,

Bangor,
OFFICE :
23 Hammond St.
Office hours

: 9

Maine.

RESIDENCE.
26 Fourteenth 81
to 12.16 ; 1 to 6.

Evenings by appoiutmeut

Shippers. SEND US
APPLES
POTATOES,
FANCY HENNERY EQUS.
Top Mamet Prices
Prompt Returns.
DEAL WITH AN APPROVED HOUSE
CHAPIN BROS.,
To Ellsworth

BERRIES

—

107*109 So. Market St.. Boston.
Aak for free stencil. We will send market

quotations

H.

ALICE

SCOTT

SPECIALTY MADE OF

TYPE WHITING, ACCOUNTING AND
UKNKKAL CLERICAL WORK.
Agent Union safe Deposit & Trustee ot Portland, for furnishing Probate and Surety Bonds

Agent Ollrer Typewriter; typewriter snpplles
Cor. Mam and Water Sts. (over Moore's Drur
Store), Ellsworth. Me.

WALLACE

Offloo,

HAIR GOODS
ERLICH'S, Brawn block, Portlaad, Mo.

POTATOES

E.

R.

HINCKLEY

ARCHITECT

FOE LADIES and MEN
The very latest styles, artistic workmanship. Prices reasonable.
Write us your wants at once.

Poultry and Ecgs

Dressed Lambs and Calves

us, and

146 Broad Street,

=3
=
IZS

241 State St.,

DR.

Human Hair Goods

=

The advertisements below represent some of
the lead mu houses of New
England. Our
readers will doubtless find them 01 value.

EYE, EAR, NOSE AND THROAT.

—

Two

we’re

Write with stamp to Mrs. Warren
Hutchinson, South Brooksville, Me.

Hooper Co.t 00 BromfleJd St., Boston, Maas

Zida

Harbor, were held in the Baptist ohurch
here Friday forenoon, Rev. £. 8. Drew
officiating. Three of her five children
were present at the funeral
Mrs. Edward Rice, of this village; Charles, of
Winter Harbor, and William, of Brewer.
Mrs. Ivy Bennett and Miss Annie, who
live in Massachusetts, were unable to attend.
of Old

it is better to be
to be sure;
it is be>t tr> be insured” with

good

in.

while

services for

garage;
g-ow.

REAL ESTATE DEALERS
Two story house, shed and large stable, ail connected with city water and electric
lights, and. bout 1 acre ol land. A bargain on easy terms.

FOR

'YOU

necessary to close the wound.

Funeral

large; watcb it

V

i

OP EVERY DESCRIPTION
hauling lobster traps. With the engine in motion, he Fine quality only, sent on approval to responattempted to drive a pin that had worked sible parties, at the lowest prices for the finest
loose in the fly wheel. The wheel hit the goods.
CARlES ha|r store
stick he was using, which flew up, strikPortland, He.
Si5 A Congress St.,
ing him in the mouth, loosening teeth and
cutting his lip so badly that seven stitches
were

as

SPECIAL WORK ON

short

Wednesday

four times

spring

The entertainment given in the Congregational vestry by the young people of
the church Friday evening was a great
success.
The program consisted of two

accident

entirely outgrown last year’s

one

GENERAL INSURANCE AGENTS,

he will be out.

Coffee, cocoa and cake
Feb. 12.

is

can

seminary have been received, and work
be commenced in the

new

Street, Ellsworth,

=

family.
Miss Abbie Heed arrived from Boston
Thursday for an extended visit with her
mother, Mrs. K. B. Stover.

We’ve

Ci

1C. W. & F. L. MASON 1

Popuu.

Charles S. Homer, who met with a bad
accident w hile at work in the Point tan50
nery, breaking the bones in his right foot,
50
! is improving as rapidly as can be expected,
although it will be several weeks before

NKW FISHING REGULATIONS.

VIM itHVX

delivery trucks

Ellsworth Foundry & Machine Works,
Maine.
Water
=

Parker

probably

NPW
IlLif

3ttimiscmrms

Spofford returned from
New York Saturday.
Capt. Francis P. Heath, of Boston, arrived Saturday to spend a few weeks with

will

complete: line of" light

—

BUCKS PORT.
Hon.

cars,

—

would be out of
well be proud of
Vox

Our line for 1012 will comprise SIX MODELS in Roadsters and Toursubstantially the same in design and construction, differing only
in size, all equipped with the famous Buiek over head valve engine, which
we guarantee has more speed and more power than any equal sized motor
on the market.
Competitive tests have demonstrated its superiority and
endurance in 04 per ceut. of alt tests in which we have participated.

ing

—

the

200

20

CARPENTER—At Orland, Feb 7. Charles W
Carpenter, aged 61 years, 3 months, 16 days.
CARE Y—At Fast Bucksport, Feb 1, H Gardner Carey, aged 26 years.
CARTER—At Bar Harbor, Jan 22, Norman
Carter, aged 26 years, 8 months.
FREETHEY—At Brooklin, Feb 10, James O
Freethey, aged 63 years.
KANE—At Brooklin, Feb 3, Athelene Kane,
agi-d 3 years, 2 months, 25 days.
LIND•»EY At Winter Harbor, Feb 7, Mrs
Lida B Lindsey.
ROBERTSON—At Bluehill, Feb 10. Mrs Elizabeth J Robertson, aged about 88 years.
At Ellsworth,
Feb
RUSSELL
7, Irene
Dorothy, infant daughter of Mr and Mrs
Austin K Russell, aged 11 days.
At
Ellsworth
SARGENT
Falls, Feb 13,
Nathan Sargent, aged 85 years.
THOMPSON-At Mariaville, Feb 7, Laura,
wife of Benjamin Thompson, aged 27 years.
At Ellsworth. Feb 7. Mrs Melinda
TOWER
L Tower, aged 73 years, 10 mouths, 29 days.
WHITE—At North Sullivan, Feb 9, Roy F
White, aged 23 years.

1912

Models--$850 to $1,800.

6

A social fol- i

manner.

Feb. 13.
on

Machi&sport
Dennysville

Hancock

raiBHDg of THB FOOD FAIR.
The New England
Telephone A Telegraph Co. will erect a telephone booth in
the ball tor long-distaooe and local service
'local service being flee.
8. J, Clement, ot the Clement Muetc
Co.,
Harbor, has donated the tree nee of a
Piano tor the oroheetra
during the entire
week.

keen in that which

ever

follows:

MUSIC AND DANCING.

The food fsir orchestra of ten
pieces, C.
B.
will tarnish music

was

progress.

particular number
place. Supt. Gordon may
this successful showing.

RATES.

food fair week is

Bangor

;

est

of any

Orange bail

railroads tor

Hundreds of

BORN.

her later life the ailment to
which she finally succumbed deterred her
from active work in the church and other
interests of the community, but her inter-

their short study could not be measured, the teaching here having covered
i only a period of a few months. Mrs. W.
| H. Hassell, who is the director of music in
the schools, is in every way efficient, as
was demonstrated
Wednesday evening.
All parts were taken so well that mention

gifts
Evening

The

Harbor, where she has been visiting her
sister, Mrs. Martha Grant.
Miss Grace Anderson, of Surry, was the
guest of her cousin, Eva Closson, last
Wednesday and Thursday.
Archie Higgins and wife, of Bar
Harbor,
and Mrs. Olive Hodgkins, of
Trenton,
spent Wednesday here calling on relatives.

BILLINGS—At Franklin. Feb 9. to Mr and
Mrs Henry H Billinas, a son.

ing.
During

from

Doors open
Cooking school
Distribution of

comer.

the home on Chapel street
built. This has been the home of
Mrs. Tower for over fifty years.
The following children survive- Mrs.
Ada M. Johnson,
George M. Tower, William J. Tower, Mrs. Mary A. Leland,
Charles A. Tower, Mrs. Fannie E. Thorsen.
Mr. Tower dying while the children were
small, the task of rearing the family fell
upon Mrs. Tower, and she cheerfully and
wisely devoted her life to their upbring-

don gave a short address in which be said
the value that had already been received

Afternoon
1.00

The Mails Put You in Closest Touch
with BENSON & MILLER.

busi-

was

schools.

SATURDAY—OKAN'GK DAY

2-30
5.00

;

residences,

great possibilities before them it the
teaching of music can be continued in our

Doors open
Cooking school
Distribution of gifts
Usual evening

for space. A notable
to the exhibitors is Armour &

on

Mrs. Nell Sadler has returned from Bar

Chapel

I the

Afternoon

EXHIBITOR!*.

Other out-of-town exhibitors, as already
mentioned in The American, will be the
Genesee Pure Food Co., with fheir attractive exhibit of
Jello; the Walter Baker
Go.,-the Ellsworth food fair favorites, here
for the third successive year; Town Talk
flour; the Forest Milling Co.; Fellsraere
Farms Co., exhibit of Florida fruits;
Bower-Bartlett, teas and coff**es; Tibbetts
X. L. Extract
Co., of New Bedford;
Clement, the Bar Harbor music dealer; C.
L. Pratt, of
Boston, novelties; I. Ingratam, 0f Mew York, ivory exhibit.
Among local exhibitors will be the Bar
Harbor & Union Hiver Power Co.; A. M.
Moor, electrical supplies; M. A. Clark,

demonstration.

FRIDAY — MMN'E DAY

applications

addition

Doors open
Lecture and

9.00

1.00
2410

The food fair committee has during the
past week been obliged to turn down several late

DAY

5.00

5.00

R1VKK.

Mars Hill

Harrington.
Havey with Mrs. Jennie Smyth and
WALKER—l OSS—At Southwest Harbor. Feb
Florence Havey as assistants.
The
7. by Rev R W Brown, Miss Myrtle Walker,
of Knox, to Clifton R Foss, of Southwest
K. of P. installation was conducted by
Harbor.
i
Bradbury Smith, assisted by Andrew
Doran and A. W. Gordon.
The work was j

Miss Helen Welch
Cooking school-Miss Cornelia Palmer
Distribution of gifts
Usual evening program
THURSDAY —MASONS' DAY
Afternoon
Doors open
Cooking school
Distribution of gifts

3.30

Madison Tower, died at her home on
street
last
Wedneeday, aged
seventy-three years.
Mrs. Tower was born in Prospect, and
her eariy life was
spent there. Her
marriage to Madison Tower took place
Sept. 25, 1856. They moved to Ellsworth
at the beginning of the Civil
war, and
after residing in one or two temporary

THK
in

Miss

Afternoon

will be wound with laurel. Between the
supports and suspended by red ribbon

of

was

Maria

WKD.N BSDAY—MHRCn ANTS’

balconies

OK

j

Dancing
TUESDAY —HANCOCK COUNTY DAY.

The decorations will be elaborate, and

striking

Neapolitan

PROGRAM POR WEEK.

being very attractively fitted

novel and

_

Saturday.

Chocolate bread pudding with
nut brown sauce. Pineapple jelly. Cabi-

DECORATIONS.

some

Pimola.
chicken.

Desserts:

ioe-crtam parlor and confectionery

store in the
gallery. It is

Cream

Minced
mayonnaise.
Parisian sweet. Cocoa. 4

Nut,

charge.
The Turkish smoking-room will be in
the general dressing-room above the stage,
accessible from the main floor.
an

for

with

cream, banana.

in

Harvyy

fricassee. Mayonvariations. Whipped
Sauce tatare, salmon.

fowl

dressing

naise

•tage.
Two notable additions to the hall arrangements this year will be the rest-room
for ladies and the smoking-room for gen
Uemen. The ladies’ room will be at the
end of the left balcony, and will be fitted
with a matron
op for their exclusive use,

have

a

MOUTH

John Clough
ness last week.

KBS. MELINDA LAWRENCE TOWER.
Mrs. Melinda Lawrence Tower, widow

DIKTETIOS AND COOKING.

POT IN READTNEBS
HALL BEING
FOR EXHIBITION.

DgCOBATIOKS

OBITUARY.

day.

Bluohlll.

Maine

Phone 3-u

on

request

LAWRENCE & CO.
Established 1863

Wholesale Commission
OULTRY, EOQS. FRUIT.

Merchants
PRODUCE

APPLES A SPECIALTY
Famuli Hall Market,
Stencils, etc., furnished

Boston. Maas.
on

application.

Hall & Cole

Fruit aM Produce Commiss'o1 Merchants
Applet, Pits toot sad Crsatirrlii
our

Specialties

BOSTON
100-102 Faneuil Hall Market,
Send for stenotfs and weekly market report.
The merchant who does »of advertise <«
dull season makes it more profitable fee
these who do advertise.

a

Subscribe for Thk Amsbicak

COUNTY NEWS.
FRANKLIN.|
Mias Vida Springer is visiting

in

Ban-

gor.
Miss Mildred Wooster is at home from
Van Buren and Caribou.
Rev. Edwin D. Kizer, of Ellsworth, will
•peak at the Methodist church Saturday
evening.
Mrs. Julia Martin, of Calais, who spent
Sunday with relatives here, left for Bangor Monday.
Percy Hanscom and wife have gone to
Glen, N. H., to visit Mr. Hanscom’s peo-

pi..
and Lola

Misses Florence Dunn
and

G. W. Collins

Mrs.

were

Dyer

Bangor

in

last week.
Mrs. E. A.

McNeil and sister, Mrs. Mor-

gan, will entertain
Thursday afternoon.

Eldridge
Blaisdell, who

Mrs. Belle
Eunice
an

Baptist

the

circle

is

caring for Mrs.

is

recovering

from

extended illness.

The basket-ball game Thursday evening
played by Sullivans and Franklins re-

sulted in favor of the home team.

Score

30-14.

The marriage announcement of Miss
Helen L. Builer to Everett W. Richardaon at North Hancock was received recently. Tne bride is a favorite, personally
and musically, and a host of good wishes
are accorded the newly-wedded pair.

formerly

lived

to

but

Lagrange,

in

with his

parents
eight years ago.
health several years, a sufferer from valvular heart trouble, which caused his
death.
Flis age was twenty-six years.
Mr. and Mrs. A. W.
He leaves his parents
Carey, a little daughter—Nellie, four years

old, two
Carey, and

week

Cummings, who is employed
spent a few days last week
with her mother, Mrs. Frank Cummings.
The school festival at K. of P. hall Wed-

for

nesday evening was largely attended, and
thoroughly enjoyed. The little ones had
been carefully instructed, and the whole
represented a vast amount of work by

the church.

of East brook, who
working for George Phillips a
few days, was called to Waltham Thursday by the serious illness of her sister.' Mrs. Russell.
Myra Biltington is now working for Mr/
Roy F., eldest son of W. L. White and
Phillips.
wife, died here Friday morning, of tuberAbout twenty young people of the vil- culosis. He and bis wife came here from
lage attended a birthday surprise party South Gouldsboro about two weeks ago to
Wednesday evening, Feb. 7, given in the be with his parents. Although he had been
honor of Howard Cunningham at South ill some time, the end came suddenly.
Surry. All report a pleasant time, eapeci- Much sympathy is felt for the family, as
Miss

Libby Wilbur,

has been

ally

the

three ladies wh

•

in the

were

they

first

fine bad the
stead

snow

been

of in the fields and

in

the

ends of

SUTTON.

to

Percy
Tuesday

from

in town

Bangor,

where they were
Homer has a musical reputation, having been a successful
teacher of voice culture for some time in
Bangor. Mr. Homer is a hustling traveling ~nn, who has a home here to which
he -Aib bring his bride in June. Hearty
oo
;r u Nations are extended the young
married Feb. 6.

heb.

Mrs.

12.

B.

Eben

Allen,

who has

Oak man and Mrs. Fred Bunker1
latter’s two little girls, are visiting at the home of Leslie Banker.

few weeks in

Miss Bessie Bpofford, of Isiesford, who
house for Mrs. Leslie Bunker while
■be was away, returned to her home yes-

Boston.

Frank Herrick has purchased
H. J. Nutter.

a

horse

kept

of

terday.

Fred L. Allen is making extensive
pairs on the interior of his house.

Feb. B

re-

I.

B.

Mower,

of

_

Black is at Isiesford visiting
her sister, Mrs. Everett Fernald.

Capt. R. C. Stuart is home from Providece, B. I., where he has spent the past
Rev.

Tot.

Miss Carrie

Earl Stanley and wife
Friendship and Sedgwick

two months.

LAMOINE.

month here.

with the

ing.
a

week

Mrs.

been ill, is improv-

R. L. Smith is spending

■

Charles Watson and wife have returned
their home in North Sullivan, after

■pending a

BROOK. LIN.

were

—

Leslie R. Banker and wife spent
recently in Sullivan and Bangor.

_

Homer and bride

ife and

and

Nothing very aerions hapcauseways.
pened to the ladies or to the horse, but

night not cold.

two years ago. Beparents, be leaves two

a son some
w

Mrs. Roy Stover, of Sorrento,
Miss Pauline White. The funeral
services were held at the church Sunday
afternoon Rev. Mr. Brotherston officiating.
Interment was at South Gouldsboro. His
age was about twenty-four years.
Feb. 12.
M.
si ters

road in-

the

over

lost

sides bis

team to start and the last team to arrive
there.
The sleighing would have been

Waterville,
the Baptist

have
for

a

gone to
month’s

BLUE HI LX,.
Marcellus Coggan, o! Boston, is in town
on

Oborob R Fcllbr,
Skth W. Norwood,
Osmond E. Harper.
Committee.

MBMORlAL RESOLUTIONS.

Harry Maddocks and wife were weekend guests of relatives in Nicolin.

Capt. Nickerson, of Sorrento, was a recent guest of his sister, Mrs. M. B. Joy.
Capt. Eugene Wooster returned to South
Portland Friday, after a brief visit with
relatives and friends
Charles

here.

Googins spent

a

few

days

in

Franklin last week fishing, and brought
home a fine string of trout.
Mrs.

Clarence Stratton

and

daughter

SUNSET.

D.

j

HANCOCK POINT.
Mrs. George Young is ill again.
Howard Hodgkins is ill of erysipelas in
his face.

Henry Bali, who has been quite ill, is
improving.
Dr. Whiting Bail will leave Tuesday to
practice in Lincoln.
Mr. and Mrs.
lcNamara, of Pidgeon
hill, and Mrs. G. M. Farnsworth and
daughter Ada, of Sullivan, are visiting at
W. H. Phillips’.
William Crabtree’s neighbors met at bis
house Feb. 6, and cut his year’s wood.

John T. Robbins, of South Deer (ale, was
the week-end guest of his sister, Mrs. A.
T. Small.
Mrs. D. L. Conary is spending a few
with her parents, Alphoozo Stinson

days

and wife.
:

Mrs. Arthur Powers has returned from
parents, Reuben
Stonington, where she was called by the
Williams and wife, in Franklin.
illness of her mother, Mrs. Clara Lufkin.
Rena Springer came home Saturday
;
The friends of Walter Stinson have re:
from South Goulds boro, and Bernice Cline
ceived news that he had been operated
from West Tremont, where they have Chicken dinner and baked bean supper
upon for appendicitis, and is recovering.
were served by Mrs. Crabtree.
been teaching.
Feb. 6.
Sadie.
Feb. 12.
Anon.
Thursday evening, Feb. 15, asocial dance |
will be held in the town hall, Hancock. I
NORTH LAMOINE.
MAK1AVILLE.
Music by Hancock Point orchestra of four
School in this precinct, taught by Miss
Laura, wife of Beniamin Thompson, pieces. The proceeds of the dance are for Conner, of North Casline, closes this week.
died Feb. 7, after an illness of only the benefit of the library. Cake and
Miss Edna Stearns, who has been teachMrs. Thompson was ap- coffee will be served at intermission.
a few hours.
ing at Islesford, was the guest of Miss
Feb. 12.
E.
parently in her usual health, preparing
Conner over Sunday.
supper for her husband and a friend, but
Feb. 12.
Y.
SULLIVAN HARBOK.
later in the evening was taken with severe

Phylis

are

visiting

her

cramps, dying a few hours later. Mr.
and Mrs. Thompson moved here only
a few years ago, but by all who knew ner,
she was much liked. She was a good
neighbor, a kind wife, a loving mother.
She leaves a husband and an infant.
Sympathy is extended to the stricken
relatives. Funeral services were held Friday afternoon. Rev. P. A. A. Killam, of

Mias Charlene Wilson is visiting Mrs.
Alice Turner Curtis in Boston.
Lower

grade

schools closed

the usual winter

Friday

for

recess.

Miss Annie Clark is visiting in Waltham, before returning to her home in
booth west Harbor.

DEDHAM.
H. P. Burrill spent
Brewer last week.
Mr*.

a

tew days in

Miss Mary Crane, who

recently fracdoing as well as

hip by a tall, is
expected.
The dwelling formerly owned by Waldo
Cowing and reoently purchased by W. B.
tured her
can

be

Crossman, of the Bacon A Robinson Wood
Co., Bangor, was burned Friday afternoon.
The bouse was occupied by A. L.
Foster apd wife, Mr. Foster having contraded to cut MO cords of wood for Mr.
Crossman. Several of the woodchoppers
boarded with Mr. Foster. It was in the
men’s room that the Are broke out, being
caused, it is supposed, by a defective chimney. Mr. Foster was in Bangor and Mrs.
Foster and her mother were alone in the
house.
The men quickly responded to
the alarm, and all furniture and pro-

Mrs.

H.

H.

Hopkins

who have been in
two

weeks, are

and two boys,
Ellsworth with friends

home.

:

cal director; Pearl Emerson, stage carpenter; Charles Tucker, property man.
The other members of the club are
Maynard Grindle, Fred Greene, Miss Margaret Hinckley, Miss Pollard and Miss
Jennie Littlefield. Rehearsals have begun
on the play, “Crawford’s Claim,” which
will be staged the first week in March. E.
Q. Williams, the well-known reader and
coach, of Lewiston and Aubarn, has been
secured to coach the play.
H.
Feb. 12.
EAST SURRY.
than

usual la being
done all over the town. Sledding is excellent; smelt, business a failure.
More' lumbering

Mrs.

J. A. Cbatto received

news

of

the

“The

Hoosier

any other Emulsion, and
because it is a perfect
product of a scientific,

ally perfect

Hubbard.

process.

Doctors the world
recognize

over

Scott’s Emulsion
the Standard preparation of Cod Liver Oil
as

1U DRUGGISTS
11-tt

HAIR HKALTH.
If You Have Scalp

or

Hair

Troablt,

Accept This Offer.
When we promlee your money beck to
the mere Baking it Kexell “93" Hair Toaie
doee not do as we claim it will, yon on.
tainly have no reaeon for even heaitatiig
to try it. We do not aek you to
obligtb
youreelf in any way.
We could not afford to eo strongly eg.
dorae Kexall “93” Hair Tonic and contlaw
to aell it aa we do, if it did not do all at
ulaim. Should our enthusiasm carry u
away, and Rexall ‘*93” Hair Tonic not yin
entire aatiafaction to the uaers, they would
loae faith in ua and our atatements, and it
consequence
•offer.

our

buaineaa

prestige would

Therefore, when we assure you that
Retail “93" Hair Tonic will promptly
•radicate dandruff, stimulate hair grosti
i

prevent premature baldness, yon may
we know what we are
ulkinj
• bout.
We honestly believe that Kexall 'W
Hair Tonic will do more than any othtt
human agency
toward restoring bail
growth aud hair health. It is not great;
md will not gum the scalp or bair or
cause permanent stain.
It is aa pleauat
to use as pure cold water. It comes is
two sixes, prices 50 cents and fl.OO. Be
member, you can obtain it only st oat
•tore -The Kexall Store. E. G. Mooli,
cor. opp. post office.
m

rest assured

Croup
Many

Children

Year Before

Ends Life
I>le
a

of Croup Ewrj

Do* tor

cell

Parents of children should be pro-

pired

at

all times for

a

spa.*in of

croup.

Keep in the house a remedy that
will irire instant relief anil keep CM
child from choking until the arrival of
the phys'dau.
(iet a 60-ceut bottle of il YOM El Us
day, and in case of an attack of croup
pour 20 drops into a kitchen Isial of
boiling water. llold the child's head
over the bowl so that it can breath CM
soothing,
vap r that
|>enetratiug
arises. In the meantime send for t
physician.

I his neatment has saved the dra
of many children and is a precaution
that all parents should promptly tats
HVOMKI is sold b> G. A. I’arch#
ami druggists everywhere, ami is gusa
auteed for croup, catarrh, asthma and
bronchitis.

Melvin and Homer Wilbur went to Mt.
Desert Ferry last Sunday to see their

ancle,

Jordan, who is very ill.
Mrs. Emma Wright and Lewis
Leland,
of Bar Harbor, were guests of her
parents,
F. T. Hodgkins and wife,
Wednesday.
Lewis

Feb. 12.

Ark.

EGYPT.
W.F. Jordan and wife
Ellsworth.

are

M. E. Scsmmon is home from Bar Harbor
School closed Friday, after a successful
term, taught by Mrs. Frank H. Jordan.
m.
BROOKS VILLE
Mrs. Mary Wescott is employed at F. H.
a

Suffering Yets!

The unnatural suffering of so many women at times
can be relieved by a little care and
proper help.
Beecham’s Pills give just the assistance needed. They
act gently but surely; they correct faults of the
system
so certainly that
you will find better conditions prevail

home from

ill of measles.

Feb. 12.

No

Amongst Women Who Take
this renowned and effective
remedy. Beecham's
Pills will help your digestion, regulate
your bowels,
stimulate your liver.
Headaches, backaches, lassitude, and nervous depression will trouble you less and

less after you take at times—whenever there is need—

valuable horse

Nathaniel Bowden and wife, of North
are visiting their
daughter, Mrs.
Edwin Sanborn.
Feb. 5.
A.

Bluefaill,

BEECHAM’S PIUS
W“f

«•

wtsta tbsir MkM U. uJ t. ImI >1 tk«r hat
*•
a, iHcal indiM *itk nrn baa.
la bsass 10c, Us.

SsU noralMn.

__

at Sorosis

—

be

bumiuoned

MARLBORO.
daughter was born to Wesley Ford
and wife Feb. 8.

Billings'.
Eugme Sanborn lost
Tremont lodge, one
day last week.

Whtrt s, Bro. William Gilley, a member
of the above lodge, has pasted from this earth
to that mysterious beyond from which none

Springer’s.

8.

healing,

more

strengthening and up!
building material than

A

MEMORIAL RESOLUTIONS.

At a regular meeting of
No. 77, F. and A. M., held Feb. 1, the following resolutions were presented:

Norton Tinker and wife, of Sound, spent
Saturday and Sunday at Mrs. Lydia
Feb. 12.

Feb. 12.

School,” will be
TRENTON.
Thursday evening.
“Death is the gateway to the higher life.
A life much broader than we see.
F.
Feb. 12.__
Much credit is due Mrs. W. H. Russell,
Thomas Darke and wife are receiving
A volume grand, rewritten and revised.
supervisor of music, for the successful and
Of what we are and what we are to be.'* congratulations upon the birth of a daughEAST BUUKSPOBT.
ter.
interesting musicial exhibition given by
Resolved, That in the death of Bro. (iilleyi
The funeral of H. Gardner Carey, who the pupils of the lower grades at K. of P. a member of this lodge h*s passed away who
Arthur F. Jordan has returned from Bar
died Thursday, Feb. 1, was held at the hall Wednesday evening, Ftb. 7. A great was always interested in its work, because Harbor where he has been visiting his sisborne here Sunday afternoon, Feb. 4, Bev. deal has been accomplished in this branch the principles of masonry naturally assimi- ters.
William Forsyth, of Bucksport, officiat- of school work, considering the short time lated with the cardinal elements of his charMrs. W. M. Hopkins and Mrs N. J.
acter. He was faithful to its work and teaching. There were many floral tributes since music was introduced. It is earn- ings, and attained the highest honors in this Mosley are ill of congestion of the
lungs.
Mr.
man
friends.
that
will
vote
and
at
Carey
relatives
estly
every
hoped
from
Feb. 12.
lodge. Bro. Uiliey left a record of an honest
May.
the town meeting to have this study conSedentary habits, laok of outdoor ex- tinued.
Hismml a G*mmI Works'.
You are probably aware that pneumonia
ercise, insufficient mastication of food,
Feb. 12.
H.
and
“I b amed my heart for severe distress in my always results from a cold, but you never
constipation, a torpid liver, worry
left side for two years." writes W. Evans, beard of a cold resulting in
anxiety, are the most common causes of
pneumonia
a .mild, easy action of the bowels, a
For
Danville. Va “but I koow tow it was indi- when Chamberlain's
stomach troubles. Correct your habits and
Cough Remedv was
single dose of Doan’s Reguiets is enough. gestion, as Dr. King's New Life Pills com- used. Why take the risk
when
take Chamberlain’s Stomach and Liver
this
Best
for
stomach, liver
pletely cured me.”
may be had for a trifief For sale
Tablets and you will soon be well again. Treatment cures haoitual constipation. 26cts and
kidney troubles, constipation, headache remedy
a box.
Ask your druggists for them.—Aavi
by all dealers.
or debility.
26c. at ail druggists.
For sale by all dealers.
Ellsworth, officiating.

A play,
presented

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.

contains

Davh|

the thills.

Eaton and Thelma Foster
are visiting Mrs. P. J. Eaton.
Mrs. Jewett
Noyes, with daughter
Helen, is visiting her sister, Mrs. J. K.
Johnson.
Mrs. Charles

IS THE BEST IN THF
-world—:
because it is made of
the purest and best ingredients, because it

Whereat, Death bas entered the home of
Rev. Charles Hargrove waa unable to
Dr. 8 E. Phelps, and taken a devoted wife and
occupy the pulpit of the Baptist church
mother, be it therefore
Sunday on account of a slight illness. All
Reeolved, That in the death of Roth 8.
hope for bis early recovery.
of
the
Golden
Rule
members
as
Phelps, we,
! society, feel the loss of one who, when she
Miss Leighton, teacher of the grammar
was with os. deeply attached herself to one
school, has returned to her home in Harand all by her kindly ways. She bore her rington after completing a successful
part of the duties of our society cheerfully. term.
All join in wishing that Mias
Her unselfish life while among us should be
Leighton will return for another year.
an inspiration to do the little acts of kindMr. Bailey, the teacher in the intermediate
ness, giving Joy to others, as was prevalent in
has gone to his home In Cherryher life, making her so beloved to all who school,
fleld.
knew her.
Reeolred, That while we mourn our loss, I
Pupils Is the primary school perfect in
we would not forget those bound to her by
attendance during the winter term are:
stronger ties, and to the husband and family Seth L.
Conary, Sidney H. Kane, Ralph B.
we extend our heartfelt
sympathy. May Dodge, Gerald N. Butler, Charles A. Harwill
not
He who said, **1
leave you comfortH. Maurice Phillips, Linwood A.
less, I will come to you,” shed rays of light to grove,
M. Robertson, Leola
Helena
cheer you in yonr lonely hours; be it further Carter,
Retolred, That a copy of these resolutions Robertson, Blsnche Grindle, Lousie B.
be sent to the bereaved family, a copy placed Butler, Margaret L. Snowman.
on our records and copies sent to Thb Ells- !
The Bluehill dramatic club baa organworth American and Bangor New for publiized and elected the following ofBcers:
cation.
Mas. Harvard Havbt,
Luman Hatch, president; Lester Curtis,
Mbs.
Patchcn,
secretary and treasurer; Edward Q. WilMbs. Hsney Bcnkbr.
liams, stage manager; Harry Hinckley,
Committee.
business manager; Howard Osgood, musi-

_

Feb. 12.

EMULSION

Miss Olive Chase spent a few days in
Ellsworth Iasi week, the goeat of T. F.
Mahoney and wife.

WEST SULLIVAN.

visit.
death of her niece, Frances O. Bickford,
fine sermon at
Neil Leach spent the week-end with his preached a
born Fogg, at Portland, Feb. 2.
Friends here are sorry to know that Rev.
church Sunday morning.
family.
Town politics have taken a new turn
George L. Paine, of New Haven, Conn., is
Herman
was
kicked
in
the
head
Bracy
The grange will give a dinner on town
in each poor health. He is about to eonhere. The office of selectman is seeking
visions
a few articles in the cellar
his
horse
except
while
Saturday
hauling wood. suit a specialist in Boston.
meeting day at the grange hall. All by
were saved.
There was a small insurance. for men instead of men seeking the offloe.
It was feared at first he would lose the
members are invited to help.
Mr. Smith, who has served long and well,
Rev. C. T. Brown, of the hoard of Sun- A favoring wind prevented the
of
his
but
burning of
the doctor
sight
right eye,
would like to retire, but the voters seem
Q. B. Hodgkins, an aged resident of this
schools of the Methodist church, gave the barn and stable.
day
he
will
be
able
save
thinks
to
it.
all in favor of retaining him.
an interesting talk on “Boys” recently at
town, who is spending the winter with
Feb. 10.
B.
Schooner Ida R. Gibson is discharging
his daughter in Waltham, Mass., is serithe home of Capt. W. A. Rice.
Edgar Foster and wite, of Thomsston,
coal at the Farnsworth Packing Co.’s
WEST BROOKS VILLE.
oasly ill of bronchitis, though the latest
are visiting their daughter, Mrs. Cbarlea
Leslie Bunker his been confined to the
wharf.
The
revenue
cutter
Woodbury
There will be s valentine social and sup- Stone. Mrs. Foster will return home toreport is favorable.
cut the ice so the tug could bring the house several days with a bad cold. His
per at the chapel Thursday evening,
day, while Mr. Foster will stay a few
son Philip spent the week-end at home
vessel in to the wharf.
WEDDED IN CALIFORNIA.
Feb. 16.
weeks to help care for Mr. Stone, who is
from Northeast Harbor grammar school.
Feb. 12.
Une Femme.
A pretty wedding took place at the
still ill. Augustus Stone, who has been
Mrs. Phebe Tapley and Capt. George H.
Capt. W. A. Rice, with his little nephew
with his grandparents six months, is at
Palace hotel, in San Francisco, Cal., Jan.
home.
will leave Tuesday for a ten da>s’ Tapley and wife were guests of Mrs. Mary
Lowell,
ORLAND.
when
Mae
Miss
Q.
of
29, 1912,
McCullar,
S.
Wasson
and
sister, Mrs. Lydta Emery,
Feb. 12.
visit with his son’s wife in Sullivan and
O.
Mrs. D. R. Connor is up again, after a
Medford, Mass., who, accompanied by her
at
their
home
Feb.
6.
his brothers in Steuben and Cberryfleld*
mother, had crossed the continent, became critical illness.
ASHVILLE.
Feb. 12.
Tot.
Capt. George H. Tapley is grateful to
the wife of Arthur L. Coggins. The cereD. P. Hearn is confined to the house
Willie Martin is ill of boils and a bad
his many friends from California to Maine,
mony took place on the twenty-seventh
SOUTH BROOKSVILLE.
by inflammatory rheumatism.
cold.
for the shower of postcards, to the numanniversary of the marriage of the
Miss Grace Martin, of Castine, is visit- ber of
The young son of William Leach and
Miss Berla GuptiU, of Union vilie, is vis146, and numerous letters of congroom's parents, Lowell Y. Coggins and wife has been named Elwell Parker.
ing at M. S. Green’s.
gratulation, which he received on his iting her aunt, Mrs. Fred Bean.
wife, of Igerna, Cal. The officiating
Mrs. Ella Bowden, whose health has
Capt. O. M. Gray, schooner Woodward birthday.
Mrs. Mary Goodwin is visiting her
clergyman was Rev. E. Graham, an esA. bra ms, has gone to Port Royal, S. C.
been very poor for some time, is still quite
Feb. 12.
Tomson.
teemed friend of the family.
niece, Mrs. Howard Martin, in East SulliMiss Clara Snow, of North Brooksville,
After a wedding breakfast the bride ill.
NORTH FRANKLIN.
and groom departed on th«5 steamer Yale
Ralph P. Facteaux has started his wood is visiting Miss Lena Bates.
Mrs. Harold Hanna, of East Sullivan,
Mrs. Ruth French is visiting her niece,
for a short wedding trip to Los Angeles sawing machine
Morrill
with
Dunn as
Capt. E. O. Black, of schooner Rebecca Mrs. Idis
ipent the week-end with her sister, Mrs.
Bracey.
and 8an Diego. They will reside in La- helper.
C. Moulton, is on his way from Port HeadW. H. Hammond.
The N. U. club win meet this week with
moine, Cal., where Mr. Coggins has a
Mrs. C. W. Brown, who was seriously ill ing, N. J., to Boston.
Miss Sarah Stinson closed her school
Mrs.
Dora
Abbott.
position.
last week, is much better. Miss Louise
Mrs. O. M. Gray, who is with her father
on Brigham hill Friday, and returned to
Mr. Coggins is a graduate of Yale. The Brown was called from Boston
Miss Mae Butler, of Eastbrook, is with
by her at Brooksville this winter, was home for a
Burry. It is hoped she will return in the
bride is well and favorably known in La- mother’s illness.
her aunt, Mrs. Ruby Bragdon.
Bhort visit to-day.
spring.
moine having spent several vacations here
H.
A.
wife
The funeral of Charles Carpenter was
and
who
has
Murch,
Avis
Mrs. Mary A. Blake,
been here
daughters
Mr. Brown, of Bar Harbor, has rented
as the guest of C. A. Reynolds and w ife.
held at the family home on the Qilpin Bince October, has gone to Portland to and Hazel are up from Bar Harbor for a
furnished appartnaents at the Bragdon
It was here that she met Mr. Coggins, the
road Saturday afternoon.
Mr. Carpenter visit her nephew, S. L. Bates, county at- short slay.
bouse and moved his family here, while
engagement being announced last sum- was a
Feb. 12.
native and lifelong resident of Or- torney of Cumberland county.
T.
he is employed on the Scbieffelin cottage.
mer.
The many friendB in Lamoine,
where
he
was
much
His
land,
respected.
Feb. 12.
Everyone is busy gathering moth nests.
Phoebe.
WEST TRENTON.
Maine, extend congratulations to these illness was of
duration
and
his
death
long
It is fortunate that the grange is doing it,
friends of Lamoine, Cal.
Mrs. Ver» Plummer, of Portland, is visitnot unexpected. Every kindness and atas the town authorities have let it go by
PARTRIDGE COVE.
Feb.
12._ R. H.
ing her mother, Mrs. T. J. Hopkins.
tention had been shown him by his
default year after year.
Henry Bartlett has been confined to the
brother
Ellis
and sister Mary. Interment
Joseph Gilley lost a valuable horse Sat- bouse the
NORTH HANCOCK.
Feb. 5.
C.
past week with an abscess on
was at the Front Ridge cemetery.
urday. The animal dropped dead in his hand.
Miss Flora Stratton is visiting friends in
Brewer.

SCOTT’S

business.

Rev. Ralph A. Barker was In Bangor last
week to sttend convocation.
The men’s league will meet in the Baptist chapel Friday, Feb. 18.

draped in mourning for thirty days.

Miss Qrace

at Ellsworth

they perfer not to say anything about the
sleigh. They were all very hospitably enA party of twelve enjoyed a straw ride tertained at the home of Mr. Cunningto East brook Tuesday afternoon and were ham, and invited to come again. They
entertained at the pleasant home of E. P. all left for home, accompanied by Howard
Bartlett and wife.
A chicken supper was Cunningham, and felt that they had had
served. The ride there and back wras con- an enjoyable evening.
Feb. 12.
Anon.
siderably shortened by crossing the pcftids,
the return being by moonlight and the
E.

business.

on

Miss Sarah Robertson, ot Bangor, Is the
guest of her sisters, Mrs. Hinckley Robertson and Mrs. Fred Bowden.

Mrs. Mary Crocker, of Boston, is visiting her mother, Mrs. Reuben Osgood.
The Methodist church held a sociable
Proceeds

Portland last

school.

—

Saturday.

in

throughout the town closed
Friday, with the exception of the high

SURRY.

in the town hall

was

Schools

George and Ivory
sister—Miss Bernice Carey.

brothers
one

NORTH SULLIVAN.
W. B. Blaisdell

aODtmwmmu

OUNTY XKWN

widow and many
and well-spent life.
A
frtends mourn his death. The lodge extends
its abiding sympathy to the bereaved widow.
Xnol' fd, That a copy of these resolutions
be placed upon the records, a copy sent to the
bereaved widow aDd published <n The Ellsworth Amiric/.s, and that the charter be

COUNTY NEWS

moved

East Bucksport fcbout
He had been in poor

In Constant Use
What other liniment has
t

?

For

over a

ever

undergone

such

a

century

JOHNSON’S
UNiMENT

mnodvne

has been curing Spraine, Strains, Cuts, Lameness, etc.
Its long service tells of its merit. It is the household
liniment thst does not go out. 15c and 50c bottles.
L 8. JOHNSON A CO..!

in the engine came oat, end the
of the engine was badly broken. His
boat is now out of commission, end Mr.
Orosa goes with Amos Staples.
Feb. 9.
Chips.

set-pin

NEWS.

BOUNTY

HARBOR,

pliOePECT

1,1
Hamilton has been
jin Henry

**T'

STOMACH TROUBLES
Cured By Vinol—Here is Proof
Seymour, Ind.—"I was troubled with

8UUTH DEER ISLE.
Jscob Bryant and wife are spending the
winter at West Stonington.
week.
Bsngor last
Corbett and wife

in

h0»

were

Of
OiddC. smith. Stephen,
a Tuesday.
L p. Cole

V

Charles Saunders entertained
bis friends Wednesday evening.

visitors to

Sober*
hogor last

was

...

||jp of Mrs. Kaipu
iubor Wednesday.

—.

is closed

account

on

of

HutchRay and Miss Gladys
the week-end in Franklin,
in the
Mr*. Kay installed officers

is in poor health.
boro this winter.

spent

Feb. 9.

H. L. Smith and wife

business

WEST GOULDS BO HO.
Elizabeth
Mr*. J. B. Johnson and Miaa
8*11,0! East Sullivan, are visiting their
vtw, Mr*. F. P. Noyea.

Kingsley

in

waa

Bangor

lew days last week. Mra. Jerome
of Pwsque Isle, met her there.

the

spending

moine

1

A auceessful term of school closed Feb,
The
9, Mia* Helen Sanborn teacher.
pupils gave an entertainment in the evening wuich was a decided success. Program: Kecitation, Chancy Lowell; song,
(oar little Kiris; farce, school; recitation,

Leighton; dialogue, Nettie Sargent,
an jo solo, Kdna Bunker;
9.
Hu by Sirgent; farce, Doris
Lfighton, Ku »y .-'argent, Dorothy Noyes;
recitation, Edna Bunker; duet, Dorothy
and Chandler N lyes; recitation, Minnie
Sargent; reratrks, James A. Hill; singing,
Both

Ethel No.
recitation,

nsitto. h

M

A1

viait in

re.
a

M u bias.-

The sew ing circle
DeBeck Thursday.

W.Stanley,

w

net

who has

ith Mrs.

Nettie

working

been

for

Cnarirs Davis, has relumed to Brewer.
Jordan and wife visited their

Arvid

son

Ed-surd at Kucky pond Friday and Satur-

day.

Mr*. Eliza Jordan was given a
pleasant
•orprise Feb. 9, her eightieth birtnday, by
post*card shower, 129 cards being received from friends far and near, for
•hicb she is very grateful.
Feb. 12.
H.

•

THE MONT.
Mrs. Leslie J. Rich, who has been ill, is
out again.
Mrs. Fred J. Rich entertained the aid

•ociety

\S

edneaday.
Mrs. Mary A. Johnson

from a visit to Mitchell’s

George

Wallace

Wednesday

and

evening.

three were
enjoyed.
•trved.

has

returned

cove.

entertained
Flinch and sixtywife

Refreshments

were

Friend* of

Mrs. Phebe White, who
underwent a serious operation in
*eneral hospital, Portland, are
Pained to learn that she will have to be
to Bar Harbor
jaaen
hospital on Saturday
w
another operation.
*
Peb-10Kin.

khsly

StS*11*

OOTT'8 ISLAND.
J* Melvin
Driscoll, who has been visit,ng his sisters in
Boston, ia home.

Fishermen

report lobsters very scarce,
find it hard to
pay running expenses.
Charles
Harding and wife are spend2*a *®w weeks in Atlantic, the gnests of
Harding’s parents, N. Bonaparte
11,811 and wife.

*nd

While Charles Qross

cKinley Tuesday

was

on

a

trip

to

in his motor boat,

a

hhocklug Sounds
sometimes heard
rihi«e«fare
fcarthquake. that
of
waru

nerii

Take Electric
oQ£7--#diaeaa#feelir.aJld 8ef backache fly and all
hA.w.u?'*. re*um.

trouble

vii

ww>,i

medicine.’

bladder
tor..ki‘iDeyand
So
R>>ek~
J'Htes UPeter Bondy, South

Try (t.

great kidney
fiOcentaataU druggists.

certainly

tiAv^lulMM'
xl wJJJk
aiav

Notice.

fio 67 H2 85
A

M
30

t 3 10 f
3 16
10 3*
10 56
J10 59
3« til 02 t 8 41 t
6 44 11 10
8 48
t 6 58 11 22 t 3 56 t
7 06 11 37 4 09
7 13 11 42 4 14
7 25 11 60
4 20 t
7 33 tl2 00
I 7 41 12 10
7 44 12 13
7 50 12 20

BANGOR.lv.
Brewer June.
Holden.
Egery’s Mill.
Phillips Lake.
Green Lake.
Nicolin.
Ellsworth Falls.
ELLSWORTH.
Wash’gt’n June.
Franklin Road.
Hancock.
Waukeag, Eullivn Fy
Mt Desert Ferry.
Sullivan.
Sorrento.
BAR HARBOR.... ar

Y.

15,968.581

05

$5,988,581

05

assets.

Total liabilities and

surplus,

cure

8

flU

15
21
5 40
5
5

ft 47
5 66
6 07
6 20
6 25
6 81
6 40
6 49
6 63
7 00

10

8 40
9 16

1 10

tickets before entering the trains, and
Ellsworth to Falls and Falls tc

especially

Ellsworth.

H. D. WALDRON.*
General Passenger Agent.
MORRIS MCDONALD,
Vice President A General Manager.
Portland, Maine.

(Miss) Vi. E. HOLMES, Agenr,

i.’oi

if.

WATERTOWN,

ASSETS DEC.

Y.

8t, 1911.
87.08 t 99
694,219 II
295.989 91
2,318,982 07
344,987 H
904.8SI 0«
42.410 93
1.588 82

Real estate.
Mortgage loans.
Collateral loans.
Stocks and bonds.
Cash in office and bank.
Agents' balances,
In'erest and rents.
All other assets.

$

Gross assets.
Deduct items not admitted,

$4,040,144

Admitted assets,
LIABILITIES DEC.
Net unpaid losses,
Unearned premiums,
All other liabilities,
Cash capital,
Surplus over all liabilities.

39,716

Reduced Winter Fares.
Bar B arbor and Boston $3.50.

Bluehlll and Boston $3.50.

Oti
3c

$4,000,428 71
31,1911.
$ 128,630 0(
1,835,778 34

-Steamer Boothbay leaves Bar Harbor 10 am
Monday and Thursday for Seal Harbor, North-

Harbor, Manset, Southwest Harbor, Bass
Harbor, Stonlngton, North Haven and Rockland, connection with steamer for Boston.

233 065 51
6OO.QCOO1
1,305 969 8!

east

Total liabilities and surplus,
JM.000.428 71
c. W. A F. L. MASON. Agents.
ELLSWORTH. MAINE.

BOSTON, MAS8t
ASSETS DEC. SI. 1911.
Stocks and bonds.
Cash in offic e and bank,
Interest and rents.
All other assets,

connecting with

leaves

Bluehlll

9am

steamer

for Boston.

RETURNING

$253,965 31
97,241 9
3,081 CM

Turbine Steel Steamship Belfast

284 6

$364,575

Gross assets.

Mlneola

Steamer

Monday and Thursday for South Bluehlll,
Krooklln, Sedgwick, Deer Isle, Sargentvllle,
South Brooksvllle, Dark Harbor and Rockland,

PROTECTIVE INSURANCE CO

LOYAL

and

Fridays
Leave Boston a p m Tuesdays
for Rockland connecting with steamer leaving
01 steamer
arrival
on
or
a
6.15
m,
Rockland,
from Boston. Wednesday and Saturday, for Bar
Harbor, Blaehlll and Intermediate landings.

9<

$364,575 9)
Admitted assets,
LIABILITIES DEC. 81. 1911.
$ 82,618 O'
Net unpaid losses,
88.971 6
Unearned premiums.
All other liabilities,
12,323 2:
100)000 0
Cash capital,
90.764 9
Surplus over all liabilities,

E. L. Smith, Agent, Bar Harbor.
A.

M. Hr BRICK. Agent, Fluehll

Banking.

$854,575 9<
Total liabilities and surplus,
CHARLES F. vhLKN, Agent,
BAR HARBOR. ME.

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

is what your money will
Invested In shares of the

ASSETS DEC. 31. 1911.
Reml estate,
Mortgage loans.
Stocks and bonds,
rash in office and bank,
Agents' balances,
Bills rece ivable.
Interest and rents,
All other assets,
Gross assets.
Deduct items not

:

A
now

admitted,

$1,274,875 3
Admitted assets,
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1911.
$
Net unpaid losses,
a
Unearned premiums,
2S9 183 8.

OWN TOOK OWN
For

WATERTOWN, W. T.
J. Q. Adams, Sec
W. H. Stevens, Pres.
JANUARY 1, 1912.
OP

Reserve for reinsurance,
Reserve lor losses, taxes and
oihei claims.
Reserve for contingencies,

$1,835,773

$4,000,428 7

Total assets,

assets,
reserves,

3

surplus,
C

W

$1,955,969

policy-holders,

legal

;

Noting.

HE subscriber Hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed executor
of the last will and testament of
JOHN B. WOOD, late of GOULD8BORO,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds
being required by tfte terms of sai 1 will. All
persons having demands against the estate of
said deceased are desired to present the same
for settlement, and all indebted thereto are
requested to make payment immediately
Jambs A. Hill.

T'

8

%
$238,623 4
lb 8,26.1 8
105,370 6
A F. L. MASON, Agents
ME.
ELLSWORTH,
GAINS DURING

particulars Inquire of
O. W. Taplry, Bec’y,
First Nat’l Bank Bldg

A. W. Kino. President.

3

20s,68.7 6
150,100 U
600,WO 0
1,806.969 8

surplus,

a

HOME.

all

Capital,

3

PAY RENT

ANNUAL STATEMENT

59th

Surplus

NEW SERIES

when you can borrow un your
shares, give a first mortgage aud
reduce it every mouth? Monthly
payuieuts ana Interest together
will amount to but little more
thau you are uow paying for
rent, aud In about ten years you
will

agricultural insurance CO.,

to

If

open. Shares, 81 each; monthly pax
menu, 81 per share,

WHY

$1,274,875 9
Total liabilities and surplus,
C. W. A F. L. MASON, Agents,
ELLSWORTH, ME.

Net

earn

Sllmrtl to art BoiUiu Ass'i
is

All other liabilities,
Cash capital,
Surplus over all liabilities,

State op New Jersey,
/
County ok Bebukn. )

8S*

Personally appeared the above nam'd
s anny O. Campbell and made oath that the
upposed claimants referred to in the foregoing petition other than Margaret Steers and
Anna J. Steers

unknown to her.
Before me.
Percy M. Christie,
Notary Public.

are

March 17. 1911.

(Notarial Seal.)

STATE OF MAINE.
County op Hancock, ss.—Supreme Judicial
Court. October term a. d. 1911.
Upou the foregoing petition ordered: That
notice of the pendency of this action be given
to Margaret Steers either by causing a cop) of
the paiitlon and of this order thereon to be
served upon said Margaret Steers fourteen
days at least before the April term of this
court, a d 1912, or by publishing a like copy
in the Ellsworth American three times, the
first publication to be tbiitv days at leaet before said April term of this court; that the
said respondent may then appear before said
court ai Ellsworth, in said county, and show
cause against said petition.
George F. Haley,
Justice Presiding.
A true copy. Attest:—John E. Bunker,
Clerk Supreme Judicial Court.

1911.

1
*
1

Gouldsboro, Feb’y 8,1912.

ILcgai -Moucffc.

lL£g*U AoUUS.
NOTI 'K Or rOKBCLOg(J*«K.
the undersigned

hereby give public
have
claim by
WE notice
certain lots
la of land situ
gage
that we

a

mort-

or pare*
upon
in Tremon. Hancock county. Maine, describ'd in said mortgagt as ollows:
Being ah that pari of the farm k. own as the
Simeon Mtlliken farm lying west of the *hore
road leading oy the dwelling house of El
biidge Moseley ami Ht* phen tiordou, ogetber
with >he buildings thereon, also the wood lot
adjoining the west end of said farm con
twining together nine y (90) acres, more or
less, and b. ing tbe mme p emises convey* d
by A. <J. Milliken to Betsey Beals and by said
Betsey Beds to Eoen J. Haskell and by said
Eben .1. Haskell to L. A. Wym*n; expressly
excepting and reserving the lot lying between
be said shore read and Jordan’s iver. The
lot hereny conve ed is bounded as follows,
to wit:
On the east hy said shore road lead
ing by the sale dwelling bouses of said M<>beley and Gordon and laud ol Ro-coe Holmes:
on the south by laud ol W. A. Milliken «nd
others; on the west by the west line of ihe
wood lot and on the north by land of Charles
Barton and o'hers and the toad leading by
the sch»< lbouse from tbe county road leading
fioui Ellsworth to Mount Desert bridge to
s id snore road and said land of said Koscoe
Holmes; together with a right oi way over
land now or formerly of L. A. Wyman from
said shore road to raid Jordan's river in th
same road which said L. A. Wyman, his heirs
or assigns shall use.
Being the same prern
ises deserib d as convey'd in the deed from L
A. Wyman to Geoige Paicner, elated July 21.
a
d. 1884, and recorded in tbe registry of
deens for Hancock county, Maine, in vol. I8t
page 818 Being also ib* same premises described as couveytd in item filth of a deed
from George P. Dutton,
administrator and
trustee of tbe last will and testament of
Gee ige Parcher, deceased, to said George A.
Parcher, dated July 27, a. d. 1896, and recorded
in said registry of deeds in book 3u4. page 62.
Also another parcel of land in said Trenton,
described as follows:
Beginning at a stake and stones in the south
line of tt>e homestead of the late Elbridge
Moseley; thence running southerly at a rignt
angle with sain line twenty tour rods to a
stake and stones; thence running westerly
thirteen and one-third rods to a stake and
stones; thence rnnning northerly twentyfour rods to a stske and stones in said south
Ime of said homestead; thenc- running east
erly on the south line of said homestead thirteen and oue third rods to the plate of beginning, containing iwo acres, more or les-;
meaning and intending hereby to convey to
the said grantee a lot of two acres taken from
tbe western end of the fimt of two parcels of
land described in tbe deed liom Koscoe
Holmes to the late Elbridge Moseley dated
Aprit 21, a. d. 1886, recorded in Hancock
coum y, Maine, registry ol deeds in book 197,
page 484.
Also five acres of land situated on tbe head
or western end of a lot of land deed to Simeon
Milliken by John Harden, and being tne
second lot oi land de-cribed in said dee * from
Roscoe Holmes to Bibridge Moseley, recorded
as aforesaid.
Said mortgage is from George J. Stafford, of
Eden, Hancock county, Maine, to Paul Hunt,
of Boston, county of Suffolk, state of Massachusetts, is dated Apiil 4, 1902, and recorded
in the Hancock county, Maine,
registry of
deeds, April 18,1902. iu book 376. page 460, and
is assigned by said Paul Hunt to W. H. Davis,
of said Eden, by instrument dated
July 21,
1905, and recorded in said registry July 24,
1905, in book 422. page 301, and is assigned by
said W. H. Davis to Andrew H. Nickerson, of
Coiinth, Penobscot county, Maine, Frank
Spratt ami Henry E. Greeley, both of said
Eden, co partners under the name of Nicker
son, Spratt & Greeley, by instrument dat* d
July 18, 1911 and recorded in said registry
July 22, 1911. in hook 481, page 147.
The coLditions of said mortgage ha^e been
broken by reason whereof the said Nickerson,
Spratt & Greeley claim foreclosure of the same
and give this notice for tnat purpose.
Bar Harbor Maine. February 6. 1912.
Nickerson, Spratt & Greeley.
Andrew H. Nickerson,
Frank Spratt,
Henry E. Greeley.
Deasy & Lynam. attorneys.
*ted

NOTICK OF FORECLOSURE.
'ITT'EV the undersigned hereby give public
do Ice that we have a claim by mortTV
gage up<. n a cert.in lot or parcel of land

Hancock
situated in Bar Harbor, Kden,
county, Maine, deaciibed in said mortgage as
follows:
Beginning on the easterly side of Ledgelawn
avenue at the southeasterly corner of land
formerly of D P Marches; thence easierly,
but every where following the southerly line
of said land formerly of Marcyes seventy live
tbence
feet;
southerly, but everywhere
parallel with the easterly side of Ledgelawn
avenue
sixty feet to the right of way described in tbi deed from George H. Grant to
Charles D. Ha'ward; theme westerly, but
every where following the northerly side line
of s>id right of w-y, which
is ten feet in
width seventy five feet to the easterly side of
Ledgelawn avenue aforesaid, thence northerly following the easterly side .of Ledgelawn avenue sixty feet to the point of b. ginning, containing forty-five hundred square
feet..
Together with the building known as the
Gram cottage, which is located on the lot
herein above described.
Said mortgage is from George J. Stafford
of said Eden, to George W. Davis, of Boston,
Suffolk county. Massachusetts is dated April
k county,
9.1902 and recorded in the
Maine, registry of deeds. Apr}! 10. 1902 in book
174. page 469 and is assigned oy W. H. Davis,
executor of the estate of George W. Davis, to
Andiew H. Nickerson, of Corinth, Peuouscot
county, Maine, Frank Spratt and Henry E.
Greeley both of said Eaen, by instrument
dated Dec. 9, 1908 and recorded in said registry Dec. 11.1908, in book 455, p ge 486.
The conditions of said mortgage have been
broken by reason whereof the said Nickerson,
Spratt A Greeley claim foreclosure of the
same and give this notice for that purpose.
Bar Harbor Maine, Feb. 6tb, 1912.
Nickerson. Spratt A Qkkklby,
Andrew H. Nickerson,
Frank Spratt,
Bbnry E Grebley.
Deasy A Lynam, attorneys,
.NOTICE OP K0KECL08UKK.
the undersigned hereby give public
notice that we have a claim by mortgage upon a certain lot or parcel of land situated iu Bar Harbor, Eden, Hancock county,
Maine, described in said mortgage as follows:
Beginning in the north side of a private
way ten feet iu width running from Leoge-

WE

Ihwu avenue

easterly

over

property formerly

called the George H. Grant cottage lot, said
right of wny ruuning by the northerly line
of properties now of Chalk, Hayward and
Davis; said pointbf beginning being also at
the southeast corner of the lot heretofore conveyed by said Grant to said Stafford; thence
following the
easterly but everywhere
northerly side line of said private way one
hundred and twelve feet more or less to a
to the
Moses Green
private way leading thence
northerly, but
Houses, so-called;
everywhere following the last named private
way uinety feet more or less, to land of W. E.
Cunningham; thence westerly following the
southerly line of land of said Cunningham
ninety feet more or less to land of the estate
of D. P. Marcyes at a stake marking a corner; then southerly, but everywhere following the easterly line of said laud of Marcyes’
twenty feet more or less, to a stake or stone
said
of
the
southeast corner
marking
Marcyes’ laud; thence westerly, but everywhere following the southerly line of said
land of Marcyes twenty-two and one-half
feet, more or less, to the northeastern corner
of said lot formerly conveyed by said Grant,
to said Stafford; thence southerly, but everywhere following the easterly side line of said
lot so heretofore conveyed by said Grant to
said Stafford sixty feet, more or less, to the
point of beginning.
Together with all my right, title and interest in and to said private way ten feet in
width hereinbefore mentioned.
My interest
in said private way being conveyed subject
to easements heretofore granted in and over
the same.
Said mortgage is from George J. Stafford of
said Eden to George W. Davis of Boston,
State of Massachusetts, is
Suffolk county
dated Oct 14, 1902 and recorded in the Hancock county, Maine, registry of deeds, Oct. 28,
1902 in book 382. page 440, and is assigned by
W. H. Davis, executor of the estate of George
H.
Nickerson, of
W. Davis, to Andrew
Corinth, Penobscot county, Maine,’ Frank
Spratt and Henry E. Greeley both of said
Eden, by instrument dated Dec, 9, 1908 and recorded in saidj registry Dec. 11, 1908 in book
456, page 436.
The conditions of said mortgage have been
broken by leasou whereof the said Nickei son,
Spratt & Greeley claim foreclosure of the
game and give this notice for that purpose.
Bar Harbor. Maine, Feb. 6th, 1912.
Nickerson, Spkatt & Greeley,
Andrew H. Nickerson,
,
Frank Spratt,
Hknry E. Greeley,
Deasy & Lynam, attorneys.

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
the undersigned hereby give public
notice that we have a claim by mortgage upon certain lots or parcels of land situated in Trenton^Hancock county, Maine, described in said mortgage as follows:
A certain lot or parcel of laud
with the
buildings thereon, situated in Trenton, county
of Hancock and State of Maine, bounded and
described as follows, to wit: Bounded on the
north by land of the heirs of John Billings;
on the west by land now or
iormerly of George
W. Higgins; on the south by land now or formerly of Nebemiah Higgins, and on the east
(Court Seal.)
Jordan’s
by
river, containing tifty-six (60)
acres, more or less.
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
Also another lot of land situated in said
L. Kenney, of \^rona, Trenton and bounc ed and described as fol\\f HEREASof Fred
Hancock. State of Maine, by lows: Beginning on the west side of Jordan's
VY county
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
river at the southerly corner of the lot fiist
ais mortgage deed dated March 9. 1910, and re
corded in Hancock county registry of deeds, herein above described on the northeast
TE the undersigned hereby give public
have a claim by mortin book 468, page 97, conveyed to the under- corner of land formerly of Elbridge Moseiey
notice thut
signed, Hattie M Mooney, of said Bucksport, at low water mark ot said Jordan’s river; gage upon a certain lot or parcel of land
thence south* rly on said river thirty-seven situated in Bar Harbor, Eden,
Hancock
certain real estate situate in said Verona de
scribed in said mortgage as follows: A cer(37) rods, more or less, to Edward Higgins’ county, Maine, described in said mortgage as
north line; tnence north 87*9° west to the follows:
tain lot or parcel of laud situated in said Vebrook; thence following the brook northerly
rona. on the westi rly side of the main road
Beginning on the easterly side of Ledgeand bounded as follows: Beginning on said to the southerly line of the lot first herein lawn avenue at the southeasterly coruer of
road at the southeast corner of land of H. H. above described as conveyed; thence followland formerly of D. P.
Marcyes; thence
but everywhere
following the
Danfortb; 'hence running westerly by Dan- ing said line south 87*a° east to the place of easterly
forth’* sou'h line about twelve rods to his beginning at saia Jordan's river, containing southerly line of said land formerly of said
southwest corner; thence northerly by said eight (8) acres, more or less.
Marcyes, seveuty-tive feet; thence southerly
The foregoing two lots being all and the but everywhere parallel with the easterly
Danforih's land about ten rods to Bassett’s
Bassett’s same premises described as conveyed in the side of Ledgelawu avenue sixty feet to the
south line; thence westerly by
deed from Josephine F. Spurting and Laura right of way described in the deed from
south line (N. 66° W.) 37 rods, 16 links to a
E. Traey to Mary Davis, dated February 25, George H. Grant to Charles D. Haywood;
stone at the corner of Friends land; thence
8- 63° W. by Fiiend’s land 18 rods, 15 links to a. d. 1889. and recorded in the registry of thence westerly but everywhere following the
the
north side of a pair of bars near bis deeds for Hancock county, Maine, in vol. 252, northerly side line of said right of way,
which is ten feet wide, seventy-five feet to the
barn; thence south 61° east 56 rods. 17 links to page 556, and also the same premises de
■aid road and thence no-therly by said road 13 scribed as conveyed in the deed from said easterly side of LedgeUwn avenue, aforesaid;
Alexander C. Hagerthy of even date here
thence northerly following the easterly side of
rods, 8 links to the place of beginning, contains seven acres more or less, and being the with and to be recorded in said registry of Ledgelawu avenue sixty feet to the point of
deeds.
sanra premises conveyed to me by Hattie M.
beginning; containing forty-five hundred
Said mortgage is from George J. Stafford, of square feet. Together with all the buildings
Mooney, aforesaid, by warranty deed dated
Eden. Hancock county, Maine, to A exauder thereon.
March 9, a. d. 1910, ana to be recorded. And
whereas the condition of said mortgage bas O. Hagerthy, of Ellsworth, iu said county, is
Said mortgage is from George J. Stafford of
dated October 8, 1899, and recorded in the said Eden to A. H. Nickerson, of Corinth,
been and now remains unbroken, now there
lore, by reason of the breach ol the condition ; Hancock county, Maine, registry of deeds, Penobscot county. State of Maine, and Frank
thereof, I claim a foreclosure of said mort- j December 23, 1899, in book 343, page 412, and is Spratt and H. E Greeley, both of Eden, HanHattib M. Moon by.
assigned by said Alexander C. Hagerthy to cock county, in said State, is dated April 11,
gage.
William H. Davis, of said Eden, by instru- 1907 and recorded in the Hancock couuty,
By T. H. Smith, her atty.
ment dated June 9, 1905, and recorded in said
Maine, registry of deeds, May 11, 1907 in book
Bucksport, Maine, January 26, 1912.
registry. June 14, 1905, in oook 421, page 55, and 440, page 68.
is assigned by said William H. Davis to AnThe conditions of said mortgage have been
drew H. Nickerson, of Corinth, Penobscot broken by reason whereof the said Nickerson,
COMMISSIONERS’ NOTICE.
county, Maine, Frank Spratt and Henry E.
Spratt & Greeley claim foreclosure of the same
Hancock ss.
February 10, a. d. 1912.
the undersigned, having been duly Greeley, both of said Eden, co-partners under and give this notice for that purpose.
the name of Nickerson. Spiati & Gree.ey, t»y
Bar Harbor, Maine, Feb. 6tn, 1912.
appointed by the Honorable Jerome
Nickerson, Spratt & Gkebi.ey,
H. Knowles Judge of prooate within and for instrument dated July 18, 1911, and recorded
in
said
in
book
481.
Andrew H. Nickerson,
22,
191i,
registry
July
page
said county, commissioners to receive and deFrank Spratt,
cide upon the claims of the creditors of 147.
The conditions of said mortgage have been
Henry E. Greeley,
J. Warren Clark, late of Frairklin, in said
broken by reason whtreoi the said Nickerson,
Deasy & Lynam, attorneys.
county, deceased, whose estate has been
&
claim
foreclosure
ot
the same
Greeley
represented insolvent, hereby give public Spratt
notice agreeably to the order of the said and give this notice for that purpose.
NOTICK OF FOKKCLOSITKK.
Bar Harbor, Maine, February 6. 1912.
judge oi probate, tt at six months from and
A. H. Withee, of Sorry. HanNickerson, Spratt a Gkkrlby,
after February 6, a d. 1912. have been allowed
cock county. State of Maine, by her
Andrew H. Nickerson,
to said creditors to prt sent and prove tbeir
deed dated the eighteenth day of
Frank
mortgage
Spratt,
claims, and that we will attend to the
Hancock
October, 1904. ar,d recorded in
Henry E. Greeley,
duty assigned us at the office of Harry M.
regist ry of deeds in book 413. page 188. conDeasy & Lynam, attorneys.
Conners in Bar Harbor, town of Eden, Hanto me, the urdersigned. a certain lot or
vened
cock county, Maine, on Tuesday, March 12,
parcel of land situated in Surry, Hancock
1912 and Tuesday, July 30. 1912. at i0 of the
NOTICK OK KOKKCCOSUKK.
county, Maine, and bounded and described aa
clock iu the forencon of each of said days.
follows, to wit: Beginning on the northerly
the undersigned hereby give public
<
Harry M. onnerh,
side of ihe county road leading from Ellanotice that we have a claim by rnort
Georgb E. Goooinm,
worth to Surry in the easterly line of the E.
gage upon a certain lot or parcel o! land situCommissioners.
N. Osgood lot; thence running north (218)
ated in Trenton, Hancock county, Maine, de
to a stake;
two hundred and eighteen ft.
in
said
scribed
mortgage as follows:
then easterly (94 1 2) ninety-four and one-half
The George J. Stafford farm, so called, situsubscribers hereby give notice that
two
to a stake; thence southerly (218)
feet
the
ated
in
the
have
town
of
been
executors
Hancock
duly
Trenton,
appointed
they
countv, Maine. Meaning and intending to hundred and eighteen feet to the center of
of the last will and testament of
include and convey all and singular all the said county road; thence westerly by said
GRACE R. SHAW, late of BOSTON,
lands, buildings and real estate situated in center of said coun*y road to place of beginin the county of Suffolk and Commonwealth the town 01 Trenton, aforesaid, owned by said ning, containing (20.601) square leet, more or
of Massachusetts, deceased, and given bouds George J. Stafford or standing in his name on less, it being my homestead where I now live
Said subscribers not be- the records of the
as tbe law direct*
with all the buildings thereon. Also another
registry of deeds for Han
lot or parcel of land situated in Surry
ing residents of tbe Sta e of Maine, have ap- cock county, Maine.
pointed David W. Snow, of Portland, county
This conveyance is made expressly subject bounded and described as follows, to wit: beof Cumberland and State of Maine, who-e to two prior mortgages, one
ing all that part of the Witham lot, so-called,
for
mortgage
postofflce address is 120 Exchange street, in eight hundred dollars, given to A. C. Hager* lying south of the Heath Meadow Stream and
said Portland, as their agent and attorney for thy and now held by William H Davis, and bounded on the east by the Henry Fhillipe
the purposes specified in sectiou 44, chapter 66 one for one thousand dollars given to Paul lot, on the south by the said Phillips, the
of the revised statutes of Maine. All persons
Fenn lot and Muck Hole lot and E. N. Osgood,
Hunt and now held by William H. Davis
having demands against the es ate of said
Said morigage is from George J. Stafford, of on the west by t-aid E. N. Osgood and Patten’s
deceased are desirea to present the same foi
Pond stream, and on the north by the Heath
Lden, Hancock county, Maine, to Andrew H.
settlement, and all indebted thereto are reNickerson, of East
Corinth,
Penobscot Meadow stream, containg fifty acres more or
mortquested to make payment immediately.
county, Maine, and F ank Spratt and Henry less; ard whereas, the condition of said
J Ahchibald Murray.
E Greeley, both of said Eden, doing business gage has.been broken, now. therefore, by reaFrancks C. Wklcu.
I
the
condition
breach
of
son
of
the
thereof,
under the name of Nickerson, Spratt & j
December 12, 1911.
mortgage.
Greeley, is dated June 8, 1908, and recorded in claim a forecloaure of said
H. J. Millikrn.
the Hancock county, Maine, registry of deeds,
subscriber hereoy gives notice that June 18. 1908, in book 451 page 187By Peters A Knowlton, his attys.
Ellsworth, Maine January 27 a. d. 1912.
The conditions of said mortgage have been
she has been duly appointed adminisbroken by reason whereof the said Nickertratrix of the estate of
& Greeley claim foreclosure of the rpHE subscribers, L&ugdon B. Wood, of BufHERBERT A. CLEMENT, late of MOUNT son, Spratt
1
falo, iu the state of New York, and
same and give this notice for that purpose.
DESERT,
Charles P. Wood, ot Castine, in the State of
Bar Harbor. Maiue, February 6. 1912.
Maine, hereby give notice that they have been
Nickerson. Spratt & Gkkkley,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
Andkew H. Nickerson,
duly appointed execctors of the last will and
given bonds as the law directs. All persona
testament of
Frank Spratt.
having demands against the estate of said
Henry E Greeley.
deceased are desired to present the same for
FRANK P. WOOD, late of CAWTINE.
in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds
settlement, and all indebted thereto are reDeasy & Lynam, attorneys.
quested to make pavment immediately.
being required by the terms of said will.
Addib L. Clbmbnt Gault.
Langdon B. Wood aesid'ng out of the Sta e in
subscribers hereby give notice that compliance with section 43 of ch rpter 66, and
Lamoine, Feb’y 6, 1912.
they have been duly appointed execu- section i4ot chapter 89. of the revised statutes
tors of the last will and testament of
has appointed (Jrorge H. Worster. of Bangor,
noMce that
subscriber hereby gives
he has been duly appointed admin- ABBY M. FULTON, late of SOUTHWEST in the State of Mali e. to be his agent, so that
any legal process against him as executor if
istrator of tbe estate of
HARBOR,
made on ®aid agent shall be of the same legal
FRED MOORE, late of ELLSWORTH,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds effect as il made on Langdon B. Wood perin the county of Hancock, deceased, and
being required by the terms of said will All sonally within said State of Maine. All perAll per
persons having demands against the essons
having demands against the estate
given bonds as the law directs.
tate of said deceased are det-ired to present
sons
of said deceased are desired to present
having demands against the estate
of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and all inde ted the same for settlement, and all indented
thereto are requested to make payment
the same for settlement, and all indebted
mthereto are requested to make payment imEdward F. Robinson,
thereto are requested to make payment imLanuoon B. Woon,
mcdiately.
mediately.
Harold V. Moore.
Abby 8 Robinson.
Chablks P. Wood.
mediately.
Ellsworth, Me., Feb’y 7, 1912.
Ellsworth, Feb. 8, 1912.
January 22, 1912.
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f Daily except Sunday.
°Daily except Monday.
Trains leaving Ellsworth at 7.18 a m and 4.28
LIABILITIES DEC. 81, 1911.
p m, and arriving at Ellsworth 11.06 a m, 10.62
p. m. connect with Washington Co. Ry.
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f 813.241 81
t Stops on signal to conductor.
1,844,069 02
Unearned premiums,
{.Stops only to leave passengers from points
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on
Washington County Railroad.
00
Cash capital.
1,54-0.000
1,507.681 17
Surplus over all liabilities.
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Real estate.
Mortgage loans.
Stocks and bonds,
Cash tn office and bank,
Aeeuts’ balances.
Bills receivable.
I merest and rents.
All other assets.

iLTHAM.

ig.

BAR HARBOR.

Boston via Dover lv
boston via P situh lv

COMPANY,

STATE OF MAINE
County of Hancock, *s.
To the Honorable Justice of the (Supreme Judicial Court, neat to be holden at Ellsworth
wit bin ard lor the said <ounly of Hancock
on the ae--ond Tuesday of April, a. d mil.
I
EsPECTFULLY represents.
Fanny O.
» *
Campbell, of Englewood, state of New
Jersey, that she is in possess on of certain
real property situated in the county of Hancock and State ot M line, claiming an est»te in
freehold ot one undivided half part therein;
that she has oeen in uninterrupted possession
of said one undivi ed half pait of said real
property for four years and mere; that said
real pr< pert> is described as follows:
All ihos certain lot
pieces or parcels of
land situate lying and being in the town ot
Hancock, in the county of Hancock and
State of
Maine, bounded and described
as follows, viz.:
being one undivided half
part of tbe homestead of the late Ehen
ezer Clark, late of tne town of Hancock, in
tbe county of Hancock and Siate of Maine
aloresiid f eluding one half oart undivided
ot the pasture, wood lot and field and !>etug
all the premises conveyed 10 Henry M. Clarke
bythela<e hbenezer Clark by deed hearing
date tbe Efth nay of September, a d. eighteen
hundred and eighty s ven and which deed is
recorded in the office of tbe register of deeds
and co veyances of Hancock county in tbe
State of Maine aforesaid, in book vol me (2t9)
two hundred and ninei. en, page (66) slzry five
on the fifth
day of September, a d. 1887, a
reference to which will more particularly
show and being the *ame property deeded to
me by Henry M. t larke, esqr., by deed bearing date the seventeenth day of January, a. d.
1889.
That the source of the petitioner's title is as
follows:
(1) By quit-claim deed from Thomas
Robinson, administrator of Thomas Clark, to
Ebenezer Clark, dated January 80, 1884, and recorded in Hancock county registry of deeds in
volume 77. page 209.
(2) By warranty deed from Ebenezer Clark
to his son, Henry M. Clark, deceased, late
husband of y< ur petitioner, dated September
6.1X87. and recorded in said r. gistry in volume 219, page 66.
(3) By warranty deed from Henry M. Clark
and Fanny O. Clark your petitioner, to William M. Steer*, dated Jan> ary 17 1889, and recorded in said registry in volume 286, page 446.
(4) By warranty deed from William M
Steers to Fanny O Claike, n w Fanny G
Campbell, your petitioner, dated March 4, a.
d. 189 and recorded in sai.1 registry in vol
a me 246, page 444.
That an app ehension exists that certain
to wit: Margaret Steers and Anna j.
teers, of tbe city, county and state of New
York, and certain other persons unknown
claiming aB heirs, devisees or assigns or in
some other
way, under William M. Steers,
late of said city, county and 8'a>e of New
York, elaira or may claim some right, title or
in
the
interest
premises adverse to her said
estaie and that such apprehension creates a
cloud upon the title and depreciates the mar
of
ket velue
the said property:
Wherefore, she prays that the said Margatet Steers and Anna J Steers and all persons claiming by. through or under said William M. Steers, may be summoned to show
cause wny they should not bring an action to
try their title to the above described premises.
Dated *t Englew* od. New Jersey, this
seventeenth day of March, a. d. 1911.
Fanny O. Clarke,
Now Fanny O. Campbell.
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ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

Waiter Cj by is suff ring from lumbago.
Mrs. P riy Davis who has been quite

f 4 lft

...

Endurance &tatcmmt$.

W.

I P M I P M

h

...

J. W. McKay recently visited her
brother D. M. McFarland at
Washington Junction.
Feb. 12.
M.

YORK,

J911.

M

A

BAR HARBOR ....1?
Bo re n to
Sullivan
Mt Desert Ferry.
Waukcag, Sullivn Fy
Hancock
Franklin Road.
Wash’gt'n June
ELLSWORTH
Ellsworth Falls
Nicolin
Green Lake
Phillips Lake
Egery's Mill
Holden
Brewer June
ar
BANGOR.

home from La-

NATIONAL HUKbTV

3,

HARBOR TO BANGOR.

KAtv

Lee and

“Amen- a.”

ill, i« i uprovi

last week.

was

Id Effect
Dec.

Railroad

Sunday.

NEW

The
society
Eric Lodeahottz Feb. 7, with a good atAll
tendance.
report a good time, and
Mrs. Lizzie Ash’s (our little ones had “the
time o! their life.”

W

Maine
Central

on

Mrs.

son

with

Pen. 12.

in Bangor

Miss Mattie Urindle, of Surry,
cent guest of Miss Adella Clark.

with Mrs.

met

ladies' aid

•re

over

Harbor.

spect

days

were

over

Miss Tillie Martin, of Bar Harbor, spent
the week-end with her mother.

daughter, Mrs. George Allen, at Pro-

her

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

Bangor

in

FRANKLIN ROAD.

Clark,

winter

few

a

Mias Sadie Mullan

a

Mrs. Lizzie Hammond is with Mra.
Boardman Kingsley, who broke her wrist.
Mrs. Kingsley is getting along finely.
Blanche Kingsley and Leon Orcult, who
school at Sullivan,
ire attending high
were home Saturday and Suuday.
Mrs. E. S. Shaw is visiting Mrs. J. B.
Wood who is

Bailtoabs enb Steamboats.

M. H. Kelley and wife have moved to
Manset,where they will open a restaurant.
Mrs. Calvin Young and Mrs. Walter
Hodgkins, of Hancock, were in town last
week, guests of Mrs. Fannie Smith.
Feb. 12.
N.

c.

12.

that your money will be

H.
EAST LAMOINE.

Jnoiog!

Mr*.

derstanding

_

til lor treatment.
and Mina Olive Guahee
Miss Clara Allen
school exhibition of
ntended the bitrb
Winter Harbor Friday
jraespeskmif at
Miss Allen was one of the

Emma

of

cases

He has been in Isles-

accompanied Mrs.
William Cousins was
The
Stevens to Boston Wednesday.
Sunday
visiting relatives.
Deaconess
the
into
hoepito
go
litter is

Oath.

]

returned If It does not help you.
The friends of dipt. Jason Greenlaw, of
G. A. Parcher,
Ellsworth, Me.
this pia es, are sorry to learn that he

Order of Pocahontas.
Hunt
Min Audrey

f

few

a

diphtheria.

Mrs. L S.

|«4res.

few ol

Jonathan Stinson is still suffering from
Injuries received by a fall from his sleigh
man.
recently.
It is the curative medicinal eleMiss Bartlett, of South Thomaston,
ments of the cods' livers, combined
spent a few days recently with Mrs.
with the strengthening properties of
Vernon Small.
tonic iron contained In Vinol which
Mrs. Austin Smith spent a few days at
makes it so successful in restoring
West Stonington recently, the guest ol
perfect digestion and at the
same
Mrs. D. W. Fifield.
time It builds up the tired,
overFossie Seekins, a student at Colby, is worked and
*
run-down system.
spending two weeks at home, as the school
Try a bottle of Vinol with the un-

"Janar
,ber«

a

chronic stomach trouble, and five
weeks ago It got so bad I had to
give
up work. X had tried various medicines without relief, and was
finally
Induced to try Vinol. After taking the
first bottle I was greatly benefited.
Am now on the third bottle and
ready
to resume work. Am rapidly
gaining
In weight and strength.” Edw. Nlea

Muriel Judkins, of North Haven, is
visiting her grandmother, Mrs. Samuel
Judkins.

a

after a year of suc-,bool dosed Friday
Clara.Allen in the
I0l*ork bv Miss
,ud Miss Olive Oushee in the

inn

legal Notices.

Jtowrttscnuma.

base

THE

THE

THE

THE

#

&bb(it»imcnn.

has

Royal

Eugene Morphy

Mrs.

A merry party of nineteen good grangers
attended the play at Weat Eden Tuesday

evening, and report
Feb. 12.

returned to

hss

an

enjoyable

time.

R.

her home in Trenton.

delicious home-baked foods

making

many

NORTHEAST HARBOR.
Mm. Katherine Smallidge is visiting in
Boston.

substitute for

no

“Aunt Sue” has
admiring friends in Salisbury Oove
and Bar Harbor.
last week's American

COUNTY NEWS

Mildred Wasgett, who

Miss

teaching

at East

Corinth,

literary club

The

BASS HARBOR.

has been

Mrs. John Closson, who has been very
ill, is better.

is home.

was

entertained by

Bert Rowe returned Saturday from a few
visit in Surry.
Mrs. Alexander White went to the Bar

Thusday evening.

Mrs. Stella Hill

days’

Gilman high school
spent Saturday afternoon at “Ye Crags'’.
The

students

The

Willing

of

Workers will meet

Ralph Reynolds, who has
in Lamoine, was called home
tLe illness and death of his
W.

for treatment last week.

hospital

Harbor

with

Miss Hallie Murphy has returned from
visit to her sisters at Southwest Harbor.

•

Mrs. Sarah Bartlett Thursday afternoon.
been at work

a

Capt. Lewis Holmes came home from
Port laud last week, and will haul up his

last week by
father, Albert

vessel for the winter.

Reynolds.

THE GYRO COMPASS

When • ahip i, tlt
apparatus
both compasses aboar the true
north, not
the magnetic north, and it ia
by
north that all conraea are nailed.
Other weaknesaea reported for the
The magnetic compass, which has been
q,,.
man compaae ia that it float# on
in use by every mariner who sailed the
mercury
The affinity that thin metal ha*
for
all
sea einoe Columbus, is nearing the end of
othera, it ia aaid, quickly covera ita an,,
its usefulness, at least for steam vessels.
face with a scum that
neriooaly
affecta
the
The bureau of navigation of the navy movement of the cbmpaaa. The
German
has decided that it must go. In its place compaaa rotor make# 20,000
revolution*
a
there is being installed in the warship*, minute, and u the wear on
bearing jn.
that gyroscope compass w hjch it is said is cream's with the cube of the
speed it has
so fsr superior to the magnetic compass
been difficult, to And metal that will
stand
that they are not in the same class.
it. The slower rate of the American
comBo long as ships were built of wood, the pass tend* materially to ease the
operation
a
as
as
guide
was
good
and
magnetic compass
of construction.
economy
n,e
the mariner needed, though its shortcom- American compass is the invention
of Klits
use
understand
to
ings were such that
mer D. Sperry, an engineer who has
derequired much study. To begin with, the voted much time and thought to gyroa
merion
single
magnetic compass, except
acopic force, and he is confident that t|„
dian of longitude, does not point to the gyro will yet find many more fleldsof
usethat
reason
obvious
north pole, for the very
fulness.
hundreds
Is
the magnetic north pole many
It is not many months since the
United
of mites to the south of it. The effect of this States bureau of navigation
decided to do
comIceland
the
! sway with the old compass
is seen in the fact that in
card, which
pass needle points almost due west, and in • hows cardinal points and
their comm»n

the Magnetic Needle
Improvement
In L7*e lor 4WS0 Year*.

the’true

on

The ladies’ aid society will meet this
recently graduweek with Mrs. Alton Farley.
They plan
3hawT business college,
ated from the
at the church
Bangor, has taken a position as stenog- to give an entertainment
Feb. 28.
rapher in the office of J. H. Knowles.
Word was received here recently of the
At the Baptist church Sunday evening, a
of the boys’ conference at Water- death of Mrs. Henry Leffingwell at her northern Alaska due east. Becaase of pounds, and adopt a card which
report
ABSOLUTELY PURE
shows
Mrs. Lefflr.gville was given by delegates who attended home at Montclair, N. J.
this, allowance must be made for varia- 3H0 degrees, for instance, ia due eastthe meeting. Next Sunday evening there well and her daughter. Miss Lucia, have tion before one may know where lies the 135 degrees, southeast; 270
degrees, due
will be a missionary program on work in spent their summers here for many years. true north* and before he may discover west, etc.
Her pleasant face will be missed from wbat allowance to make, latitude and
Labrador.
While the gyrocompass may be
placed
The
among the summer visitors.
Baking Powder made
in any position in a ship, the beat
longitude must be known.
NEIGHBORHOOD HOUSE.
results
Schools closed last week after a term of
With the advent of steel ships came are obtained, it is Said,
by
The Town Hill dramatic clob presented
placing it far
from Royal Grape Cream of Tartar
nine weeks. The primary was taught by complications in the use of the compass below
decks, where the motion of the ship
“Down in Maine” to a large and wellThe is felt less. From the
Mrs. Elsie Varney, and the grammar by on which no one had ever reckoned.
“master"
compass
pleased audience Monday evening. Many Frances
Murphy. Pupils of the grammai vast amount of metal close to and sur- "repeaters” may be operated in any part
from Bar Harbor, Seal Harbor and Sound
in attendance: Charlie Closson, rounding the compass sometimes made j of the
perfect
be
they
ship
may
were present.
needed, and as
Kelley’s orchestra of four
This source of
Frances Hallett, Pearl Mitchell.
that instrument useless.
j many as desired. The connections are
furnished music for the play and
fled last year, bat hope to do better this pieces
X. Y. Z.
Feb. 12.
was
controlled by the ; made with
deviation
dually
COUNTY NEATS year.
wire
cord.
dance that followed.
ordinary
use of iron balls, one or mort, placed in
For use in submarines, ports le "reThe bowling tournament is now at its
NORTH BLUEH1LL.
Mrs. Sarah Wardwell bas gone to Belto the compass, but even ibis peaters” are to be installed.
proximity
Th at- may
SEDGWICK.
fast for a short visit with her daughter, height. Some high strings have been
Mrs. Annie Dyke spent
last week in failed to be a permanent remedy, and the be carried to any part of the
ahip desired.
Dr. A. G. Carter is at home.
rolled during the past week.
Mrs. Arthur Stantiat.
compasses of big ships must be examined
Bangor.
Feb. 13.
V.
George Campbell, of Cherryfield, called
The great need
The Bay school closed Friday, after a
Miss Jennie Weacolt returned Saturday frequently and adjust* d.
SAXCTt AKIKs.
on friends here Sunday.
for absolute accuracy is seen when it is
successful term taught by Miss Annie
NORTH CABTINE.
from Bangor.
Thomas J. Pervear has recently sold his Dunbar, of North Castine.
realized that an error of one-half of one The Fifty-Two National
Miss Ada F. Conner is ill of bronchia!
Preserves
H.S. Dunbar has a crew in the woods
home to R. M. Buckminster, of this village.
degree in the compass means that the
Miiiititiited In Thti < uuutn
The members of Rising Star lodge, F. trouble.
lumbering for Ernest Perkins.
Mrs. S. M. Cousins, of Lynn, Mass., is and M., are invited to visit the lodge at
ship may be thirty miles off her course at
The National Association of Audubon
MissJosie E. Snow, of Bluehill, was a
Mrs. H. S. Ward well has returned from the end of a
voyage across the Atlantic.
societies la the pioneer of bird protection
visiting her parents, T. J. Pervear and North Brooksville Saturday evening, Feb. recent
Welland Clay’s, where she has been emguest at C. M. Leach's.
In modern warships the compass devia- in tiiis country. Through it* tHoru
wife.
17. If pleasant, a good number will go.
fiftyMrs. Alma Perkins and eon Arno visited ployed.
is
even more than it is on merchant
tion
two national bird reserves b*v
Miss Belle Smith, who came home from
tx'cn set
C. K. Bridges and wife returned Saturday
in South Penobscot last week.
E. E. Cummings has bought all the ships. The presence of gr at amounts of aside and
maintained, nod many places
Colby on account of the diphtheria scare, | from an extended stay in Bangor, where
Alpheus Blnisdell spent Saturday and salable hay in this place and shipped it to me; «l, some of it close to the compass, haves been supplied w ith warden to proreturned to school last week.
Mr. Bridges has been receiving treatment
Portland.
make*
the
a
matter
of
grave
at
bis
in
home
East Orland.
adjustment
tect the birds curing th*» breeding season.
William H. Pervear and Mrs. Hose Pert for his eyes. His many friends are glad to Sunday
Miss Annie and Thomas Grieve, jr., left concern to the navigator. It is probable
Germany has preceded us in the conGeorge P. Conner was slightly injured
were married
Wednesday noon at the learn that he is somewhat improved.
!
that
of
the
acci
:«nts
that
have
many
servation of birds as well as of the forests,
Thursday for Bostou and vicinity for an
Woodlocke.
Feb. 12.
by the upsetting of his sleigh recently.
parsonage, by Rev. E. Sanderson. J. H.
w
taken
in
the
maiMH
of
arnvring
place
extended visit.
and has done much to supply in artificial
Miss Sylvia Ward well is recovering from
Hooper was best man and Mrs. J. H.
sbips have been caused by an ill-adjusted ways what has been destroyed through
Feb. 12.
D.
HANCOCK.
Hooper matron of .honor. The bridal
injuries sustained by a fall several weeks
compass.
carelessness or by widespread cultivation
Oalen Young went to Tunk pond Mon- ago.
couple will tour New York, and then reEDEN.
Miss Ethel

Baking Powder

Rowe,

only

who

_

turn to their beautiful

cottage here.

day for

chapter, R. A. M., gave

week’s

a

fishing.

Jennie Bridges, of Penobscot, visited her parents, Edwin Ordway and wife,
Mrs.

G. S. Higgins, of Sorrento, visited bis

Springer, who has been
a reception at Riverside hall Friday evenlast week.
teaching at Gouldsboro, is home.
ing. The Brooksville orchestra of eight
The ladies’ aid society will meet with
Capt. Frank W. Hutchins, of the fishing
pieces turnished music. A fine banquet Mrs. A. i. Foss Feb. 15, for an all-day ses- vessel Wesley W. Sennett, is at home for a
was served in the ladies’ hall by R. A.
sion.
few weeks.
Bracy, caterer. A pleasing program was
A. B. Crabtree and wife are guests of
Mrs. Edward Littlefield, of Penobscot,
presented, consisting of instrumental their
daughter, Mrs. Ira Grey, at Mans- is with her daughter, Mrs. Manfred
duet by Mrs. E. J. Eaton and O. L. Flye;
field, Mass.
Mixer, who is ill.
song, Mr. and Mrs. Frank McGonldrick;
Mrs. O. W. Foss was called to Melrose,
Frank Hooper, of Castine, has had the
solo, Mrs. T. A. Smith; readings by Mrs.
F. S. Herrick, Mrs. T. C. Stanley, Mrs. I. Mass., Monday by the illness of her lumber cut on his land here and hauled to
Hall’s mill to be sawed.
S. Candage and Mrs. F. L. Cole, inter- daughter, Mrs. J. C. Worthen.
There will be a social dance at town hall
Church Rogers and family, who have
spersed with music by the orchestra. The
company then repaired to the dance hall, Thursday evening, Feb. 15; proceeds for spent some time at H. B. Ward well’s, have
Hancock Point library. gone to their home*in Lamoine.
where dancing was enjoyed until a late the benefit of
Mu- ic by Hancock Point orchestra.
hour. It was a most enjoyable evening.
Feb. 12.
L.
Minnewaukon

Feb. 12.

H.

The members of the J.

S. Smith is

business

on a

trip

to

Boston.

Capt. Scott Geyer
by rheumatism.

confined

is

to the

house

Miss Flossie

Miss Annie McKenzie and
Seekins have returned to
Arthur

Spofford

and

friends in Portland and
A

new

Colby college.
are visiting

wife

been

Rev. H. B.
a

Haskell,

Ellsworth,

of

has

guest at W. S. Thurlow’s the past

week.

Percy

Cousins

was

quite

coasting Friday evening.

badly

He is

hurt

now

im-

proving.
Mrs. George Manchester and son, of
Northeast Harbor, are guests of Mrs.
Fosta Hamblen.

Capt.

Will

next

meeting will be on Feb. 20, at
Mrs. Winfield Stratton. The

the home of

officers of the club for this year are:
President, Mrs. C. P. Cook; vice-president, Mrs. H. G. Foss; treasurer, Miss
Mrs.
H. W.
Lola Crabtree; secretary,
Johnson.

Feb. 12.

C.

SAKGENTVILLE.
Calvin

Billings,

ha9

repaired

the

of the

steamer

Min-

Mrs. Adelle Parker, of Sedgwick, is with
Mary Miliiken for a few weeks.

Miss

McIntyre

Miss Lilia

has

closed

her

school here and returned to Bluehill.

Julia H. Sweet has returned from
New York, where she has been visiting.
Mrs.

East

Harding

Bluehill,

Harold Jellison, who is employed at Bar

Harbor,

There will be

is at home

where she has

was

taken to

Friends of Mrs.

Young

Augusta this week and placed

in the children’s home.
Mrs. C. A.

Haskell,

who has

been

visit-

ing her husband aboard the schooner Jes9ie
Bishop, in Boston, arrived home Saturday.
Frank Gross, who was drawn as juror
to

serve

in

the

United

States court at

Portland, left Tuesday.
Harold Greenlaw, who is taking a course
in electrical engineering in Boston, is
spending a few days with relatives in

a

conference

from

The selectmen

finishing

are

up the
able the auditor to
the hands of the

in session this week

year’s business to enput the town report in

Feb. 12.

C.

Clyde Gray

is

SEDGWICK.

ill.

Schools closed

Rex.

PENOBSCOT.
Nina Yarn urn closed a successful
term of school at Perkins hill Friday.
Mark Smith, of the General Electric Co.,

are

ill.

chopping

wood

for

Durgain.

Mrs. Mina Candage has returned to her
home in East Bluehill.
Miss Leora

Novella is spending the winSedgwick.

meeting

Bar Harbor

home.

Clark has returned from the

hospital

much

improved.

William C. Higgins is quiet ill. Mrs.
Wade Russell, of Salisbury Cove, is bis

at

nurse.

M. G. Joy is failing in health, and

Mrs.

at her advanced age grave fears
tained for her recovery.

are

enter-

The drama, “Down in Maine,”
was
given by Mountain View grange to a full
house Tuesday and Wednesday evenings.
W. H. Pervear and Mrs. Rose Pert were The receipts were over flOO. The play will
married at the parsonage at Sedgwick by be given at Northeast Harbor to-night.

sledding,

and

teams

all

busy.

Rev. Mr. Sanderson
wish them much

Feb. 7.

Their

Feb. 12.

friends

M.

joy.

WEST SURRY.

While driving to Sedgwick Thursday,
Mrs. Annie Closson’s sleigh was upset,
frightening the horse, wnich ran, but
was
Mrs.
stopped near the village.
Closson was not seriously hurt.
Feb. 12.
A.

F. N. Trundy,

Capt G.

thick.

firewood

tilled his

Gray

one

of

is

filling

his.

our

they burn.
L.

is at

Bert Candage is ill.
Conary has been 511 the past week.
Lin wood Leighton is at work for Fred
Mrs.

A. B.

1

Sargent,
Mrs.

Sargentviile.

at

Emerson anr. son left Monday for
Dee” Isle.

bay

steamer

stLl frozen

is

workea

making gloves at the Seawall Bluehill.
Feb. 12.
glove factory.
W. L. Dolliver, of Two BuBh light, spent
Sunday here with his parents, William

over, yet the
through Saturday for

are

A

Cbumbs.
WEST BROOKLIN.

son wr.s

Clapp Feh.

born to Mr. and Mrs. Cleaves

10.

Mrs. Hartwell visited her
Parker Bridges, recently.

Mrs.

covered

there attained

success

again

on

it

speed,

the

participate
big

when

throws them out
was

are

fired

the

father

conservation,

estate at Beebach

as

use for nesting
sympathetic way

birds

purposes,
of mak-

And the wisdom of his protection has
been thoroughly proved, for at times when

adjoining

estates

were

ruined

by

insect

pests, his were fresh and unharmed, an
undeniable proof of the service the birds
render mankind when permitted to do so.
His
orchards furnished with nestingboxes are free from caterpillars when all

be-

the rest of the
these

neighborhood suffers from

pests.

the propounder of the
much wood would a
woodchuck chuck if a woodchuck would
chuck wood?'1
Addressed

question:

to

“How

How much good could a hoodoo do
If’t were hoodoo* who do good?
What size shoes do Jew crews choose
When Jew crews go on cruises?

often

If a saw-horse saw what a
Would a see-saw see what

much as five degrees,
that this jarring might

as

feared

large

called

bird

other landowners.

in the coronation

guns

equipped

his

ing birds that nest in the grass, bushes,
thicket)*, tall trees, dead trees, clay banks,
etc., feel at home are copied by many

ceremonies. One of the great faults of the
magnetic compass on warships is that the

jarring

has

his clever and

fastest boats in the United
States navy, yet it stood up
perfectly.
The navigation board has decided that the
magnetic compass has found its superior,
and they are being installed on all the
big
ships.
Following the Drayton tests a gyro
compass was installed in the battleship
Delaware bctore she started on her trip to
to

modern scientific

trees that

of the

Europe

destroyed.
von Berlepscb,

of

experimental station for bird protecHis methods of feeding, his skill in
imitating the natural holes found in old

was

Drayton

time dis-

possession

tion.

boat destroyer Drayton. In the Drayton
compass was placed in a magazine, way down in the hull over the keel,
where it was surrounded by metal.
A
magnetic compass would have been useless in such a place, yet the gyro, when
started 90 degrees of the meridian found
the north in forty-two minutes.
The tests were made in rough weather
one

all in

an

the gyro

ing

were

and taken

Baron

United Slates torpedo-

the

by the birds

forests that the natural nesting-places be
not all

Early last spring the American gyro
compass was tried for five days on the Old
Dominion liner Princess Anne, between
New York and Newport News, and as a retested

of

The government has also ordered tha
old trees to be left alanding in the crown

a vacuum.

sult of the

place

of.

a

week

who has been driving the
for K. R. Dority, came home

_

When the average

man

a

whole

lot

B.

takes his

pen in
believe that he
more than anybody

hand, he generally gets
knows

the other

on

hand,

is

more

than

great, and it is beyond the
strength of two men to drag it
least fraction of a degree out of its
course, when the gyro is moving
9,000
revolutions s minute.
as

|

combined

A

comparison

see-saw sees
a

wood-saw

saw

-.

ing object,

as

a

suming

that a
from south to

the nerves,
as

to

She—I wouldn’t marry you if you were
the last man on earth. He Well, considering that in such a case i would have a
large number of stunners to select from, I
don’t think you would.

ship

moved at the

same

rate

between north and east.
Hence, beside the compass, the mariner
must take into account the
speed of the
ship, the latitude, longitude and the
way

ship's

course.

In the German
instrument
taken of these, and the navigator must take all these
observations
aimnltanedhsly to work out bis course
In the American
compass, however, this ia
all done
automatically without the computations necessary in the use of the
Gerno

account ia

in its

well

as

mucous

membranes

In dropsy and Indi-

gestion.

As-

north, the eimple gyro compoint to the northeast, half-

world have been made known to
the public. This means a new era
in the advertising of popular family medicines—Peruna leads.

Cubebs, valuable In nasal catarrh
and affections of the kidneys and
bladder. 8tone root, valuable for

it ia carried on a movfor instance, the

ship,

minute from west to east.

ingredients entering the most
popular household remedy in the

effect upon the mucous membranes.
Cedron seed, a rare
medicine and unsurpassed tonic.

position it takes is a result of the compound motion of the earth and the
ship.
The earth's motion on its axis
in this lati-

a

tive

Peruna contains among other

of the

gyro is that when

TRUTHFUL ADVERTISING

things, golden seal, powerful

American with the
derman gyro compass shows
many points
in favor of the former. A
property of the

pass would

Feb. 12.

else.

dian,

7,000 times

miles

Ray Bridges,
mail

five degrees it often has not the
power to
return, unless started on its way. The i
that
holds
the
power
gyro to the meri- i

tude, forty degrees, forty-two minutes,
daughter, forty-four seconds
north, is about 700

Saturday.
SALISBURY COVE.

ernment forests that

the

their home at
The

Albert King has returned from a visit to
his brother Myron in Ellsworth. Be will
soon leave to go with
Capt. .E. T. Brown
in schooner Nickerson.
Feb. 10.
Dolly.

revolves in

to take the

The grand dachy of Hesse
installed 9,300 of theee boxes in the gov-

tttiorrufinnr-ntt.
of
North LaBenjamin Campbell’s.
At the parish meeting Feb. 6, it was guns, and the new compass did not
budge.
An examination of the
unanimously voted to call Rev. F. W.
gyro compass |
THE BASIS OF SUCCESS.
shovg that its most wonderful
Tingley for another year.
feature, !
Schools closed Friday, after a successful | n-xt to the way it finds the north, is the Binoe the
Ingredients Entering Penma
term taught by Miss Elsie Stanley, o{ this tenacity with which it holds it. A mag|
Are Known, It* Power a* a Catarrh
netic
is
held
to
compass
its
place, and Miss Edua Stearns, of New
position by a
Eemedy and Tonic if
Hampshire. Miss Stearns left Saturday to force so slight that a breath will disturb
Understood.
it.
80
weak
in
this
force
that when the I
join a friend who is teaching in L^moine.
COLUMBUS, OHIO.—The accompass is artificially deflected up to give 1
Feb. 12.
8.
Etta Richardson,

Mrs.

moine,

Millie Pettigrew, of McKinley,
sister, Mrs. Emily Newman,
Mrs. Nellie

are

can

dead trees.

seriously affect the gyro. During the sa-i
luting, however, whole broadsides were !
fired by the Delaware with her
biggest

BLUEHILL FALLS.

last week.

in all

magentic influences.
Briefly speaking, the American gyro
compass is a gyroscope, with a roter about
eighteen inches in the diameter, propelled
by electric power, 8,000 to 9,000 revolutions a minute, and suspended in a framework by piano wire. When it
if set going
it immediately begins to seek the meridian. To the top of the swinging roter
is attached the compass card. The roter

and it

ISLE8FORD.

I

and

children,
mother,

Feb. 12.

Ramsdeil has his sawing machine

Dolliver

is

smart old men,
was ninety years old to-day, February 12.
In pleasant weather he manufactures what

H.

Lena

four

home of her

has

F.

R. T. Carlisle,

Jordan Benson, who has been visiting in
Boston and New York, is home.

Mrs.

ill,

icehouse
with tine quality ice, twenty-four inches

running.

Newman

to the

N. Trundy

SEAWALL.

visited her

move

They

where certain birds

(rowing hedges
neat, cutting off
the topa of trees in placet ao that they may
spread out lower branches, thus forming
tue thigkets that birds love and that have
been too thoroughly done away with by
civilisation.
They tie bushes together to m»ke better
shelter, hang skilfully-constructed boxes

directions has the power of finding the
axis of the earth by assuming a position

and at all rates of
been

Mrs. Phebe Saunders.

out of town.

Al.

has

Carter, with

Mrs. Maud
has moved

MT. DESERT.

Feb. 12.

who

better.

F.

Harry Hamor spent last week in Bangor
Boston, is spending a short vacation at his
Miss Edith Gray, who has been visiting visiting his brother John.
horn*- here.
Willard Fogg and wife are spending a
her parents for some time, left for Florida
few weeks with relatives in Mariaville.
Mrs. Ida Wardwell went to Castine last Thursday.
week to care for Mrs. Morgrage, who is
j Miss Ivadel Gray fell down stairs re- Miss Lena Rich spent several days la t
seriously ill.
cently, breaking her arm in two places week at West Eden, the guest of Mrs. I la
The ladies’ aid society of the Methodist I and dislocating her elbow. Much sympa- Rich.
church will serve dinner at the town hall thy is felt for her.
Friends here of “Aunt Sue”, of the M.
D.
B. column, greatly enjoyed her letter in
town-meeting day. They were well satis- j Feb. 12.
ter with her siBter at

are

12._V.

Mrs. Gertie

afternoon.

Dolliver and wife.

Friday.

William Benson is

Em-

Britain,

New

great deal of timber has been landed at
Thurston & Allen’s mills.

Mrs.

Babcock, with children, who
has been visiting her father and sister
Edgar Kief and Mrs. Vesta Carter, returned to her home in Burleigh last week.
Mrs. Edith

Roland

Miss

Jordan, who is nearly ninety-two
bed, the first

yearB old, is confined to his
time for over sixty years.

Irving and Walter Carter

printers.

Feb. 12.

Edward True regret to

Ethel Moon recently spent a week
in Bangor with her sister, Mrs. Nina
Colby.

WEST

brother

and

been in

WEST EDEN.

Feb. 17.

Mrs.

town.

have

past three months,

the

Feb.

There will be an apron and necktie
ball at Riverside hall Saturday evening,

been teach-

learn of her serious illness.

Lewis

who

Conn.,

Fay, put the stone ing.
Mrs. A. A. Hanna spent last week at
on his trip again.
board,
Mrs. Eugene C. Jordan and children, of Tremont.
Harry Smith has been breaking out the Cape Kozier, are guests of George Jordan
Rev. Joseph Walker was in Bangor last
cove the past week with dynamite to
get and wife.
week attending convocation.
the vessels to and from his lumber wharf.
The pupils of school No. 8 gave an inRev. E. A. Jenkins, wife and
baby
Miss Nettie Buckminster, assistant post- teresting entertainment Thursday evenMarion, of Bristol, are here on a visit to
master, is taking a vacation in Portland ing. Much credit is due their teacher, Capt. Fred Pray. Mr. Jenkins
preached
and Boston. Miss Mary Eaton is taking Miss McIntyre.
Sunday evennig.
her place during her absence.
Feb. 12.
8IM.
Miss Abbie Hanna, who has been home
Feb. 12.
Nihil.
two weeks, her school at Sound
being
MT. DESERT FERRY.
closed on account of sickness, returned to
Miss Madge Moon is visiting in Bangor.
her school this morning.
JJIUJUJK lDJuIU.
Miss Elizabeth Jellison is in Bangor for
Officers in the masonic lodge were inMias Grace Fitield, of Bangor, is visiting
a short time.
stalled
Mrs. Frank Gross.
Wednesday evening by M. L.
Harvard Carter closed his school at Sor- Allen, P. W. M., assisted
by W. J. RichThe common schools closed Friday for
rento Friday.
ardson. After the installation there was a
a four weeks’ vacation.
Joseph Tufts is in Ellsworth, employed dance and chicken supper. There was a
Edward Gross and wife, of Oceanville,
in the foundry.
large attendance, including many from
are spending a few weeks with Mrs. Abbie
child of Lizzie

Hodgkins

Ludolph
mons,

and started

Bryant.
A three-year-old

at the Ovens the

fora much-needed rest.

schooner Fannie and
on

Martha Leland, who has been em*
past year, is home

Mrs.

SEDGWICK.

Thursday

of the land.

Sadie

ployed

Colby Hooper is boarding at Roy Allen’s.
The proceeds from the circle sapper were
about fl4.
the church

free to

recently.
with its axis parallel with the earth’s.
Huntley, who has been On this basis scientists here and in Gervisiting relatives in Bar Harbor, is home.
many began working on independent
George H. King and wife are receiving lines, but toward the same end, and both
congratulations on the birth of a daugh- produced a compass entirely free from
everywhere possible
ter, born Feb. 9.
home

was

Mrs.

A

neola, is at home for several days.
Mrs. Villette Sargent is visiting her sis*
ter, Mrs. E. A. Byard, at Sedgwick.

Miss Vera N.

Tyler

Feb. 6.

WORTH

Good

organized,

ordered.

been

The

of Miss

rapidly-spinning body

recently.

sister

were

Eiddeford.

book club has

about twenty late books have been

and

N. E. club

pleasantly entertained at the home
Lola Crabtree Tuesday afternoon,

STONINGTON.
Edwin

Rena

Miss

It is a feature of the gyroscope, which
discovered by Foucault in 1852, that a

was

\

Needle Books Given Away
A most useful little present, a
dispensable to every housekeeper,
needle book, containing forty of tl
beet needles made, will be sent free 1
With your request f*
any address.
this needle book, ndose s yellow wtsi
per from s bottle of "L. T.” Atwood
medioine, stating your experience <
opinion of the remedy. Write Mb
to the X* F. Medicine Co., PortliB
>
vr»in«

